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Abstract
Many scientific disciplines are being revolutionized by the explosion of public data
on the web and social media, particularly in health and social sciences. For instance, by
analyzing social media messages, we can instantly measure public opinion, understand
population behaviors, and monitor events such as disease outbreaks and natural disasters.
Taking advantage of these data sources requires tools that can make sense of massive
amounts of unstructured and unlabeled text. Topic models, statistical models that posit
low-dimensional representations of data, can uncover interesting latent structure in large
text datasets and are popular tools for automatically identifying prominent themes in text.
For example, prominent themes of discussion in social media might include politics and
health.
To be useful in scientific analyses, topic models must learn interpretable patterns that
accurately correspond to real-world concepts of interest. This thesis will introduce topic
models that can encode additional structures such as factorizations, hierarchies, and cor-
relations of topics, and can incorporate supervision and domain knowledge. For example,
topics about elections and Congressional legislation are related to each other (as part of a
ii
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broader topic of “politics”), and certain political topics have partisan associations. These
types of relations between topics can be modeled by formulating the Bayesian priors over
parameters as functions of underlying “components,” which can be constrained in various
ways to induce different structures.
This approach is first introduced through a topic model called factorial LDA, which
models a factorized structure in which topics are conceptually arranged in multiple dimen-
sions. Factorial LDA can be used to model multiple types of information, for example topic
and political ideology. We then introduce a family of structured-prior topic models called
SPRITE, which creates a unifying representation that generalizes factorial LDA as well as
other existing topic models, and creates a powerful framework for building new models.
This thesis will also show how these topic models can be used in various scientific appli-
cations, such as extracting medical information from forums, measuring healthcare quality
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Massive quantities of public text data are readily available across the Web in a wide
variety of domains and formats, including news media articles, scientific literature, reviews
of products and services, weblogs and forum discussions, and social media status updates.
Analysis of such text allows researchers to detect and monitor current events (Allan et al.,
1998; Sakaki et al., 2010), understand consumer preferences and public opinion (Pang and
Lee, 2004; O’Connor et al., 2010), and much more.
The availability of text vastly overwhelms the availability of human readers and their
time. Managing large volumes of unstructured text requires tools that can categorize words
and documents in ways that provide a high-level overview that humans can work with and
understand. One such tool is called a topic model. The primary contribution of this thesis




Topic models (in particular, probabilistic topic models (Blei et al., 2003b)) cluster
words together into “topics” and automatically label tokens in a corpus with those top-
ics. (A “token” is an instance of a word in a document.) For example, in a collection of
news articles, one might expect to find articles about topics such as politics and finance.
Figure 1.1 shows examples of what a topic model learns from news articles: each topic is
a list of related words. Decomposing the content of documents into a small set of topics
allows humans to understand the high-level content of a corpus that may be too large to
read. Probabilistic topic models allow one to understand the thematic composition of a
corpus and to identify which documents are about which topics, with potentially multiple
topics per document. This makes topic models well-suited for visualizing and exploring
text corpora (Eisenstein et al., 2012; Chaney and Blei, 2012; Snyder et al., 2013).
Topic information extracted from topic models can also be analyzed for specific tasks
and research problems. To give some examples, topic models have been used for:
• studying trends in scientific research topics over time (Hall et al., 2008; Paul and
Girju, 2009b) and organizing scientific research grants (Talley et al., 2011);
• understanding historic themes in large collections of literature (Jockers and Mimno,
2013; Blei, 2013), an important part of the emerging discipline of digital humanities;
• analyzing the ideology of politicians (Gerrish and Blei, 2012; Nguyen et al., 2015a);
• identifying geographic variation in language (Eisenstein et al., 2010) and inferring
demographics from writing (Rao et al., 2011);
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Figure 1.1: Examples of topics (out of 50 total topics) from a topic model applied to
2,248 news articles, visualized as the 15 most probable words from each topic’s unigram
distribution. The smallcaps labels for each topic are manually assigned by the author.
• tracking health issues in social media (Paul and Dredze, 2011; Prier et al., 2011;
Resnik et al., 2015) and summarizing medical records (Cohen et al., 2014).
The title of this thesis refers to text-driven science, meaning the use of large text cor-
pora as data sources for answering scientific questions. This thesis will show how struc-
tured topic models can be be applied to a variety of problems in a health and social science,
including extracting information about drugs, learning about patient perceptions of health-
care quality, and measuring public opinion.
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1.1 Probabilistic Modeling of Text
How do topic models work? Before we can understand probabilistic topic modeling,
let us first consider probabilistic modeling in a general.
A probabilistic model posits that data is generated according to some underlying prob-
abilistic process. Suppose the data consists of text. The simplest probabilistic model that
could generate text is to randomly pick words according to some probability distribution.
If we were modeling English, words like “the” and “a” would have high probability, words
like “cat” and “green” would have less high probability, and words like “marvelry” and
“thrombus” would have low probability. This model is called a unigram model. One could
randomly generate documents in this manner. Such documents would loosely resemble
characteristics of English, but would be nonsensical.
A slightly more complex model would randomly pick words based on a category that
a document belongs to. For example, documents about sports would be likely to include
words like “baseball” and “catch”, while documents about animals are more likely to in-
clude words like “cat” and “dog”. This can be achieved by having different distributions
over words for each document category.
This is called a mixture model because the corpus is modeled as a mix of different
category-specific unigram models. As a data-generating process, the way this model imag-
ines that each document is generated is by first randomly choosing a category and then
randomly choosing words from that category’s word distribution. This is the model under-
lying naive Bayes classification in machine learning, and is similar to a topic model since
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each “category” represents something like a topic.
The term “topic model” refers to a more specific, more complex model. Like the cat-
egory mixture model, probabilistic topic models have a unigram model for each “topic”,
but instead of choosing one topic in the entire document, a topic is chosen for each word
token in the document, which then influences the choice of word. This is called an admix-
ture model, meaning that each document has its own mixture of topics, though the topics
themselves are shared across all documents. We will describe the data-generating process
of topic models formally in Chapter 2.
Clearly, these simplistic models are not complete or accurate representations of how
language works. For one thing, standard topic models do not even distinguish between
different orderings of words, treating documents as weighted sets of words (that is, a bag-
of-words representation). However, such models are useful tools for representing particular
aspects of language that we can reason about. Probabilistic topic models can answer the
question, “If this is how language worked, what would the topics associated with these
documents look like?” By answering this question, we can obtain the meaningful clusters
of words shown in Figure 1.1, where each “cluster” is given by the 15 most probable words




We will begin by providing important background on probabilistic topic modeling in
Chapter 2. This chapter provides background on common probability distributions, then
defines common topic models—including latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) (Blei et al.,
2003b), which forms the basis of the topic models introduced later—as well as more com-
plex topic models that capture various structures, such as topic hierarchies. We will de-
scribe learning and inference in topic models, focusing on Gibbs sampling as the inference
method used in this thesis, and we will discuss how to evaluate topic models.
The subsequent chapters introduce new topic models (Chapters 3 and 5) and show how
to use these topic models for applications in health and social science (Chapters 4 and 6).
Chapter 3 introduces factorial LDA (FLDA), a novel topic model that organizes word
distributions into different dimensions. For example, one could use FLDA to jointly model
topic and sentiment—two dimensions—in product reviews. This model makes use of a
novel structured prior to induce the multi-dimensional structure. This chapter is based on
the published work of Paul and Dredze (2012a).
Chapter 4 applies FLDA to two applications in health science: summarizing informa-
tion about drugs and measuring healthcare quality from reviews. A contribution of this
chapter is to extend the structured priors to incorporate domain knowledge for the partic-
ular applications, as well as additional evaluation of the utility of the model for real tasks.
The drug application is based on the papers of Paul and Dredze (2013) and Paul and Dredze
(2012b), while the healthcare application is based on the papers of Paul et al. (2013) and
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Wallace et al. (2014). The healthcare regression experiments in this chapter were conducted
by Byron Wallace and Thomas Trikalinos.
Chapter 5 introduces SPRITE, a structured-prior topic modeling framework that gener-
alizes FLDA. We show how a variety of topic structures can be modeled with SPRITE, and
we show how a variety of previous structured topic models can be derived as special cases
of this model. This chapter is based on the published article of Paul and Dredze (2015).
Chapter 6 applies SPRITE to the task of modeling perspective in text. This includes
modeling opinions and ideology in reviews and political text, as well as modeling public
opinion in social media on a variety of issues. A technical contribution is to show spe-
cific instantiations of SPRITE that capture multiple structures, including factorizations and
hierarchies. This chapter includes additional experiments published in Paul and Dredze
(2015), as well as experiments from a paper in preparation by Benton et al. (2015). Some
experiments were conducted by Adrian Benton.
Chapter 7 then summarizes the contributions of each chapter and suggests future re-
search directions.
1.2.1 Notation
We use smallcaps to refer to hypothetical or human-assigned names of topics, e.g.,
SPORTS or POLITICS. For example, we might refer to “the SPORTS topic” as a hypothetical
example while explaining the intuition of a topic model, even though the model itself does
not assign a name to any topic, as in Figure 1.1.
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When using lowercase letters as indices of vectors, we use the uppercase of the same
letter to denote the dimensionality of the vector. For example, if x is an I-dimensional
vector, each ith component is denoted xi.
We sometimes use bold letters to make it clear that a variable is a vector, but not all
vectors will be bolded if it is obvious. For example, in a topic model, each mth document
has a vector of parameters θm, while we use bold θ to denote the set of all parameters,
{θm}Mm=1, to make this distinction clear.
The hyperparameters of Dirichlet priors use the same variable name as the parameters





This chapter introduces the important concepts behind probabilistic topic modeling,
including model definitions, learning, and evaluation, before introducing new topic models
in Chapters 3 and 5.
The first section provides some background on important probability distributions used
by probabilistic topic models.
Section 2.2 introduces the simplest probabilistic topic model, while Section 2.3 de-
scribes Bayesian topic modeling and introduces the most popular topic model, latent Dirich-
let allocation (Blei et al., 2003b). Subsection 2.3.3 introduces the concept of a structured
prior, which is an important concept in this thesis.
Section 2.4 describes extensions to topic models that include richer topic structures.
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This section focuses on structures and models that will be used later in this thesis in Chap-
ters 3 and 5.
Section 2.5 discusses the inference and optimization of topic models, with a focus on
Gibbs sampling. Section 2.6 then discusses how to evaluate and select topic models.
2.1 Preliminaries: Multinomials, Dirichlets, and
Dirichlet-multinomials
As explained in the introduction, topic modeling is an instance of probabilistic mod-
eling, in which a dataset such as a text corpus is modeled as the output of an underlying
probabilistic process. This section provides background on the basic probability distribu-
tions used by the topic models described in this thesis.
2.1.1 The Multinomial Distribution
The multinomial distribution describes a probability distribution over histograms of a
fixed size. Let n ∈ NI≥0 denote an I-dimensional vector of counts, such that ni is the
integer count of the ith component. For example, in a unigram language model, nv would
denote the count of the vth word in the corpus. Let N be the total count, N =
∑I
i=1 ni. In
a language model, N would be the number of tokens in a corpus.
Among the set of possible histograms of size N (of which there are “N − I − 1 choose
10
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I−1” combinations), the probability of a particular histogramn is given by the multinomial
probability mass function with parameters θ:
P (n|θ) = Γ((
∑I
i=1 ni) + 1)∏I




where Γ is the gamma function, which for integers is defined as Γ(x) = (x − 1)! . This
expression on the left is a normalization term that is constant with respect to θ.
The parameters θ ∈ RI≥0 have the constraint that
∑I
i=1 θi = 1 and can be interpreted as
an explicit probability distribution.
A special case of the multinomial distribution is when N = 1. In this case, this distri-
bution is also called the categorical distribution, and the probability of the random variable
taking the ith value is simply θi, that is P (ni = 1|θ) = θi. When N = 1, the vector n is
called an indicator vector.
2.1.2 The Dirichlet Distribution
The Dirichlet distribution can be thought of as a “distribution over distributions”, as it
is a distribution over vectors in an (I − 1)-dimensional simplex. These vectors are most
commonly used to parameterize multinomial distributions.1 That is, while a multinomial
describes the probability of a histogram n conditioned on parameters θ, a Dirichlet dis-
tribution can describe the likelihood of the parameters θ conditioned on hyperparameters
1However, in Section 5.1.1 we will see an example of using a Dirichlet distribution to generate a vector
that is not used to parameterize a probability distribution.
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Figure 2.1: The Dirichlet probability density function under different parameterizations,
represented on a 2-simplex. The key observations are that the density becomes increasingly
concentrated around the mean as the hyperparameters increase, and the density concen-
trates around the boundaries of the simplex when the hyperparameters are less than 1.0.
θ̃ ∈ RI>0. This notation is consistent with the convention used in this thesis, in which a
distribution over parameters θ has hyperparameters denoted with a tilde, θ̃. The Dirichlet
has the following probability density function:







The mean of a Dirichlet(θ̃) distribution is proportional to θ̃, so EDirichlet(θ̃)[θi] ∝ θ̃i. This
means that θ̃ describes the “average” distribution under this distribution over distributions.
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∑I
i=1 θ̃i is the precision, also called the concentration, and decreases monotonically with
the inverse variance of the distribution.
When the θ̃i values are less than 1, the density function is concentrated around the
boundaries of the (I − 1)-simplex, which means that higher likelihood is given to θ vectors
where most of the mass is on a small number of components, and most of the components
have value near zero. This can be observed in Figure 2.1, which provides plots of the
Dirichlet density function for different hyperparameter values.
If all components of θ̃ have the same value—that is, θ̃i = θ̃i′ for all i, i′—then this is
called a symmetric Dirichlet distribution; otherwise it is called asymmetric. The mean of
symmetric Dirichlet distribution is the center of a simplex, while the precision controls how
tightly concentrated the density is around the mean.
2.1.3 Combining Multinomials and Dirichlets
In Bayesian modeling, explained in Section 2.3, P (θ|θ̃) is called the prior distribution
and P (θ|n, θ̃) = P (θ,n|θ̃)
P (n|θ̃) is called the posterior distribution. The prior can be interpreted
as expressing prior beliefs about the possible values of the parameters before the data n is
considered, while the posterior reflects both the prior and the data.
The distribution P (n|θ̃) is called the marginal distribution of the counts n condi-
tioned on the Dirichlet(θ̃) prior, because this can be obtained by marginalizing θ out of
the joint distribution of n and θ:
∫
θ
P (n|θ)P (θ|θ̃) dθ. This marginal distribution is called
the Dirichlet-multinomial distribution, or sometimes the Dirichlet compound multinomial
13
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For this reason, the θ̃ parameters are sometimes referred to as “pseudocounts” because
they augment the observed counts n when the Dirichlet distribution is multiplied by the
multinomial.
From these joint and marginal distributions, one can solve for the posterior distribution:





i=1 ni + θ̃i)∏I




= Dirichlet(n+ θ̃) (2.4)
It turns out that the posterior distribution over the parameters is also a Dirichlet distribution,
whose parameters are the sum of both the countsn and the “pseudocounts” θ̃. This property
is used in Section 2.5.1.1. Because the posterior of the multinomial parameters is the same
type of distribution as the prior, the Dirichlet distribution is called a conjugate prior to the
multinomial distribution (Raiffa and Schlaifer, 1961).
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2.2 Basic Topic Modeling
In a probabilistic topic model, it is assumed that documents in a text corpus can be
explained as a combination of underlying “topics”. There are T topics, and each topic is
defined as a probability distribution over all V words in the vocabulary. The parameters for
the distribution of the tth topic are denoted φt. Each φt is thus a vector of length V .
Additionally, each document in the corpus is associated with a distribution over the set
of T topics, denoted θm for the mth document. Each θm is a vector of length T .
Each word token in the vocabulary is associated with two random variables: the word
value (which is observed for real documents) and its topic assignment (which is unob-
served). The histogram of topic assignments in each document is distributed according to
a multinomial distribution with parameters θm, and conditioned on the topic assignments,
the histogram of word counts for tokens assigned to each topic is distributed according to
a multinomial distribution with parameters φt.
For the nth token within the mth document, the joint distribution over the observed
word value and unobserved topic assignment is factorized as, P (wmn = v|zmn = t, φt)
P (zmn = t|θm), the product of the topic’s word distribution and the document’s topic
distribution:
P (wmn = v|zmn = t, φt) = φtv (2.5)
P (zmn = t|θm) = θmt (2.6)
15
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This is an admixture model, where each document is modeled as its own mixture (θm), but
the mixture components (φ) are shared across all documents.
The marginal probability of an observed word token is thus:
P (wmn = v|θ,φ) =
T∑
t=1





Conditioned on the parameters θ and φ, the words are conditionally independent. There-








whereM is the number of documents andNm is the number of tokens in themth document.
An alternative way of defining this model is with its “generative story”, meaning the
description of how the model assumes the variables are randomly generated. (The genera-
tive story could be interpreted as pseudocode for implementing an algorithm that randomly
generates data according to the model.) The generative story for this basic topic model is:
1. For each document m:
(a) For each token n in document m:
i. Sample topic value zmn ∼ θm
16
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ii. Sample word value wmn ∼ φzmn
Figure 2.2(a) shows the graphical model diagram, explained in the caption.
Most famously, this model was introduced as probabilistic latent semantic analysis
(PLSA) (Hofmann, 1999), where it was presented as a probabilistic version of latent se-
mantic analysis (Deerwester et al., 1990), which factorizes a matrix of document-term
counts into matrices that can be interpreted as associations between topics in documents
and words in topics.
A less general variant of the same model was independently proposed by McCallum
in the same year (1999). McCallum’s model was motivated by the problem of multi-label
classification and was used to attribute each document’s tokens to one of the document
labels. As such, each “topic” corresponded to a label in the data, and each document’s
distribution over “topics” was restricted to the document’s set of labels.2
2.3 Bayesian Topic Modeling
In Bayesian modeling, the parameters of the distributions are also treated as random
variables. The parameters are therefore modeled as distributions which are called prior
distributions, as described in Section 2.1.3. In the case of probabilistic topic models, the
parameters are θ and φ, and Bayesian topic models define prior distributions (typically
referred to as simply “priors”) over these parameters, P (θ|θ̃) and P (φ|φ̃).
2A Bayesian extension of McCallum’s label attribution model was independently proposed as Labeled
LDA (Ramage et al., 2009).
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The parameters of the prior distributions are called hyperparameters. In this thesis, we
denote the hyperparameters for a parameter’s prior using the same variable name but with
a tilde above it. That is, the prior over θ is parameterized by θ̃ and the prior over φ is
parameterized by φ̃.
As shown in Section 2.5, modeling the parameters this way allows us to reason about
the distribution over the parameters conditioned on the data. This is called the posterior
distribution. Bayesian inference allows us to reason about the likelihood of different pa-
rameterizations of a model.
The posterior distribution depends on both the observed data and the prior. The prior
can therefore be used to bias the estimate of the parameters.
One reason to bias the parameters is to favor simpler models, which can prevent over-
fitting and learn parameters that better generalize to new data (Mitchell, 1980). This type
of bias is called regularization. A common type of regularization when modeling text is
smoothing, in which “pseudocounts” are added to observed counts when estimating the pa-
rameters. It can be shown that pseudocount smoothing can be derived as an estimate of the
parameters when the prior is the Dirichlet distribution (Section 2.1.2), and in fact this type
of smoothing is sometimes called “Dirichlet prior smoothing” (Zhai and Lafferty, 2004).
The Dirichlet distribution is a common prior for text models including topic models, as will
be discussed in the next subsection.
Another reason to bias the parameters is to guide the parameters toward values informed
by prior knowledge and domain expertise of humans. For example, priors can be used to
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Figure 2.2: The graphical model plate diagrams for (a) probabilistic latent semantic analy-
sis (PLSA) and (b) latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA). These diagrams show the factorization
of the joint distribution over the variables in the models. Nodes represent random variables,
where the gray shaded variables are observed. Variables are conditionally independent of
each other given the values of the parent nodes. Boxes (“plates”) indicate that there are
multiple random variables, where the lower right indicates the number (for example, there
are T different φ vectors).
encode preferences that certain words should or should not co-occur together in topics
(Andrzejewski et al., 2009; Hu et al., 2011). In Chapter 4 of this thesis, we will show
methods for incorporating domain expertise into topic model priors.
We will now describe a few types of priors used in topic modeling.
2.3.1 Latent Dirichlet Allocation
A natural prior for the multinomial parameters of a topic model is the Dirichlet distri-
bution. When the topic model from the previous subsection uses Dirichlet priors for the
parameters, it is called latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) (Blei et al., 2003b). This model is
illustrated in Figure 2.2(b). LDA is by far the most widely used probabilistic topic model
and popularized the concept of topic modeling.
The generative story for LDA thus includes the generation of the parameters θ and φ:
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1. For each topic t:
(a) Sample φt ∼ Dirichlet(φ̃)
2. For each document m:
(a) Sample θm ∼ Dirichlet(θ̃)
(b) For each token n in document m:
i. Sample topic value zmn ∼ θm
ii. Sample word value wmn ∼ φzmn
The joint likelihood of all random variables in LDA is then:









P (zmn|θm)P (wmn|zmn, φt) (2.9)
where P (θm|θ̃) is given by Dirichlet(θ̃) and P (φt|φ̃) is given by Dirichlet(φ̃).
The inference and optimization algorithms used in this thesis will make use of the joint
distribution of the data variables w and z, marginalizing over the parameters θ and φ, so
we will define this distribution here.
The marginal probability of the topic counts in each document is given by a Dirichlet-
multinomial distribution, defined in Section 2.1.3. The joint probability of all topic counts
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where zm denotes the subset of z for tokens within the mth document, and nmt is the
number of tokens in the mth document assigned to the tth topic.
Similarly, a Dirichlet-multinomial distribution describes the marginal probability of the
words counts among tokens assigned to each topic. The joint probability of all word counts
w across the corpus is the product of each topic’s probability:






















where wt denotes the subset of w such that the tokens’ z variables have value t, and ntv is
the number of tokens assigned to the tth topic with the vth vocabulary value.
The joint distribution P (z,w|θ̃, φ̃) is then the product of P (z|θ̃) and P (w|z, φ̃).
2.3.2 Logistic Normal Priors
Other distributions have also been used as priors in topic modeling. We will not cover
all alternative priors here, but we will describe the logistic normal distribution, which is
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used by topic models described in Sections 2.3.3.2 and 2.4.1.
The logistic normal prior reparameterizes the topic distributions θm using a multivariate
logistic function, and the parameters of the logistic function are normally distributed. That
is, each θmt ∝ exp(ηmt) and ηm ∼ N (0,Σ). Since η ∈ R, there is flexibility in the choice
of prior over η. The advantage of the normal distribution is that it can model covariance
between different elements of η, and so the logistic normal prior was originally used in
topic modeling to learn correlations between topics (Blei and Lafferty, 2007).
2.3.3 Structured Priors
In this thesis, we define a structured prior as one in which the hyperparameters of
a prior density function are functions of additional parameters. A major contribution of
this thesis is to introduce new types of structured priors for enriching topic models. This
subsection will review two existing topic models with structured priors.
2.3.3.1 Dirichlet-multinomial regression
One type of structured prior is to rewrite the hyperparameters of a Dirichlet distribution
as functions of additional parameters. This approach will used later in this thesis.
This idea was first applied to topic modeling in the Dirichlet-multinomial regression
(DMR) topic model by Mimno and McCallum (2008). We will refer to this topic model
simply as DMR, although the term Dirichlet-multinomial regression applies to a broader
concept (Guimaraes and Lindrooth, 2005). In Mimno and McCallum’s version of DMR,
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the Dirichlet prior over the mth document’s topic distribution is defined such that θ̃mt =
exp(
∑
i αmiλit), where αm is a vector of feature values associated with the mth document
(observed as input), and λi is a vector of regression coefficients for the ith feature. The λ
vectors are used to increase or decrease the prior for different topics given a document’s
feature values. For example, αm might encode a document’s timestamp or author, and
given these values, the prior for certain topics will be altered depending the values of λ.
The log-linear formulation, meaning a linear function that is exponentiated, constrains θ̃ to
positive values, as is necessary for the Dirichlet distribution.
Notice that this prior is specific to themth document, rather than using a single Dirichlet
distribution that is shared across all documents, as in LDA. The λ parameters are shared
globally.
2.3.3.2 Sparse additive generative models
Sparse additive generative models (SAGE) (Eisenstein et al., 2011) reparameterize the
word distributions φ in terms of a multivariate logistic function, similar to the logistic
normal prior described in Section 2.3.2, but applied to the word distributions rather than
the topic distributions.
The SAGE parameterization includes more structure than a standard logistic normal
prior and allows the logistic parameters to be functions of multiple variables. A standard
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topic parameterization under SAGE is:
φtv ∝ exp(η0v + ηtv) (2.12)
where ηtv is a weight of the vth word in the tth topic, while η0v is a globally shared weight
of the vth word for all topics. SAGE can therefore learn topic-specific weights as deviations
from an overall “background” distribution, which offers additional interpretability over a
standard topic model.
Eisenstein et al. (2011) also showed that this formulation of the prior can be extended
to additional variables beyond η0 and ηt. For example, a third term could be added if one
wanted to jointly model word associations with topics and an additional property of docu-
ments such as timestamp or author. This is the idea of multi-dimensional topic modeling,
described in Section 2.4.2.
Finally, another difference between the SAGE prior and the logistic normal prior is
that rather than using a normal distribution as the prior for the η parameters, SAGE uses a
Laplace distribution, which induces sparse parameters, as discussed in Section 2.4.3.
2.3.3.3 Structural topic models
The structural topic model (STM) (Roberts et al., 2013) combines the ideas of SAGE
and DMR, described in the previous two subsections. Word distributions in STM are mod-
eled the same way as SAGE (Section 2.3.3.2), The topic distributions are similar to DMR
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(Section 2.3.3.1) in that each document has its own prior, which is a linear function of
document attributes.
The difference between the document priors in STM and DMR is that STM priors
use the logistic normal distribution (Section 2.3.2) rather than the Dirichlet distribution.
Concretely, for each document, each prior mean µmt is a function of I document attributes:
µmt =
∑
i αmiλit, where λ are regression coefficients. The means are then used in logistic
normal priors: θmt ∝ exp(ηmt) where ηm ∼ N (µm,Σ)
2.4 Structure in Topics
There are many ways in which topic models can be augmented with additional struc-
ture (Wallach, 2008). For example, topic models might incorporate linguistic structure
(Wallach, 2006; Boyd-Graber and Blei, 2008). In this thesis, we will focus on various
organizational structures of how topics are related to each other. This section summarizes
some of these structures and the models that encode these structures, focusing on structures
and models that we will revisit in Chapters 3 and 5.
2.4.1 Topic Correlations and Hierarchies
An important characteristic that can be modeled is the property that certain topics are
more or less likely to occur together in documents. For example, a topic about BASEBALL
is more likely to occur in a document with a BASKETBALL topic than a HEALTHCARE
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topic.
As mentioned in Section 2.3.2, the logistic normal distribution can be used to encode
covariance between topics. A topic model with this prior is called the correlated topic
model (Blei and Lafferty, 2007). Other topic models have also been proposed that include
additional structure to learn associations between topics, which we now summarize.
2.4.1.1 Pachinko allocation
The Pachinko allocation model (PAM) (Li and McCallum, 2006) includes multiple
levels of latent topic variables, with dependencies between the levels.
The standard version of PAM includes two levels of latent topic variables, called “super-
topics” and “subtopics”. There are typically more subtopics than supertopics, and subtopics
correspond to finer-grained concepts. Similar to LDA, each document has a distribution
over supertopics, denoted here as θ(1)m , with a Dirichlet prior θ̃(1). Additionally, each doc-
ument has multiple distributions over subtopics; one such distribution for each supertopic,
denoted θ̃(2)mt . The idea is that the distribution over subtopics changes with the choice of
supertopic, and certain supertopics are associated with certain subsets of subtopics. Each
token is associated with a latent supertopic and subtopic variable, denoted z(1) and z(2), and
the observed word depends on the token’s subtopic value.
The generative story for documents under PAM can be described as:
1. For each document m:
(a) Sample supertopic distribution θ(1)m ∼ Dirichlet(θ̃(1))
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(b) For each supertopic t:
i. Sample subtopic distribution θ(2)mt ∼ Dirichlet(θ̃
(2)
t )
(c) For each token n in document m:
i. Sample supertopic value z(1)mn ∼ θ(1)m




iii. Sample word value wmn ∼ φz(2)mn
A variant of PAM by Mimno et al. (2007) allows both supertopics and subtopics to be
associated with word distributions. In general, PAM can contain more levels than just the
two (supertopics and subtopics) described here, but this is the most commonly used form
of PAM.
These models organize the topics in a structure similar to a hierarchy, with fine-grained
subtopics depending on coarse-grained supertopics, although this is not strictly a “hier-
archy” in the sense of the term used in Chapter 5 because subtopics depend on multiple
supertopics, rather than a single parent. The models can learn that certain topics are likely
to co-occur in documents because the selection of a supertopic will increase or decrease
the prior likelihood for certain subtopics.
2.4.1.2 Shared components topic models
PAM and the correlated topic model learn associations between topics based on their
co-occurrences within documents. An alternative way of learning associations between
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topics is to model the property that certain topics have words in common. This is the idea
of shared components topic models (SCTM) (Gormley et al., 2010).
Under SCTM, each tth topic’s word distribution φt is defined as a product of some
number of other word distributions, called “components”, and then renormalized to form
a new distribution. To be consistent with the notation used in Chapter 5, we will denote
each cth component as ωc, which under SCTM is a distribution over the vocabulary. Each
topic is associated with a binary vector βt of length C, the number of components, which
is used to choose which subset of components are multiplied together to form the topic’s
word distribution.





As noted by Gormley et al. (2010), this formulation is closely related to SAGE’s formula-
tion of word distributions in Eq. 2.12, where a product of component weights is parame-
terized as a product of exponentiated log-weights. The SAGE definition in Eq. 2.12 would
correspond to SCTM with the β matrix defined so that the first column is always 1 and the
remaining columns have 1 down the diagonal.
SCTM is a type of product-of-experts model (Hinton, 2002), in which different distri-
butions are multiplied together and renormalized to form a joint distribution.
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2.4.2 Multi-Dimensional Topics
Multi-dimensional topic models associate each word token with multiple latent vari-
ables, rather than just a single “topic” variable, and each token’s observed word value is
dependent on the values of all of the token’s latent variables. This is desirable in corpora
that might be modeled with more than one latent factor to explain the choice of words. For
example, in a corpus of restaurant reviews, one could imagine a set of latent aspects such
as FOOD QUALITY and SERVICE, as well as latent sentiment values of POSITIVE and NEG-
ATIVE. A natural model would associate each word token with a pair of (aspect, sentiment)
values, such as (SERVICE, POSITIVE). Indeed, there are many factors that may contribute
to a document’s word choice: topic, sentiment, author perspective, and others.
Chapter 3 will introduce factorial LDA (FLDA), a flexible multi-dimensional model, as
a main contribution of this thesis. This subsection will describe other multi-dimensional
models.
2.4.2.1 The topic aspect model
The topic aspect model (TAM) (Paul and Girju, 2010b) is an LDA-like model under
which each word token is associated with two latent variables, generically referred to as
“topic” and “aspect”, and each (topic, aspect) pair indexes into a distribution over words.
Each document has a distribution over topics as well as a distribution over aspects. In the
generative story, each word is generated by first sampling a topic value from the document’s
topic distribution and an aspect value from the document’s aspect distribution, and then
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sampling the word according to the (topic, aspect) pair’s word distribution.
Paul and Girju (2010a) used TAM to infer and summarize differing political perspec-
tives, such that the “aspects” of the model corresponded to perspectives. They showed that
a “two-dimensional” model like TAM was better able to infer political perspectives from
text than a “one-dimensional” model like LDA, even with no supervision.
TAM was extended by this author for the application of mining health information from
social media. This extension was called the Ailment Topic Aspect Model (ATAM), under
which each health topic also combined with an “aspect” indicating whether a word token
was describing a symptom, a medical treatment, or a general word (Paul and Dredze, 2011,
2014).
2.4.2.2 Multi-view topic models
“Cross-collection” or “multi-view” topic models assume a corpus is partitioned into dis-
tinct “collections” or “views”. The first cross-collection topic model was based on PLSA,
introduced by Zhai et al. (2004). Bayesian extensions to this model were independently
introduced as cross-collection LDA (Paul and Girju, 2009a) and multi-view LDA (Ahmed
and Xing, 2010).
These models all associate each topic with multiple word distributions, one for each
collection or view, as well as a collection-independent word distribution. The collection or
view thus acts as a second dimension, similar to TAM, where the word variables are con-
ditioned on both the topic and the collection or view. Unlike TAM, this second dimension
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is a variable associated with the document, rather than with each token, and the value is
observed as input rather than being latent.
2.4.3 Sparsity in Topic Models
Topic models have a large number of parameters. For improved interpretability, it can
be desirable to learn sparsity in the parameters, meaning that some parameter values will
be zero or close to zero. This subsection describes a few different ways in which topic
models can be sparse.
2.4.3.1 Sparsity in the topic distributions
One way in which a topic model can be sparse is to have sparsity in each document’s
topic distribution, such that only a small number of topics have a non-negligible probability
within each document.
Certain hyperparameter settings of the Dirichlet prior over topics can be used to en-
courage sparsity. As explained in Section 2.1.2, if the Dirichlet precision is less than 1, the
density concentrates around the boundaries of the simplex, giving high prior likelihood to
sparse topic distributions.
However, even if the prior prefers sparse distributions, it is still possible for the posterior
to have high density around dense topic distributions. One technique to address this is to
alter the learning objective to favor sparse distributions in the posterior. Balasubramanyan
and Cohen (2013) did this by adding a regularizer to the objective that preferred the topic
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distributions to have low entropy, thereby inducing sparsity.
Focused topic models (Williamson et al., 2010) take a more explicit approach by di-
rectly modeling the property that only a subset of topics have nonzero probability in each
document. The topic distributions are augmented with a binary vector that acts as a “mask”,
zeroing out some of the topics from the document’s topic distribution. The document-
specific binary vectors are additional random variables in the generative model.
2.4.3.2 Sparsity in the set of topics
The idea of zeroing out a subset of topics can also be applied to the entire corpus,
rather than having each document select its own subset of topics. In this scenario, we
imagine that parameters for a large number of topics are generated, but then only a smaller
subset of these topics can actually be sampled from when generating documents. This
type of sparsity is used in factorial LDA (FLDA, introduced in Chapter 3), which is a
multi-dimensional model that parameterizes word distributions for every combination of
components in the different dimensions. Sparsity is used to select only a subset of the
Cartesian product to be sampled from.
2.4.3.3 Sparsity in the word distributions
Similar to sparsity in each document’s topic distribution, one might model sparsity
within each topic’s word distribution. This could allow us to learn that each topic is asso-
ciated with only a subset of the vocabulary.
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Sparse topic models (Wang and Blei, 2009) are similar to focused topic models, where
a subset of the vocabulary is explicitly modeled as having zero probability in each topic’s
word distribution.
Sparsity in word distributions is modeled in a different way in SAGE (Eisenstein et al.,
2011) (described in Section 2.3.3.2). In SAGE, word distributions are functions of topic-
specific weight parameters that adjust an overall distribution over the vocabulary. The
weights have Laplace priors, which serve as sparsity-inducing `1 regularizers, so that only
a subset of the vocabulary will have nonzero weight in each topic’s parameters.
2.5 Learning Topic Models
This section will describe learning in latent Dirichlet allocation. The variables in LDA
include the observed data w, the unobserved data z, the parameters θ and φ, and the
hyperparameters θ̃ and φ̃. The values of the latent variables z, θ, and φ must be learned.
In a Bayesian setting, this is formulated as a problem of probabilistic inference, in which
we compute the distribution over these latent variables conditioned on the observed dataw
and the priors. This distribution is the posterior:
P (θ,φ, z|w, θ̃, φ̃) = P (θ,φ, z,w|θ̃, φ̃)
P (w|θ̃, φ̃)
(2.14)
One might wish to learn the values of the latent variables that maximize this posterior
distribution, i.e., arg maxθ,φ,z P (θ,φ, z|w, θ̃, φ̃). These maximizing values are called the
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maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimate of the model. Alternatively, one might wish to know
this entire distribution, not just the maximizing point. This is called posterior inference.
Inferring the actual posterior is necessary if one wants to find the mean rather than the mode
of the posterior, for example.
MAP estimation involves optimization of the joint likelihood function, P (θ,φ, z,w|θ̃, φ̃),
or alternatively the distribution P (θ,φ,w|θ̃, φ̃) with the topic assignments z marginal-
ized out, if one is only interested learning the parameters. In either case, the denominator
P (w|θ̃, φ̃) need not be computed because it is constant with respect to the variables being
optimized. Any continuous optimization algorithm can be used to solve for the parameters
θ and φ, such as gradient ascent. The posterior density function of LDA is not concave,
so standard convex optimization algorithms are only guaranteed to find a local, not global,
maximum. A very popular algorithm for MAP estimation is the Expectation Maximization
(EM) algorithm (Dempster et al., 1977), in which values of the unobserved data z are esti-
mated conditioned on the current estimates of the parameters, and then the parameters are
updated to maximize their posterior conditioned on the currently-inferred values of z.
The numerator in Eq. 2.14 is tractable to evaluate for a given set of variable assign-
ments. Computing the actual posterior distribution, however, requires computing the de-
nominator, which integrates over all possible assignments of z, θ and φ. Computing this
is intractable, so the posterior can only be approximated.3 The two most commonly used
methods for approximate posterior inference are variational methods (Jordan et al., 1999)
3While we showed in Section 2.1.3 that there is an analytical solution to the posterior of a single multino-
mial with a Dirichlet prior (Eq. 2.4), there is no such solution when multiple multinomial parameters, θ and
φ, are coupled (Blei et al., 2003b).
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and Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods (Gilks et al., 1995).
Variational methods of inference involve finding an approximation of the posterior
within an analytically tractable family of distributions. The idea is to choose a distribu-
tion within the simplified family that is closest to the true posterior.
MCMC methods involve generating samples that are provably distributed according to
the posterior. Unlike variational inference, MCMC has asymptotic guarantees. The work
presented in this thesis uses an MCMC algorithm called Gibbs sampling, so this approach
is now described in more detail.
2.5.1 Posterior Inference with Gibbs Sampling
Monte Carlo methods approximate distributions by taking random samples that are
distributed according to the target distribution, even if that distribution can’t be analytically
computed. Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods draw samples by simulating a
random walk through a Markov chain, where a state in the Markov chain corresponds to a
configuration of values of the random variables in the model.
If a random walk satisfies certain conditions,4 the distribution over states will become
stationary, meaning the distribution stays constant at each time step. If a Markov chain
4 The conditions are that: (1) the Markov chain is irreducible, meaning it must be possible for the random
walk to reach any state starting from any other state; (2) all states in the Markov chain are recurrent, meaning
it is possible for the random walk to return to any state after leaving; and (3) all states in the Markov chain are
aperiodic, meaning the random walk can return to any state after any number of time steps. (For example, a
random walk on a bipartite graph is not aperiodic, because it requires an even number of steps to return to a
state.) The easiest way to satisfy all three conditions is to define the transition matrix such that all states have
non-zero probability of transitioning to each other (Page et al., 1999).
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has a stationary distribution at all, it has a unique stationary distribution, meaning that the
distribution over states will converge to the same distribution regardless of what state the
random walk started in.
For posterior inference, MCMC methods construct a Markov chain such that the state
space corresponds to the possible variable configurations over which we want to learn a
posterior, and the chain’s stationary distribution is the posterior distribution over the vari-
able configurations. By simulating a random walk through such a Markov chain, it is
possible to generate random samples which in the limit are guaranteed to be distributed
according to the posterior.
The ability to provably sample from the true posterior is a major advantage of MCMC
methods. This property justifies sampling as a reasonable approach to take, though in high-
dimensional models like LDA, only a small number of samples can be generated relative
to the massive size of the state space.
Simplicity is another advantage of sampling relative to other methods of posterior in-
ference, as many MCMC algorithms are relatively easy to derive. Gibbs sampling (Geman
and Geman, 1984) is a particularly popular MCMC algorithm for topic modeling, first used
for LDA by Griffiths and Steyvers (2004). The derivation of a Gibbs sampler follows from
the model definition and is often straightforward to construct.
A Gibbs sampler iteratively samples a new value for each random variable5 from a
5The algorithm should randomly pick which variable to sample at each time step. In practice (including in
the implementations used in this thesis), however, it is common to step through the variables in a fixed order.
If this is done, the Markov chain will not have a stationary distribution because the aperiodicity criterion
described in Footnote (4) will be violated. If the random variables are iterated in a fixed order, then the
random walk will have a period of N , where N is the number of variables.
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distribution conditioned on the currently sampled values of all remaining variables in the
model. (Typically only one variable is sampled at a time, though a blocked Gibbs sampler
jointly samples new values for multiple variables at once.) It can be shown that the samples
will be distributed according to the posterior.
For a given model, the conditional distributions from which new values are sampled
must be derived. The sampling distribution for LDA is now given.
2.5.1.1 The LDA collapsed Gibbs sampler
In LDA, we wish to infer the posterior distribution over the hidden variables z, θ, andφ.
This subsection describes how to construct a Gibbs sampler to sample from this posterior.
For LDA, it is typical to use a collapsed sampler. In a collapsed Gibbs sampler, rather
than sampling values of the parameters, we only sample the latent topic assignments z ac-
cording to their marginal distribution where the parameters θ and φ have been integrated
over. This is possible in LDA because the Dirichlet prior is conjugate to the multinomial
distribution, as explained in Section 2.1.3, so there is an analytical solution to the marginal-
ization of the parameters.
The collapsed Gibbs sampler will iteratively sample a topic assignment zmn for each
token wmn in the data from a distribution conditioned on all other variables in the model,
including the observed data (w) and the priors (θ̃ and φ̃). For each token wmn, we sample a
value (that is, a topic assignment) for the random variable zmn according to the conditional
distribution, P (zmn = t|z − zmn,w, θ̃, φ̃). The notation z − zmn refers to the set of all
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topic assignment variables excluding zmn. It can be shown that this conditional distribution
is proportional to:









where nmt is the number of tokens in the mth document currently assigned to the tth topic,
and ntv is the number of tokens assigned to the tth topic and the vth vocabulary value. These
counts exclude the current assignment of zmn.
Gibbs samplers are commonly run for a fixed number of iterations (though other stop-
ping criteria can be considered), where a sampling “iteration” involves sampling a new
topic assignment for every token in the corpus. A single iteration therefore involves N
steps through the Markov chain, where N is the number of tokens in the corpus.
Conditioned on a set of topic assignments z, there is a closed-form solution to the
posterior distributions over the parameters, p(θm|z, θ̃) and p(φt|z, φ̃). As explained in
Section 2.1.3, these posteriors are given by the Dirichlet distribution (Eq. 2.4):
θm ∼ Dirichlet(nm + θ̃) φt ∼ Dirichlet(nt + φ̃) (2.16)
Thus, at each iteration of the Gibbs sampler, we can obtain conditional posteriors over
the parameters θ and φ. From these posteriors, we can also obtain point estimates of the
expected values and maximizing values of these parameters conditioned on the current
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topic assignments as the mean and mode of the Dirichlet distribution:
E[θmt] ∝ nmt + θ̃t E[φtv] ∝ ntv + φ̃v (2.17)
arg max
θmt
p(θm|z, θ̃t) ∝ nmt + θ̃t − 1 arg max
φtv
p(φt|z, φ̃) ∝ ntv + φ̃v − 1 (2.18)
Typically the parameters are estimated as the means in Eq. 2.17. Each sample of the
topic assignments z in the collapsed Gibbs sampler can be used to obtain posteriors over
the parameters θ and φ, conditioned on z.
2.5.1.1.1 DERIVING THE SAMPLING DISTRIBUTION
The sampling distribution defined in Eq. 2.15 is distribution over the random variable
zmn conditioned on all other variables in the model. That is,
P (zmn|z − zmn,w, θ̃, φ̃) =
P (z,w|θ̃, φ̃)
P (z − zmn,w|θ̃, φ̃)
(2.19)
The joint P (z,w|θ̃, φ̃) can be factored as P (z|θ̃)P (w|z, φ̃). Recall that P (z|θ̃) and
P (w|z, φ̃) have already been defined as Eqs. 2.10–2.11 in terms of the Dirichlet-multinomial
distribution. Plugging in these distributions and using the property that Γ(x) = xΓ(x− 1)
leaves us with Eq. 2.15 after canceling terms.
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2.5.1.1.2 WHAT IS THE SAMPLER LEARNING?
As an MCMC algorithm, a Gibbs sampler is simulating a random walk through a
Markov chain whose stationary distribution corresponds to the posterior distribution over
topic assignments. The Markov chain is traversed for cN time steps by the LDA collapsed
Gibbs sampler (where N is the number of tokens), where c typically ranges from 1,000 to
10,000 for topic models. This is a minuscule fraction of the TN states in the Markov chain
(where T is the number of topics), which is the number of possible configurations of the
topic variables.
Clearly, only a small portion of the posterior will thus be explored. While the samples
will not form a close approximation to the entire posterior, they will form a reasonable
approximation of some high-density region of the posterior.
This is useful behavior, because the sampler will discover (1) parameters that give high
likelihood to the data (if not global maximizers); (2) parameters that give less-high likeli-
hood, as alternatives to the best set of parameters; and (3) a distribution over the different
parameter sets which approximates a local slice of the posterior, providing the user with
information about the certainty of different sets of parameters.
Since only a local approximation of the posterior is learned, it is common to learn
multiple models by running multiple Gibbs samplers with different random initializations.
Typically a single model among the multiple trials is selected, usually based on its pre-
dictive abilities, as described in Section 2.6. Recent research has shown experimentally
that many topics will be consistently learned by multiple Gibbs samplers, while others are
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sensitive to the initialization (Chuang et al., 2015).
2.5.1.2 Gibbs sampling as stochastic optimization
A Gibbs sampler infers an approximate posterior (in the form of samples from the true
posterior) which contains interesting information about different sets of parameters, but this
information is not often provided to the user, and instead only a statistic of the posterior
(such as the mean or mode) is used. Most commonly, the samples from the posterior are
averaged to form a single point estimate of the posterior mean.6 While not taking advantage
of the full posterior, there is still an empirical reason to do this over MAP optimization
techniques: when using the model to make predictions about new data, some experiments
have shown that the mean of the approximated posterior is more robust than the locally
optimal MAP estimate (Blei et al., 2003b).7
However, there is not always a clear difference between posterior inference via sam-
pling and MAP estimation via optimization algorithms. As observed by Mimno (2012b),
the way in which Gibbs samplers are sometimes used more closely resembles MAP esti-
mation, when only a single high-probability sample is collected from the Gibbs sampler. It
is in fact quite common to find instances of topic modeling in which only a single sample
is used from the Gibbs sampler, and so often the goal appears to be to find a MAP esti-
6 Combining samples is only reasonable to do if we assume the random walk will stay near one local mode
of the posterior. Because topic models are not identifiable, the posterior has equally likely modes for all T !
permutations of the topic indices (at least under a symmetric prior), and averaging samples that correspond
to different topic index permutations would not be meaningful.
7However, some experiments have found MAP estimates to be comparable to posterior means (Asuncion
et al., 2009; Taddy, 2012).
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mate rather than to infer the posterior, even if this goal is not explicitly stated. The Gibbs
sampling algorithm can be used to find an approximate MAP estimate by taking the single
sample that gives the highest likelihood among all variable configurations explored.
Viewed this way, Gibbs samplers are being used as a stochastic optimization algorithm
for finding the MAP solution, and this optimization algorithm happens to work better than
deterministic optimization algorithms like EM. Indeed, some early topic modeling papers
motivated the use of Gibbs sampling by stating that it avoids converging to local optima, in
contrast to EM (Griffiths and Steyvers, 2004; Li and McCallum, 2006).
There is also an interesting connection to stochastic optimization even when we aver-
age multiple samples to estimate the posterior mean. Parameter averaging has been shown
to be an effective technique for common optimization algorithms including stochastic gra-
dient descent (Ruppert, 1991; Polyak and Juditsky, 1992) and Perceptron (Collins, 2002).
In these averaging variants, rather than using the single set of parameters that minimize the
loss, a final set of parameters is produced by taking an average of the parameters from each
iteration of the optimization algorithms. Collins (2002) explains that by averaging multi-
ple sets of parameters before making predictions, this technique approximates a “voting”
algorithm that averages the predictions made by each set of parameters, and this can lead
to more robust predictions on unseen data (Freund and Schapire, 1999). This is an alterna-
tive explanation of why predictiveness of new data can be improved by averaging multiple
samples from the approximated posterior.
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2.5.2 Hyperparameter Learning
The posterior inference procedures described above treat the hyperparameters θ̃ and φ̃
as observed. Often the values of these hyperparameters are provided by the user as input.
If the prior is set by the user, then typically symmetric priors are chosen, such that θ̃t = θ̃t′
and all θ̃v = θ̃v′ .
The predictive performance of LDA can be affected by the choice of hyperparameters.
Often users must try different values of hyperparameters and select the best model.
An alternative to setting the hyperparameters in advance is to infer them from the data.
As with the other parameters of the model, the hyperparameters can be treated as random
variables and have their posterior inferred. The same methods of posterior inference de-
scribed above can be applied; for example, the hyperparameters can be sampled (Wallach,
2008). Rather than full posterior inference, however, a more common practice is to perform
MAP estimation with optimization algorithms, which has been empirically shown to be a
competitive approach to sampling the hyperparameter values (Wallach et al., 2009a). When
hyperparameters are optimized, the approach is called empirical Bayes (Robbins, 1956).
Minka (2003) and Wallach (2008) describe various approaches for learning Dirichlet
hyperparameters. For the models introduced in this thesis, we use gradient-based opti-
mization for hyperparameters.
Our inference algorithm alternates between Gibbs sampling (conditioned on the priors)
and optimization of the priors (conditioned on the samples). This forms a Monte Carlo EM
algorithm, first used in topic modeling by Wallach (2006). The E-step involves estimating
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the expected value of the latent variables by averaging samples from the posterior using
Gibbs sampling. The M-step solves for the MAP estimate of the hyperparameters condi-
tioned on these expected values. The algorithm used in this thesis does not completely
optimize the hyperparameters in each M-step. Instead, we apply just one iteration of gra-
dient ascent after each Gibbs sampling iteration (that is, a new value has been sampled for
every random variable in the model). This approach changes the values gradually.
Note that the posterior distribution over z, θ, and φ is conditioned on θ̃ and φ̃, so if
the hyperparameters change, the posterior changes. This means that Gibbs samples that
are collected from iterations with different values of θ̃ and φ̃ are not sampled from the
same conditional distribution. In this thesis, we only collect samples near the very end of
the inference procedure, after the hyperparameters have stabilized. This avoids the “label
switching” issue described in Footnote (6).
2.5.2.1 Optimization with gradient ascent
The hyperparameter optimization algorithms in this thesis apply a step of gradient
ascent after each sampling iteration. Gradient ascent optimization uses the update rule:
xi+1=xi + ηt∇L(xi), for some vector x, where xi is the value at iteration i, ηi is some
step size at iteration i, and L(x) is the log-likelihood of x.
To optimize the hyperparameters of the topic distributions, we use the partial derivative
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where Ψ is the derivative of the log of the gamma function Γ, called the digamma function.
Similarly, to optimize the hyperparameters of the topic distributions, we use the partial
derivative of P (w|z, φ̃) (Eq. 2.11) with respect to each φ̃v:











v′ + φ̃v′) (2.21)
In later chapters, the hyperparameters θ̃ and φ̃ will be replaced with functions of other
parameters, but the derivatives will have a similar form.
2.5.3 Scaling Sampling
A challenge with applying topic models to corpora from the Web is scaling the inference
algorithms to potentially massive datasets. This subsection describes faster variants of the
standard Gibbs sampling algorithm for LDA.8
In the LDA Gibbs sampler, computing and sampling from the distribution over topic
assignments (Eq. 2.15) requires O(T ) time, growing linearly with the number of topics
T . This computation must be performed for all N tokens in the corpus, and therefore each
8Other research has worked on scaling other inference algorithms, such as variational inference (Hoffman
et al., 2010).
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Gibbs sampling iteration requires O(NT ) time. The complete Gibbs sampling algorithm
requires O(INT ) time, where I is the number of sampling iterations. The complexity of
each of these factors—the number of iterations, the number of tokens, and the number of
topics—can be improved using techniques now described.
The number of iterations can be reduced using online learning and streaming algo-
rithms. Streaming algorithms seek to iterate over the data only a single time, so I = 1.
Streaming Gibbs sampling algorithms were first proposed for LDA by Canini et al. (2009)
using particle filtering (Doucet et al., 2001). This approach was extended by Zhai and
Boyd-Graber (2013) to allow the vocabulary to grow with new data. The memory com-
plexity of the particle filtering algorithm was later reduced to constant time (from linear)
by May et al. (2014) using reservoir sampling (Vitter, 1985). A drawback of these stream-
ing algorithms is that they have been shown experimentally to perform worse than the
standard batch samplers (Canini et al., 2009).
The amount of data that must be sampled by a processor can be reduced by using dis-
tributed algorithms, such that each processor only needs to sample tokens from a small
partition of the full dataset. However, since Gibbs samplers are inherently sequential, they
are not trivial to parallelize. Newman et al. (2009) presented two methods for distributed
Gibbs sampling in LDA. The first method is to simply run Gibbs samplers independently
on different processors for different partitions of the data. After each iteration, the counts
of topic assignments are updated across all partitions. Since the processors only synchro-
nize once per iteration (after N new topic assignments have been made), this algorithm
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does not correctly sample from the true posterior. The authors suggested another approach
in which the LDA model is adjusted to account for the distributed learning environment,
such that each partition has its own set of parameters drawn from a globally shared prior.
Experimentally, the simpler approximate version performed as well as the corrected model,
so this approach has been widely adopted in practice.
Finally, another line of work has been to reduce the complexity of sampling new values
for each token. Porteous et al. (2008) presented an algorithm that takes advantage of the
fact that the sampling distribution for each token is sparse, meaning most of the probability
mass is concentrated on a small number of topics. The algorithm computes the sampling
distribution for only the most probable topics, and can potentially terminate without having
to compute this for all T topics. The algorithm relies on bounds on the distribution to
ensure that it does not prune away topics that it should have considered, and is guaranteed
to sample from the true distribution. Similar ideas are used in the algorithm proposed by
Yao et al. (2009), which decomposes the sampling distribution into different terms and only
computes certain portions as necessary. The authors show that many of the computations
can be cached, and the resulting algorithm is even faster than Porteous et al.’s. More
recently, Li et al. (2014) showed that one can create an array, called an alias table (Walker,
1977), such that randomly picking an element from the array (which can be done in constant
time) corresponds to sampling from a distribution. Applying this method to the LDA Gibbs
sampler results in an algorithm whose time complexity grows only with the number of
topics observed in a document, rather than the total number of topics T .
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The topic models introduced in this thesis—Factorial LDA and SPRITE—use Gibbs
samplers that are identical to the LDA Gibbs sampler once conditioned on the hyperparam-
eters. This means that any of these techniques described in this subsection could be applied
to these models as well. In Chapter 6, our implementation of SPRITE uses the approximate
distributed algorithm of Newman et al. (2009) when applying the model to large social
media corpora.
2.6 Evaluating Topic Models
It is important to be able to evaluate how “good” a topic model is, for some definition
of goodness. This section will discuss possible definitions of goodness.
The purpose of a goodness metric is typically to choose among multiple models for a
particular task and dataset. For example, one might need to decide whether to use LDA or
a richer topic model, and one must therefore know which type of model is “better”. Even
within a single type of model, one often must choose between different parameterizations
of the model, for example because multiple Gibbs samplers were run with different ran-
dom initializations, or because multiple models were learned with different settings for the
number of topics T . The process of choosing between competing models is called model
selection.
The two main methods for evaluating topic models are: (1) measuring how well the
model can predict data, and (2) measuring how coherent or interpretable the topics are. We
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describe these methods now.
2.6.1 Model Predictiveness
A common definition of the goodness of a model is how high a likelihood it assigns
to observed data, such as the text being modeled or auxiliary data that we think the model
should be able to explain. This subsection describes this type of evaluation.
2.6.1.1 Predicting text
A standard method for evaluating any probabilistic model is to measure how well it can
explain unseen data. In the case of topic models, the data is the textw, and the likelihood of
the text P (w|θ,φ) can be used as an evaluation metric. Likelihood should be measured on
held-out text, using parameters learned from the training corpus. Models that give higher
likelihood to held-out text are said to be more predictive.
The likelihood is often reported in terms of the model perplexity, which is a monotonic
function of likelihood, exp(− 1
N
logP (w|θ,φ)) where N is the number of tokens in the
corpus. Lower perplexity corresponds to higher likelihood. The advantage of perplexity
as a measurement is that it is normalized to the size of the data and can thus be compared
across different datasets.
One reason to measure the ability to predict unseen text is that this is sometimes the
end task. For example, if one is building a model to predict the next word a user will type
on a mobile device, then this is a direct way to evaluate a model’s ability to perform that
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task. More often, however, likelihood is measured as a general, task-independent form of
evaluation, based on the assumption that the more accurately a model can predict unseen
text, the more likely it is to be predictive in general.
Different measurements of perplexity have been proposed for topic models, as surveyed
by Wallach et al. (2009b). The methods differ in the treatment of θ, the document-specific
topic distributions, which must be estimated (or less commonly, marginalized over) for
unseen documents before likelihood can be evaluated.
Perhaps the most straightforward method is to infer θm (for example, using Gibbs sam-
pling) for each unseen document conditioned on the parametersφ inferred from the training
data, and use the mean of the estimated θm to compute the document log-likelihood. This
method assumes that θm can be estimated before observing the document, which overstates
the likelihood of the text. The “left-to-right” evaluation introduced by Wallach (2008)
incrementally measures the likelihood of each token conditioned on the inferred topic as-
signments of tokens to the left of the current token in each document. In this method,
the likelihood is calculated from data that was not used to estimate θm, which avoids the
problem with the naive approach. A related method is the “document completion” evalu-
ation used by Rosen-Zvi et al. (2004), in which θm is estimated from tokens in half of a
document, and likelihood is measured on the remaining half. The perplexity experiments
in this thesis use the document completion method; specifically, we train models on even-
numbered tokens and evaluate on odd-numbered tokens.
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2.6.1.2 Predicting metadata
Another type of predictive task is to use the inferred topic distributions to make pre-
dictions about other attributes associated with documents beyond the text. For example, if
each mth document is associated with a discrete or continuous label ym, one could train a
classifier or regression model to predict y using the topic distributions θ as features, as a
low-dimensional alternative to bag of words features. The classification accuracy or regres-
sion error can be then used as a metric for comparing topic models. This type of evaluation
was used in the original LDA paper of Blei et al. (2003b), and has been used frequently
since then, including in the experiments in this thesis.
As with measuring perplexity of the text, one might be interested in measuring the
ability to predict document labels either because it is the intended task of the user, or
because it is a useful general-purpose evaluation that demonstrates the degree to which
the model is learning generalizable concepts.
2.6.2 Topic Interpretability and Coherence
If topic models are used as exploratory tools, it is important that the inferred topics are
meaningful to humans. Indeed, sometimes inferred topics are assumed to be so meaningful
that they are directly used in analyses, for example to visualize historical trends in scientific
topics (Hall et al., 2008) or literary topics Mimno (2012a). In such cases, it is important to
be able to choose models that have high interpretability. This subsection describes various
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methods for evaluating interpretability.
2.6.2.1 Human judgments of quality
Perhaps the best way to measure the interpretability of a topic model is to directly ask
humans. Topic model researchers have therefore conducted a variety of quality evaluation
experiments using human subjects.
One approach is to ask subjects to rate the quality of a topic, e.g., on a Likert scale
(Newman et al., 2010; Paul and Dredze, 2012a), or to vote on topics aligned across models
(Li and McCallum, 2006; Paul and Girju, 2009a). This is a direct measurement of topic
quality, but a subjective one that should be averaged across judgments of many different
annotators.
A less subjective evaluation is to ask subjects to perform a task whose difficulty depends
on the topic quality. This is the idea behind intrusion tasks for topic models. Chang et al.
(2009) introduced two types of intrusion tasks.
The first (and perhaps more widely adopted) is word intrusion, in which subjects are
shown in random order several top words from one topic, and a top word from a different,
randomly selected topic. Subjects are asked to identify the word from the “intruding” topic.
If the topics are coherent, it should be obvious which word came from a different topic. If
the topics are noisy, subjects will perform poorly, and thus performance at this task is
indicative of the interpretability of the topics.
The second task is topic intrusion, in which users are shown a document and the most
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probable topics within that document along with a topic that has low probability in the
document. As with word intrusion, the task is to identify the low-probability topic.
Interestingly, Chang et al. (2009) showed that human judgments of quality across differ-
ent models were in fact negatively correlated with perplexity measurements, which means
that perplexity measurements are not a good proxy for topic quality. This thesis therefore
evaluates the topic models in Chapters 3 and 5 with measures of both predictiveness and
coherence.
2.6.2.2 Automatic coherence metrics
It is time-consuming and costly to conduct experiments with human subjects. As an
alternative, researchers have proposed automatic metrics of topic coherence that have been
shown to be highly correlated with human judgments.
Most coherence metrics measure the degree to which the words that appear within a
topic also co-occur together in documents. If words rarely co-occur, they are probably
unrelated, and should not be grouped in the same topic. The coherence of individual topics
can be measured (e.g., for identifying and removing incoherent topics), and the average
coherence across all topics can be used to evaluate the topic model overall.
We will now define the widely-used coherence metric of Mimno et al. (2011), which is
what we use in our SPRITE evaluation in Chapters 5–6. Under this metric, the coherence
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DF (vtl, vtj) + 1
DF (vtj)
(2.22)
where DF (v, w) is the document frequency of words v and w (the number of documents
in which they both occur), DF (v) is the document frequency of word v, and vti is the ith
most probable word in topic t, L is the number of words considered in the topic (typically
L = 20), and the 1 in the numerator is a smoothing coefficient.
If the document frequency counts were normalized to probabilities, this is equivalent
to summing the log conditional probability of each of the top M words given each higher-
ranked word. The intuition is that this score will be higher if the pairs of words in a topic
are likely to co-occur.
A very similar metric was proposed by Newman et al. (2010), but used pointwise mutual
information (PMI) rather than log conditional probabilities, which would add a DF (vtl)
term to the denominator of the equation above (if the frequencies were normalized). Mimno
et al. (2011) found their variant to be better correlated with human judgments than PMI.
Lau et al. (2014) and Röder et al. (2015) provide summaries and empirical comparisons
of additional coherence metrics.
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2.6.2.3 Summarization quality
Another use of topic models that requires good interpretability is for document summa-
rization (Goldstein et al., 2000), in which short text is generated to describe and summarize
the key ideas in a large corpus. In particular, extractive summarization is when segments
of text from a corpus are extracted to be representative of the corpus. Topic models can be
used for extractive summarization by identifying segments of text that have high probabil-
ity under different topics (Titov and McDonald, 2008; Haghighi and Vanderwende, 2009;
Dredze et al., 2008). A useful way to evaluate topic model quality is to evaluate the quality
of the “summaries” extracted by a topic model. This approach is used in Chapter 4.
Extracted summaries can either be evaluated intrinsically, by asking human annotators
to rate the quality of the summaries, or by comparing the extracted summaries to exist-
ing “reference” summaries written by humans. When comparing generated summaries to
reference summaries, one can either use human judgments to rate the comparative quality,
or one can use automated metrics, such as the ROUGE score (Lin, 2004), which measures
n-gram overlap between the two summaries.
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Factorial Latent Dirichlet Allocation
This chapter introduces an extension to LDA called factorial LDA (FLDA), which is
a multi-dimensional topic model, as described in Section 2.4.2. This chapter is based on
material from from Paul and Dredze (2012a).
Standard topic models such as LDA implicitly model a single factor, usually interpreted
as thematic content (Blei et al., 2003b), while FLDA can model an arbitrary number of fac-
tors. To use the example from Section 2.4.2, in a corpus of restaurant reviews, one might
imagine a set of latent aspects such as FOOD QUALITY and SERVICE, as well as latent sen-
timent values of POSITIVE and NEGATIVE. FLDA would then provide the ability to learn
word distributions for pairs of (aspect, sentiment) values, such as (SERVICE, POSITIVE).
While standard topic models associate each word token with a single latent topic variable,
FLDA can associate each token with a latent vector of multiple factors, such as (aspect, sen-
timent) in reviews or (topic, political ideology, author gender) in political commentaries.
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We extend LDA to this factored setting with the use of structured priors, defining the
Dirichlet distributions of LDA as functions of additional parameters that are used to enforce
the multi-dimensional structure of FLDA.
A key challenge in this model is to ensure consistency across different word distribu-
tions which have the same components. For example, the word distributions associated
with the (aspect, sentiment) pairs (SERVICE,POSITIVE) and (SERVICE,NEGATIVE) should
both give high probability to words about restaurant service, while (SERVICE,POSITIVE)
and (FOOD QUALITY,POSITIVE) should both give high probability to positive sentiment
words. We address this issue by formulating the priors over word distributions in a way
that ties these related distributions together, such that the prior for a pair’s word distribu-
tion is a function of common parameters for each of the two components of the pair (or
more generally, for K components of a K-tuple).
Another hurdle is that as we increase the number of factors in a multi-dimensional
model, we have an exponential increase in the number of word distributions assumed by
the model, and not all of these will be well-supported in a corpus, as there will not be
enough data to infer an exponentially increasing number of parameters. We address this
in a modification to FLDA that incorporates sparsity in the set of possible tuples, allowing
the model to avoid learning word distributions for tuples that are unlikely to appear in a
corpus. This modification is similarly incorporated via a structured prior that reduces the
prior probability of certain tuples in documents.
We will demonstrate through experiments that both of these prior structures lead to
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improvements in performance.
In the next section, we introduce the general form of factorial LDA. We then discuss
our inference procedure (Section 3.2) and share experimental results evaluating FLDA in
a general setting (Section 3.3). The next chapter (Chapter 4) will describe extensions to
FLDA focused on specific health science applications.
3.1 Model Definition
Recall that LDA assumes we have a set of T latent components (called “topics” in
the context of text modeling), and each document has a discrete distribution over these
topics, parameterized by θm for the mth document. Each word token wmn is associated
with a topic variable zmn, and each topic value points to a discrete distribution over words,
parameterized by φt for the tth topic.
Under LDA, a document is generated by choosing the topic distribution θm from a
global Dirichlet prior. For each token we sample a topic value t from this distribution
before sampling a word w from the tth word distribution φt. Without additional structure,
LDA tends to learn distributions which correspond to semantic topics (such as SPORTS or
ECONOMICS) (Chang et al., 2009) which dominate the choice of words in a document,
rather than sentiment, perspective, or other aspects of document content.
Imagine that instead of a one-dimensional vector of T topics, we have a two-dimensional
matrix of T1 components along one dimension and T2 components along the other. This
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structure is desired if we assume a corpus is composed of two different factors, and the
two dimensions might correspond to factors such as news topic and political perspective
(if we are modeling newspaper editorials), or research topic and discipline (if we are mod-
eling scientific papers). Individual cells of the matrix would correspond to pairs such as
(ECONOMICS,CONSERVATIVE) or (GRAMMAR,LINGUISTICS) and each is associated with
a word distribution φ~t for the 2-tuple ~t.
Let us expand this idea further by assuming K factors modeled with a K-dimensional
array, where each cell of the array points to a word distribution corresponding to that par-
ticular K-tuple. For example, in addition to topic and perspective, we might want to model
a third factor of the author’s gender in newspaper editorials, yielding triples such as (ECO-
NOMICS,CONSERVATIVE,MALE). Conceptually, each K-tuple ~t functions as a topic in
LDA (with an associated word distribution φ~t) except that K-tuples imply a structure, e.g.,
the pairs (ECONOMICS,CONSERVATIVE) and (ECONOMICS,LIBERAL) are related. This is
the idea behind factorial LDA (FLDA).
At its core, our model follows the basic template of LDA, but θm is over elements
of a multi-dimensional array rather than a one-dimensional vector. Under FLDA, each
document has a distribution θm over K-tuples, specifically, over cells in the K-dimensional
array where each dimension has Tk components. That is, there are K factors, and each
factor contains multiple components. An example of a type of factor is sentiment, while
POSITIVE and NEGATIVE are examples of components within the sentiment factor.
For each document, we again sample the distribution θm from a Dirichlet prior. For each
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token, we sample a value for each of the K latent components—that is, we sample a full
K-tuple~t. Once the tuple is chosen, we sample a word from the tuple’s corresponding word
distribution φ~t. As we’ve described it so far, this is equivalent to the standard LDA model
with
∏K
k Tk topics. However, LDA is unlikely to learn parameters that actually reflect
the multi-dimensional concept described above—why would word distributions relate to
multiple concepts? We do this by forcing the distributions to reflect multiple dimensions
such that the priors are functions of the different factors. We modify FLDA by adding
structure to the Dirichlet priors of both the tuple distributions for each document and the
word distributions for each topic. We modify the priors in the following ways to induce a
factored structure:
• We model the intuition that tuples which share components should share other properties.
For example, we expect the word distributions for (ECONOMICS,CONSERVATIVE) and
(ECONOMICS,LIBERAL) to both give high probability to words about economics, while
the pairs (ECONOMICS,LIBERAL) and (ENVIRONMENT,LIBERAL) should both reflect
words about liberalism.
• Similarly, we want each document’s distribution over tuples to reflect the same type of
consistency. If a document is written from a liberal perspective, then we believe that
pairs of the form (*,LIBERAL) are more likely to have high probability than pairs with
CONSERVATIVE as the second component.
This consistency across factors is encouraged by sharing parameters across the word
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and topic prior distributions in the model: this encodes our a priori assumption that distri-
butions which share components should be similar. The prior for each tuple’s word distri-
bution is a function of parameters for each of the components of the tuple, and the prior for
each document’s tuple distribution is similarly a function of each tuple’s components.
As in Sections 2.2 and 2.3.1, we will define the model formally by describing the story
behind the process that generates data under this model. The generative story for FLDA is
as follows (we explain the priors afterward):
1. Draw the various hyperparameters α and ω from 0-mean normal distributions
2. For each tuple ~t = (t1, t2, . . . , tK):










for each word v
(b) Sample word distribution, φ~t ∼ Dirichlet(φ̃~t)
3. For each document m:











for each tuple ~t
(b) Sample distribution over tuples, θm ∼ Dirichlet(θ̃m)
(c) For each token n in document m:
i. Sample component tuple ~zmn ∼ θm
ii. Sample word wmn ∼ φ~zmn
The graphical model is illustrated in Figure 3.2(a). Figure 3.1 shows an illustration of
how the weight vectors ω(0) and ω(k) are combined to form φ̃ for a particular tuple that
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exp( + + ) = 
Posterior Prior ω(0) ω(1)     ω(2) WORDS EDUCATION 
Figure 3.1: An illustration of word distributions in FLDA with two factors when apply-
ing FLDA to a collection of scientific articles from various research disciplines, including
linguistics and education research (using the CLEP dataset described in Section 3.3). We
learn weights ω corresponding to a topic we call WORDS and the discipline EDUCATION as
well as background words. These weights are combined to form the Dirichlet prior, and the
distribution for (WORDS,EDUCATION) is drawn from this prior: this distribution appears to
describe writing education. When referring to the “prior” and “posterior” in this figure, we
more concretely are referring to the mean of the prior and the mean of the posterior.
was inferred by our model. The words shown have the highest weight after running our
inference procedure, using the data described in the experiments section (Section 3.3).
We assume all ω and α parameters are independent and normally distributed around 0,
which is equivalent to `2 regularization during optimization. Each type of parameter (ω(B),
ω(0), ω(k), α(B), α(k)0 , α
(k)
m ) can have a different variance for the normal prior, which is a
user-defined parameter in the experiments used in this thesis.
The next subsection explains these new priors in more detail.
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3.1.1 Interpreting the Parameters
As discussed above, the difference between FLDA and LDA is that structure has been
added to the Dirichlet priors for the word and topic distributions. We use a form of
Dirichlet-multinomial regression (Mimno and McCallum, 2008) (described in Section 2.3.3.1)
to formulate the priors for θ and φ in terms of the log-linear functions defined the genera-
tive story. Unlike in LDA, each document has its own prior θ̃m and each word distribution
has its own prior φ̃~t, rather than globally shared priors. We will now describe these priors
in more detail.
3.1.1.1 Prior over word distributions
We formulate the priors of φ to encourage word distributions to be consistent across
components of each factor. Intuitively, our a priori assumption is that a word distribution
for a particular tuple should have commonalities with other tuples that share the same com-
ponents. To achieve this goal, we link the priors for tuples that share common components
by utilizing a log-linear parameterization of the Dirichlet prior over φ~t. By placing re-
strictions only in the prior, we allow the posterior over φ~t to deviate and learn interactions
among factors.
Formally, we place a Dirichlet(φ̃~t) prior over φ~t, the word distribution for tuple ~t =
(t1, t2, . . . , tK). The Dirichlet vector φ̃~t controls the mean and precision of the prior. It is a
function of three types of hyperparameters:
• ω(B) is a global bias scalar which adjusts the overall precision of the Dirichlet.
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• ω(0) is a vector over the vocabulary which reflects the relative prior likelihood of
different words. These values adjust the mean of the Dirichlet in addition to the pre-
cision and adjust the default prior likelihood of each word in every word distribution.
• Most importantly, each ω(k)tkv is a weighting parameter for the vth word for component
tk of the kth factor. By increasing the weight of a particular ω
(k)
tkv
, we increase the prior
of word v in φ~t for all ~t that contain component tk. It is through these parameters the
word distributions for different tuples with shared components are tied together.
As an example, consider the effect of this prior on a two-dimensional model for research
topic and scientific discipline. For the first factor (topic), we create T1 vectors ω(1) that
reflect the prior for words in each topic, and similarly, T2 vectors ω(2) for each discipline.
The tuple (BILINGUALISM,LINGUISTICS) would then combine the corresponding vectors
ω
(1)
BILINGUALISM for the topic and ω
(2)
LINGUISTICS for the discipline, along with ω(B) and ω(0) to
obtain a tuple-specific prior. The distribution for this pair would more likely include words
common to both BILINGUALISM and LINGUISTICS, but could also reflect words especially
prominent under this pairing (e.g., “acquisition”, as in language acquisition).
3.1.1.2 Prior over topic distributions
We use a similar formulation for the prior over θ. Recall that we want documents to nat-
urally favor tuples that share components, i.e., favoring both (ECONOMICS,CONSERVATIVE)
and (EDUCATION,CONSERVATIVE) if the document favors CONSERVATIVE in general.
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To address this, we let θm be drawn from Dirichlet(θ̃m), where instead of a corpus-wide
prior, each document has a vector θ̃m which reflects the independent contributions of the
factors via a log-linear function. This function contains three types of hyperparameters:
• α(B) is a global bias scalar which adjusts the overall precision of the Dirichlet.
• α(k)0tk indicates the bias for the kth factor’s component tk across the entire corpus,
which enables the model to favor certain components a priori, as they appear in
any tuple across the entire corpus. These values adjust the mean of the Dirichlet
priors. Modifying these parameters can favor tuples that include e.g., the discipline
EDUCATION across all documents.
• Most importantly, α(k)mtk is the weight parameter for the kth factor’s component tk
specifically in document m. This allows documents to favor certain components
over others, such as the perspective CONSERVATIVE in a specific document.
The α(k)m parameters can independently adjust the prior probability of components in
each factor among all tuples. For example, assigning a high value to α(1)m,BILINGUALISM for the
topic factor (when jointly modeling research topic and discipline) will yield higher prior
probability for pairs of the form (BILINGUALISM,*). Thus, the model can independently
favor components in each factor that influence all tuples.
One could achieve similar behavior by having K different distributions θmk and sam-
pling each component of a tuple from these. However, using a single distribution turns out
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Figure 3.2: The graphical model plate diagrams for (a) Factorial LDA and (b) its sparse
variant.
to have desirable properties for inference once we introduce sparsity to the model, as we
will explain at the end of Section 3.1.2.
3.1.2 Adding Sparsity
As the dimensionality of the array of tuples increases (that is, the number of factors in-
creases), we are going to encounter problems of overparameterization, because the model
will likely contain more tuples than are observed in the data. This is not just a learning
difficulty, but also a model interpretability problem. For example, if we are jointly model-
ing research topic and scientific discipline, it is easy to imagine research topics that do not
appear across all research disciplines. If we are modeling papers from the disciplines of
linguistics and education, there will be a topic of SEMANTICS that does not appear in edu-
cation literature and a topic of PUBLIC POLICY that does not appear in linguistics papers.
It is therefore problematic for the model to assume the existence of pairs like (SEMAN-
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Figure 3.3: A conceptualization of bringing sparsity to factorial LDA. Ideally, only a
subset of possible tuples would be associated with word distributions, since otherwise there
may be too many parameters to learn and some tuples may not make sense as concepts. In
practice, we learn φ for all tuples, but assign some of them very low probability.
TICS,EDUCATION), as such word distributions will not be interpretable.
An important variant of factorial LDA therefore allows for sparsity in the set of tuples.
When originally presented in Paul and Dredze (2012), sparsity was described as part of
the general FLDA model. In this thesis, we separately describe the most basic version of
FLDA and its sparse variant, and will compare the sparse and dense models.
We can handle sparsity by having an auxiliary multi-dimensional array which encodes a
sparsity pattern over tuples. This is illustrated in Figure 3.3. The priors over the document
tuple distributions are augmented with this sparsity pattern. These priors model the belief
that the Cartesian product of factors should be sparse.
Specifically, we assume a K-dimensional binary array b, where an entry b~t corresponds
to tuple ~t. If b~t = 1, then ~t is active: that is, we are allowed to chose ~t to generate a token
and we learn φ~t ; otherwise we do not. We modify the prior over θm to include a binary
mask of the tuples: θm ∼ Dirichlet(b θ̃m), where  is the Hadamard (cell-wise) product.
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If the values of b lie in {0, 1}, then θm will not include tuples for which b~t = 0,
otherwise the prior will remain unchanged, and b would therefore function as a selector of
the set of tuples in the model. This could be achieved by modeling b as the outcome of a
Beta-Bernoulli model (Griffiths and Ghahramani, 2006), for example.
However, it is difficult to learn binary b, as changes to the values yield large changes
to the model, as encountered by Gormley et al. (2010) when doing inference for shared
components topic models (Section 2.4.1.2). To simplify learning, we relax the constraint
that b must be binary and instead allow b~t to be real-valued in (0, 1). This is a common
approximation used in other models, such as artificial neural networks and deep belief
networks.1
To encourage sparsity, we place a “U-shaped” Beta(γ0, γ1) prior over b~t, with γ < 1,
which yields a density function that is concentrated around the boundaries 0 and 1. (The
Beta distribution is the bivariate version of the Dirichlet distribution, so it has the same
properties described in Section 2.1.2.) Empirically, we will show that this effectively learns
a sparse binary b. The effect is that the prior assigns tiny probabilities to some tuples instead
of strictly 0.
For completeness, we describe the full generative story of the sparse FLDA variant,
1We arrived at this approximation after experimenting with other approaches. Our original model treated
b as a hard constraint and assigned zero probability to variable configurations with any ~zmn = ~t for any~t such
that b~t = 0. This made it non-trivial to infer b values in the Gibbs sampler, because changing a value b~t = 1
to b~t = 0 entailed changing the ~zmn values of any tokens currently assigned to ~t. We attempted to do this by
running a Gibbs sampler on all such tokens to sample new values, and this new joint configuration of many
variables was used as a proposal in the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm (Metropolis et al., 1953; Hastings,
1970). This was based on the split-merge algorithm of Jain and Neal (2000), which uses Gibbs sampling to
make Metropolis-Hastings proposals that make large changes to cluster configurations. However, we found
that the proposals were almost always rejected, and this sampler was far too slow.
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with the original steps grayed out:
1. Draw the various hyperparameters α and ω from 0-mean normal distributions
2. For each tuple ~t = (t1, t2, . . . , tK):










for each word v
(b) Sample word distribution, φ~t ∼ Dirichlet(φ̃~t)
(c) Sample sparsity “bit” b~t ∼ Beta(γ0, γ1)
3. For each document m:











for each tuple ~t
(b) Sample distribution over tuples, θm ∼ Dirichlet(b θ̃m)
(c) For each token n in document m:
i. Sample component tuple ~zmn ∼ θm
ii. Sample word wmn ∼ φ~zmn
Figure 3.2(b) shows the graphical model.
As an alternative to modifying the prior over θm, one could use b to modify θm directly;
that is, ~z is sampled proportionally to b~t θm~t. However, an advantage of incorporating this
in the Dirichlet prior is that this allows us to use the same collapsed Gibbs sampler that is
used for LDA (Section 2.5.1.1), since the model is identical to LDA once conditioned on
the priors.
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Creating a sparsity pattern over tuples is also a motivation for the decision to let θm be a
single distribution over tuples, rather than having a separate θmk distribution for each factor.
The sparsity parameters b create a dependence between the K components in a tuple. If
we had K different parameters θmk, they could not be analytically collapsed out due to the
dependence created by b.
3.1.3 Comparison to Related Work
The name factorial LDA is borrowed from factorial hidden Markov models (Ghahra-
mani and Jordan, 1997). While a standard hidden Markov model (HMM) posits a Markov
chain of latent variables, a factorial HMM posits multiple Markov chains, and each emis-
sion variable depends on its parent variables from each chain. This idea is closely related
to FLDA, under which each word token variable depends on multiple latent variables. The
parameterization of FLDA using log-linear priors is completely different, however.
Section 2.4.2 described common multi-dimensional models such as the topic aspect
model (TAM) (Paul and Girju, 2010b), multi-view LDA (Ahmed and Xing, 2010), and
SAGE (Eisenstein et al., 2011). All of these models consider only two dimensions, al-
though a later variant of SAGE modeled three factors in historic documents: topic, time,
and location (Wang et al., 2012).
Multi-dimensional topic modeling is also related to factored language models (Bilmes
and Kirchhoff, 2003), which are a family of n-gram language models in which multiple
factors of word tokens (such as the word class and other features like the word stem) are
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jointly modeled. These models do not include latent variables. Some latent variable models
have combined multiple factors, in particular models that combine topics and syntax. For
example, Griffiths et al. (2005) and Darling et al. (2012) presented models that combine
LDA with hidden Markov models, to infer both topic and syntax information.
Other work has applied topic models to multi-dimensional text, though not with a multi-
dimensional model. For example, Mei et al. (2007) created a topic-like model of aspect
and sentiment. However, each word distribution was associated with either an aspect or a
sentiment value, rather than the pairing of both, as in a multi-dimensional model. Zhang
et al. (2009) applied a basic topic model (Hofmann, 1999) to multi-dimensional data for
online analytical processing (OLAP) data, but not with a joint model. Instead, a one-
dimensional topic model was applied to different slices of data.
A non-probabilistic approach considered different dimensions of clustering using spec-
tral clustering (Ng et al., 2001), in which K different clusterings are obtained by consid-
ering K different eigenvectors (Dasgupta and Ng, 2010). For example, product reviews
can be clustered not only by topic, but also by sentiment and author attributes. However,
this approach clusters each dimension independently, whereas FLDA jointly models the
interactions between the different dimensions.
3.1.3.1 Relation to product-of-experts models
Perhaps the closest model to FLDA is the topic aspect model (TAM), described in Sec-
tion 2.4.2.1. In TAM, each token has a latent topic variable and a latent aspect variable, and
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each document has its own topic distribution and aspect distribution. The topic and aspect
values are independently drawn from their respective distributions in each document. If θ(1)m
is the distribution over topics and θ(2)m is the distribution over aspects, then the joint prob-
ability of the ith topic and jth aspect is proportional to θ(1)miθ
(2)
mj . This could be described
as a product-of-experts model (Hinton, 2002), in which different distributions are multi-
plied together and renormalized to form a joint distribution.2 (In this case, renormalization
is not necessary, but we are using this terminology because it will be reused later in this
subsection.)
Factorial LDA, in contrast, has a fully parameterized joint distribution, rather than giv-
ing each factor its own distribution. However, the Dirichlet prior over this joint distribution
is in fact similar to a product-of-experts, since the log-linear function is implicitly a product
of its exponentiated parameters, and the prior contains parameters for each factor indepen-
dently. Therefore, the prior for each document’s distribution over tuples is centered around
a product of factor-specific weights for the document, and if the Dirichlet precision is very
high, then the posterior will be concentrated around this product, resulting in similar be-
havior to TAM.
For the word distributions, however, TAM provides no structure at all to tie together
word distributions for pairs that share components, and all φ were assumed conditionally
independent. This would result in word distributions that were not always sensible to the
user. An important contribution of FLDA is the use of priors to tie together word distribu-
2A product-of-experts model is similarly used to define the topic distributions in syntactic topic models
(Boyd-Graber and Blei, 2008). Here, the topic distribution is proportional to the product of a document-
specific topic preference as well as a syntactic topic preference.
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tions with the same components. As with the priors over topic distributions, the log-linear
prior over each topic’s word distribution is a product of weights from each factor indepen-
dently.
A product-of-experts model was used to define word distributions in shared components
topic models (SCTM) (Gormley et al., 2010), in which each topic’s word distribution is
defined as a normalized product of distributions from a set of underlying components that
are combined to form topics. Such an approach could be used for FLDA, but then a tuple’s
word distribution would not contain information specific to the combination of components.
By learning parameters that are specific to the tuple, but using a prior that is a product of
weights from each factor independently, FLDA achieves a “happy medium” between the
various possibilities. If the Dirichlet precision is very high, then the word distributions
will be more like SCTM (where the word distributions are deterministically defined by the
product of components), and if the precision is low and close to uniform, then the word
distributions will be more like TAM (where all word distributions are independent). By
learning ω, our model can determine the optimal amount of cohesion among the φ.
3.1.3.2 Relation to structured sparsity
Section 2.4.3 described different types of topic model sparsity and how FLDA’s sparsity
fits in. We additionally note that among sparsity-inducing regularizers, one that closely
relates to FLDA’s sparsity is the group lasso (Meier et al., 2008). While the standard lasso
(which applies `1 regularization to linear regression) will drive vector elements to 0, the
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group lasso will drive entire vectors to 0. The group lasso is an example of structured
sparsity (Huang et al., 2009; Martins et al., 2011). While the group lasso cannot be directly
applied to the parameterization used by FLDA, the concept is related because in FLDA we
want to make an entire set of parameters (a word distribution) sparse.
3.2 Inference and Optimization
To learn the parameters of FLDA, we use a Monte Carlo EM routine, as outlined in
Section 2.5.2. Conditioned on the structured priors, we use a collapsed Gibbs sampler to
sample from the posterior of the tuple assignments, from which the posterior of the model
parameters—each document’s distribution over tuples and each tuple’s distribution over
words—can be computed. Conditioned on the sampler’s estimate of E[~z], we optimize the
Dirichlet parameters α and ω, as well as the sparsity pattern b for the sparse variant.
3.2.1 Latent Variable Sampling
The latent variables ~z are sampled using the standard collapsed Gibbs sampler for LDA
(Section 2.5.1.1), with the exception that the basic Dirichlet priors have been replaced
with our structured priors for θ and φ. The sampling distribution is the same as LDA’s
if one treats each K-tuple as an individual “topic”, with
∏
k Tk total topics. This “flat”
representation will be used when FLDA is generalized by SPRITE in Chapter 5, but here
we make the tuple structure explicit.
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Thus, the sampling equation for ~zmn for token wmn, given all other latent variable as-
signments ~z, the corpus w and the parameters (α, ω, and b) becomes:
p(~zmn = ~t | ~z − ~zmn,w,α,ω, b) ∝
(







where nyx denotes the number of times x occurs in y, excluding the count of the current
token. If the sparsity pattern is not included, then let b~t = 1.
3.2.2 Optimizing the Structured Priors
After each Gibbs sampling iteration, our algorithm takes one iteration of gradient ascent
for the parameters of the structured priors. This subsection defines the gradient with the
partial derivatives of the corpus likelihood with respect to α, ω, and b. The gradient has a
similar form to the gradient with respect to the LDA hyperparameters in Section 2.5.2.
3.2.2.1 Dirichlet Parameters
The partial derivatives of the corpus log likelihood L with respect to the α parameters
are:
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where we let T (k, tk) = {~z : zk = tk, 1 ≤ zj ≤ Tj ∀j 6= k} denote the set of tuples such
that the kth component has value tk, and T (∗) = {~z : 1 ≤ zk ≤ Tk ∀k} is the set of all
valid tuples.
The σ2 in the first term of each derivative is the variance of the Gaussian prior of the
hyperparameters. These derivatives do not include sparsity. For the sparse variant of FLDA,
each θ̃m~t should be multiplied by b~t.
Next, the partial derivatives of the corpus log likelihood with respect to the ω parame-
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Recall that each value of b lies in (0, 1). For mathematical convenience, we reparame-
terize b in terms of the logistic function σ, such that b~t = σ(b̂~t), where σ(x) =
1
1+exp(−x) .
This allows us to optimize b̂ ∈ R to obtain b ∈ (0, 1), keeping this as an unconstrained
optimization problem.
The derivative of σ(x) has the form σ(x)σ(−x). For each tuple ~t, the partial derivative
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of L with respect to b̂~t is:
∂L
∂b̂~t




σ(b̂~t)σ(−b̂~t) θ̃m~t × (3.8)
(












where the γ values are the Beta parameters. The first two terms are a result of the Beta(γ0, γ1)
prior over b~t.
3.3 Experiments
This section describes experiments performed to conduct a general evaluation of FLDA’s
potential utility, and to understand the behavior of the model under different settings. Chap-
ter 4 will investigate the utility of FLDA for specific applications in health science.
3.3.1 Experimental Details
We experiment with two datasets of research articles. The first is a collection of 5000
computational linguistics abstracts from the ACL Anthology, denoted ‘ACL’. The second
combines these abstracts (C) with several journals in the fields of linguistics (L), education
(E), and psychology (P). We use 1000 articles from each discipline (4000 documents total),
denoted ‘CLEP’. For both corpora, we keep an additional 1000 documents for development
and 1000 for test (uniformly representative of the 4 CLEP disciplines, with 250 documents
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each). Both datasets were created by the author (Paul, 2009). Stop words are removed from
the data.3
We used ~T = (∗, 2, 2) for ACL (three factors) and ~T = (∗, 4) for CLEP (two factors)
for various numbers of “topics” T1 ∈ {5, . . . , 50}. While we cannot say a priori what
each factor will represent, we observed that when T1 is large, components along this factor
can be interpreted as topics. Therefore, we set T1 > Tk>1 and refer to this factor as topic.
For the evaluation here, we focus on the unsupervised setting, although indirect forms of
supervision are considered in Chapter 4.
We will compare the sparse FLDA model against simpler models by ablating parts
of the model. If we remove the structured word priors and sparsity, we are left with a
basic multi-dimensional model, referred to as the ‘base’ model. We will compare against
models where we add the structured word priors (‘W’) and array sparsity (‘S’) in isolation,
and finally the complete FLDA model with sparsity (referred to as ‘SW’). All variants are
identical except that we fix all ω(k) = 0 to remove structured word priors and fix b = 1 to
remove sparsity.
We also compare against the topic aspect model (TAM) (Paul and Girju, 2010b), a
two-dimensional model, using the public implementation. TAM is similar to the ‘base’
two-factor FLDA model except that FLDA has a single θm per document with priors that
are independently weighted by each factor, whereas TAM has K independent θs, with a
different θmk for each factor. If the Dirichlet precision in FLDA is very high, then it will
3The stop word list, used for all experiments in this thesis, is available at:
http://cs.jhu.edu/˜mpaul/data/stop words.txt
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exhibit similar behavior as having separate θs. TAM only models two dimensions, so we
only run this on the two-dimensional CLEP dataset.
For hyperparameters, we set γ0 = γ1 = 0.1 in the Beta prior over b~t, and we set σ
2 = 10
for α and σ2 = 1 for ω in the normal prior over weights. Bias parameters (α(B), ω(B)) are
initialized to −5 for weak initial priors. Our sampling algorithm alternates between a full
pass over tokens and a single gradient step on the parameters using a constant step size
of 10−2 for α; 10−3 for ω and b). Results were averaged from five trials of randomly
initialized Gibbs samplers, which were each run for 10,000 iterations.
3.3.2 Perplexity
To evaluate the predictiveness of the models, we measure perplexity on held-out data.
We fix all parameters learned from the training data, and we need to learn document-
specific parameters on the new data. Specifically, we optimize each α(m,k) on the test
documents to infer each θm. We use the “document completion” method where we infer
θm based on half of a document, and we measure the perplexity of the remaining half given
our inferred θm (Section 2.6.1). We run our MCEM algorithm on the test data for 200
iterations to infer the document parameters, and measure the average perplexity over an
additional 10 iterations.
Figure 3.4 shows that the structured word priors yielded lower perplexity, while results
for sparse models were mixed. On ACL, sparsity consistently improved perplexity once
the number of topics exceeds 20, while on CLEP sparsity worsened perplexity. On CLEP,
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Figure 3.4: The document completion perplexity on two datasets. Lower is better. Models
with “W” use structured word priors, and those with “S” use sparsity. Error bars indicate
90% confidence intervals. When pooling results across all numbers of topics ≥20, we find
that S is significantly better than Base with p = 1.4 × 10−4 and SW is better than W with
p = 5× 10−5 on the ACL corpus.
we found that TAM performs worse than FLDA with a lower number of topics (which is
what we found to work best qualitatively, based on our own observations), but catches up
as the number of topics increases.
3.3.3 Human Judgments
Perplexity may not correlate with human judgments (Chang et al., 2009), which are im-
portant for FLDA since structured word priors and array sparsity are motivated in part by
semantic coherence. Therefore, we conducted human evaluations to understand what latent
factors represent, how factors interact, and how they are tied. We measured interpretability
based on the notion of relatedness: among components that are inferred to belong to the
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same factor, how many actually make sense together? Seven annotators provided judg-
ments for two related tasks. First, we presented annotators with two word lists—the ten
most frequent words assigned to each tuple—that that are assigned to the same topic (the
first component), along with a word list randomly selected from a tuple with a different
topic. Annotators are asked to choose the word list that does not belong, i.e., an intrusion
test (Chang et al., 2009). If the two tuples from the same topic are strongly related, the
random list should be easy to identify. In some cases, the intruder list can be determined
based on other clues even when the other lists are not related. For example, if two “junk”
lists are paired with a “good” list, it is clear the third one is out of place.
Second, annotators are presented with pairs of word lists from the same topic and asked
to judge the degree of relation using a 5-point Likert scale. Since our modeling assumptions
are that different tuples that share components should have some commonalities, we want
to measure the degree to which this is true. While more subjective, this explicitly measures
relatedness.
We ran these experiments on both corpora with 20 topics. For the two models without
the structured word priors, we use a symmetric prior (by optimizing only ω(B) and fixing
ω(0) = 0), since symmetric word priors can lead to better interpretability (Wallach et al.,
2009a).4 In the sparse variants, we excluded tuples with b~t ≤ 0.5.
Across all datasets and models, annotators labeled 362 triples in the intrusion experi-
ment and 333 pairs in the scoring experiment. The results (Table 3.1) differ slightly from
4We used an asymmetric prior for the perplexity experiments, which gave slightly better results.
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ACL CLEP ACL CLEP
Intrusion Accuracy Relatedness Score (1–5)
TAM n/a 46% n/a 2.29 ± 0.26
Baseline 39% 38% 2.35 ± 0.31 2.55 ± 0.37
Sparsity (S) 51% 43% 2.61 ± 0.37 2.53 ± 0.48
Word Priors (W) 76% 45% 3.56 ± 0.36 2.59 ± 0.33
Combined (SW) 73% 67% 3.90 ± 0.37 2.67 ± 0.55
Table 3.1: Results from human judgments. The best scoring model for each dataset is in
bold. 90% confidence intervals are indicated for scores; scores were more varied on the
CLEP corpus.
the perplexity results. The word priors help in all cases, but much more so on ACL. The
models with sparsity are generally better than those without, even on CLEP, in contrast to
perplexity where sparse models did worse. This suggests that removing tuples with small
b~t values removes nonsensical tuples.
Overall, the judgments are worse for the CLEP corpus; this appears to be a difficult
corpus to model due to high topic diversity and low overlap across disciplines. TAM is
judged to be worse than all FLDA variants when directly scored by annotators. The intru-
sion performance with TAM is better than or comparable to the ablated versions of FLDA,
but worse than the full model. It thus appears that both the structured priors and sparsity
yield more interpretable word clusters.
3.3.4 Analysis of Sparsity Patterns
We now examine the learned sparsity patterns: how much of b is close to 0 or 1?
Figure 3.5 shows a histogram of b~t values (ACL with 20 topics, 3 factors) pooled across
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five sampling chains. The majority of values are close to 0 or 1, effectively capturing a
sparse binary array. The higher variance near 0 relative to 1 suggests that the model prefers
to keep bits “on”—and give tuples tiny probability—rather than “off.” This suggests that a
model with a hard constraint might struggle to “turn off” bits during inference.
While we fixed the Beta parameters in our experiments, these can be tuned to control
sparsity. The model will favor more “on” than “off” bits by setting γ1 > γ0, or vice versa.
When γ > 1, the Beta distribution no longer favors sparsity; we confirmed empirically that
this leads to b~t values that are closer to 0.8 or 0.9 rather than 1. In contrast, setting γ  0.1
yields more extreme values near 0 and 1 than with γ = 0.1 (e.g., .9999 instead of .991),
but this does not greatly affect the number of non-binary values. Thus, a sparse prior alone
cannot fully satisfy our preference that b is binary.5
3.3.5 Empirical Comparison to LDA
Because the FLDA Gibbs sampler is so similar to the LDA sampler—the only differ-
ence is the step of hyperparameter optimization— the runtimes of samplers for LDA and
FLDA are on the same order, for a comparable number of word distributions. For example,
~T = (20, 2, 2) is the same as T = 80 topics in LDA. For a comparable number of word
distributions, our FLDA implementation is between one and two times slower per iteration
than our own comparable LDA implementation, with hyperparameter optimization using
the methods in Paul (2012). However, the number of word distributions increases exponen-
5However, in Section 5.3.2.1 of Chapter 5 we show that such priors can be strengthened to satisfy these
constraints.
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Distribution of Sparsity Values
Best Fit
Prior
Figure 3.5: The distribution of sparsity values learned on the ACL corpus with ~T =
(20, 2, 2). The dashed curve shows the Beta prior that was used for these values, while the
solid curve shows the best-fitting Beta distribution to these values.
tially in the number of factors in FLDA, so in practice this can make it slower than LDA,
since more word distributions might be needed than in LDA.
We did not observe a consistent pattern regarding the perplexity of the two models.
Averaged across all numbers of topics, the perplexity of LDA was 97% the perplexity of
FLDA on ACL and 104% on CLEP, using a comparable number of word distributions for
LDA and FLDA.
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“Topic” “Approach” “Focus”
“SPEECH” “I.R.” “M.T.” . . . “EMPIRICAL” “THEORETICAL” “METHODS” “APPLICATIONS”
speech document translation . . . task theory word user
spoken retrieval machine . . . tasks description algorithm research
recognition documents source . . . performance formal method project
state question mt . . . improve forms accuracy technology
vocabulary web parallel . . . accuracy treatment best processing
recognizer answering french . . . learning linguistics sentence science
utterances query bilingual . . . demonstrate syntax statistical natural
synthesis answer transfer . . . using ed previously development
Topic SPEECH DATA MODELING GRAMMAR
Focus METHODS APPL. METHODS APPL. METHODS APPL. METHODS APPL.








dialogue corpus data models parsing grammar
spoken data corpus model parser parsing
speech training annotation approach syntactic based
dialogues model annotated shown tree robust





h task annotated collection errors dependency processing
recognition test xml statistical treebank linguistic










L speech rules grammar grammar
words rule parsing grammars
recognition model grammars formalism
prosodic shown structures parsing
written models paper based
phonological right formalism efficient
spoken left based unification
Figure 3.6: Example FLDA output from the ACL corpus with ~T = (20, 2, 2). Above:
The top words (based on their ω values) for a few components from three factors. Below:
A three-dimensional table showing a sample of four topics (i.e., components of the first
factor) with their top words (based on their φ values) as they appear in all combinations
of factors. The components in the top table are combined to create 3-tuples in the bottom
table. Shaded cells (b ≤ 0.5) are inactive. The names of factors and their components in
quotes are manually assigned through post-hoc analysis.
3.3.6 Qualitative Analysis
To illustrate model behavior, we include a sample of output on the ACL corpus in
Figure 3.6, selecting topics that represent a diverse range of sparsity patterns. We consider
the component-specific weights for each factor ω(k)tk , which present an “overview” of each
component, as well as the tuple-specific word distributions φ~t.
Upon examination, we determined that the first factor (T1= 20) corresponds to topic,
the second (T2= 2) to approach (EMPIRICAL or THEORETICAL), and the third (T3= 2) to
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focus (METHODS or APPLICATIONS). The top row shows words common across all com-
ponents for each factor. The bottom row shows specific φ~t. Consider the topic SPEECH: the
triple (SPEECH,METHODS,THEORETICAL) emphasizes the linguistic side of speech pro-
cessing (phonological, prosodic, etc.) while (SPEECH,APPLICATIONS,EMPIRICAL) is pre-
dominantly about dialogue systems and speech interfaces. Both of these triples include
speech and spoken among the highest probability words, which receive high prior proba-
bility because these have the highest ω values for the speech topic.
We also see tuple sparsity (shaded tuples, in which b~t ≤ 0.5) for unsupported tuples. For
example, under the topic of DATA, a mostly empirical topic, tuples along the THEORETICAL
component are inactive.
In addition to the top words, we also examined the documents associated with various
tuples. Figure 3.7 shows the three documents with the highest tuple proportion θm~t for
various example tuples, showing the titles of the papers from the ACL corpus. This figure
was generated using a different Gibbs sampling run than Figure 3.6, so some of the learned
tuples differ, but the same general concepts were learned by components. For this figure,
we showed documents for all tuples regardless of the sparsity b values.
As with the top words, the top documents generally show interpretable patterns. For
example, the papers under (SPEECH,APPLICATIONS,*) are mostly about dialog, with papers
describing dialog systems under the EMPIRICAL approach, and papers with dialog theory
(e.g., social goals and conversation misunderstanding) under the THEORETICAL approach.
Linguistics-oriented papers generally favor the THEORETICAL component. For exam-
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• The Lincoln Continuous Speech Recognition Sys-
tem: Recent Developments and Results
• University of Colorado Dialog Systems for Travel
and Navigation
•Minimizing Speaker Variation Effects for Speaker-
Independent Speech Recognition
• The Collection and Preliminary Analysis of a
Spontaneous Speech Database
• Improved Acoustic Modeling for Continuous
Speech Recognition










L • Incremental generation of spatial referring expres-
sions in situated dialog
•Abductive explanation of dialogue misunderstand-
ings
• A context-dependent algorithm for generating
locative expressions in physically situated env.
• Social Goals in Conversational Cooperation
• Referring Expression Generation Using Speaker-
based Attribute Selection and Trainable Realization
• Using Linguistic, World, and Contextual Knowl-










• Long-distance dependency resolution in automati-
cally acquired wide-coverage PCFG-based LFG ap-
proximations
• PRINCIPAR–An Efficient, Broad-coverage,
Principle-based Parser
• Dependency-Based N-Gram Models for General
Purpose Sentence Realisation
• EXEMPLARS: A Practical, Extensible Frame-
work For Dynamic Text Generation
• Extracting Syntactic Features from a Korean Tree-
bank










L • XMG: an expressive formalism for describing
tree-based grammars
• Categorial Grammars for Strata of Non-CF Lan-
guages and Their Parsers
• Generative Power of CCGs with Generalized
Type-Raised Categories
• Semantic Caseframe Parsing and Syntactic Gener-
ality
• Parsing Strategies with ‘Lexicalized’ Grammars:
Application to Tree Adjoining Grammars










• Support Vector Machines for Query-focused Sum-
marization trained and evaluated on Pyramid data
• Pedagogically Useful Extractive Summaries for
Science Education
• Integrating Cross-Lingually Relevant News Arti-
cles and Monolingual Web Documents in Bilingual
Lexicon Acquisition
• A Machine Learning Approach to Extract Tempo-
ral Information from Texts in Swedish and Generate
Animated 3D Scenes
• A Text Categorization Based on Summarization
Technique











L • Discourse Relations and Discourse Markers • Towards Generating Procedural Texts: an explo-
ration of their rhetorical and argumentative structure
• Discursive Usage of Six Chinese Punctuation
Marks
• Quantitative Portraits of Lexical Elements
• Text Segmentation with Multiple Surface Linguis-
tic Cues
• Reassessing Rhetorical Abstractions and Planning
Mechanisms
Figure 3.7: Example document titles representative of various 3-tuples learned by FLDA
on the ACL corpus with ~T = (20, 2, 2). These titles are from the documents with the
highest tuple proportion θm~t for the indicated tuple.
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ple, the paper titled “Thistle and Interarbora” presents an application of manipulating lin-
guistic diagrams, so it naturally fits the triple (GRAMMAR,APPLICATIONS,THEORETICAL).
Under the DOCUMENT STRUCTURE topic, many of the THEORETICAL papers are about
discourse structure, while many EMPIRICAL papers are about document summarization.
3.4 Summary
This chapter presented factorial LDA (FLDA), a multi-dimensional text model that can
incorporate an arbitrary number of factors. To encourage the model to learn the desired
patterns, we developed two new types of structure for the model priors: word priors that
share features across factors, and a sparsity variable that restricts the set of active tuples.
We have shown both qualitatively and quantitatively that FLDA is capable of discovering
interpretable patterns in multi-dimensional spaces, and we find that our new priors improve
model predictiveness and coherence.
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Applications of Factorial LDA
This chapter shows how factorial LDA (FLDA) can be applied to specific problems in
the domain of health science. We demonstrate the utility of FLDA for two applications in-
volving text from the Web: learning information about drugs (e.g., dosage and side effects)
from informal user reports (Section 4.1) and learning about perceived quality of healthcare
from patient reviews (Section 4.2).
This chapter provides experimental evaluation of the models for application-specific
tasks. For the drug application, we show that FLDA can extract text describing various
aspects of drug use that closely matches literature written by domain experts. For the
healthcare application, we show that features learned by FLDA are significantly correlated
with external measures of healthcare quality across U.S. states. These experiments suggest
that FLDA is learning meaningful information that can be of value to researchers in health
domains.
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While the contributions of this chapter are more applied, a technical challenge that
arises when using FLDA for specific applications is the need to learn specific concepts that
are relevant to the application. Since topic models are typically unsupervised, the inferred
distributions may not correspond to the concepts needed for the application. This chapter
will introduce a novel hierarchical prior over the model parameters informed by domain
knowledge, guiding the models toward the desired concepts (Sections 4.1.3 and 4.2.3).
This chapter is broken into two main sections, one for each application, followed by
a concluding section. Within each application section, we follow the same outline. We
first describe the task and provide motivating background information about the scientific
problem. We then describe the FLDA model used for the task—what the factors and com-
ponents correspond to—and then we show how to extend the priors to incorporate domain
knowledge specific to each application. Lastly, we show experimental results including
standard topic model evaluation—predictive experiments and example topic output—as
well as domain-specific evaluation for each application.
4.1 Drug Information Summarization from Web
Forums
Our first task is to mine information about illicit drugs from user forums, an important
clinical research problem as explained in Section 4.1.1. This section is based on material
from Paul and Dredze (2013) and Paul and Dredze (2012b).
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We use a three-dimensional factorial LDA model that jointly models different types of
drug-related information: the type of drug, the route of administration, and the aspect of
drug use. To learn these concepts, we create priors over the word distributions using labeled
data (Section 4.1.3). This is done by training a simplified supervised model on a subset of
the corpus and using the learned parameters as normal distribution priors over the FLDA
parameters.
We then demonstrate the model’s utility in exploring a corpus in a targeted manner by
using it to automatically extract interesting excerpts from the text, a simple form of ex-
tractive multi-document summarization (Goldstein et al., 2000), in which representative
portions of text are extracted from large corpora. In the same way that topic models can be
used for aspect-specific summarization (Titov and McDonald, 2008; Haghighi and Vander-
wende, 2009), we use FLDA to extract snippets corresponding to fine-grained information
patterns. Our results in Section 4.1.4.3 demonstrate that the multi-dimensional modeling
approach targets more informative text than a simpler baseline.
4.1.1 Task and Motivation
Ilicit drug use imposes a significant burden on the health infrastructure of the United
States and other countries. Accurate information on drugs, usage profiles and side effects
are necessary for supporting a range of healthcare activities, such as addiction treatment
programs, toxin diagnosis, prevention and awareness campaigns, and public policy. These
activities rely on up-to-date information on drug trends as substance popularity changes in
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response to legislative efforts and market trends. For example, hospitals and poison con-
trol centers among others must remain informed on the pharmacological and toxicological
effects of new and popular drugs (Hill and Thomas, 2011). Understanding usage patterns
can inform outreach strategies (Bruneau et al., 2012).
It is increasingly difficult to keep up with current drug information, as distribution and
information-sharing of novel drugs is easier than ever via the Web (Wax, 2002). For the
third consecutive year, a record number of new drugs were detected in Europe in 2011
(EMCDDA, 2012). About two-thirds of these new drugs were synthetic cannabinoids (used
as legal marijuana substitutes), which led to 11,000 hospitalizations in the U.S. in 2010
(SAMHSA, 2012). Treatment is complicated by the fact that novel substances like these
may have unknown side effects and other properties.
Accurate information on drug trends can be obtained by speaking directly with users,
e.g., focus groups and interviews (Reyes et al., 2012; Hout and Bingham, 2012), but such
studies are slow and costly, and can fail to identify the emergence of new drug classes, such
as mephedrone (Dunn et al., 2011).
More recently, researchers have begun to recognize clinical value in information ob-
tained from the Web (Corazza et al., 2011). By (manually) analyzing YouTube videos,
Drugs-Forum (discussed below), and other social media websites and online communities,
researchers have uncovered details about the use, effects, and popularity of a variety of
new and emerging drugs (Morgan et al., 2010; Corazza et al., 2012; Gallagher et al., 2012),
and comprehensive drug reviews now include non-standard sources such as Web forums in
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addition to standard sources (Hill and Thomas, 2011). The EU Psychonaut Project has cre-
ated a large database of recreational drug information from online forums (Schifano et al.,
2006).
However, while online forums contain a wealth of information, organizing and un-
derstanding forums requires significant effort. We propose automated tools to aid in the
exploration and analysis of this data.
In this section, we will show how factorial LDA can be used to learn information about
drugs from online forums. Topic models have been used for targeted browsing of cor-
pora (Eisenstein et al., 2012; Chaney and Blei, 2012) as well as extractive summarization
of text (Titov and McDonald, 2008; Haghighi and Vanderwende, 2009), and we will con-
sider FLDA for both of these purposes. Section 4.1.4.2 will show examples of information
learned from this dataset using FLDA, and Section 4.1.4.3 will show how informative text
snippets can be extracted using this model.
4.1.1.1 Dataset
Our data set is taken from Drugs-Forum (drugs-forum.com), a website that has
been active for more than 10 years with over 100,000 members and more than 1 million
monthly readers. The site is an information hub where people can freely discuss recre-
ational drugs with psychoactive effects, ranging from coffee to heroin, hosting information
and discussions on specific drugs, as well as drug-related politics, law, news, recovery
and addiction. Site users are primarily drug users, but also include researchers, parents,
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Factor Components
Drug ALCOHOL AMPHETAMINES BETA-KETONES CANNABINOIDS
CANNABIS COCAINE DMT DOWNERS DXM ECSTASY GHB
HERBAL ECSTASY KETAMINE KRATOM LSA LSD NOOTROPICS
OPIATES PEYOTE PHENETHYLAMINES SALVIA TOBACCO
Route INJECTION ORAL SMOKING SNORTING
Aspect CHEMISTRY (Pharmacology, TEK)
CULTURE (Culture, Setting, Social, Spiritual)
EFFECTS (Effects)
HEALTH (Health, Overdose, Side effects)
USAGE (Dose, Storing, Weight)
Table 4.1: The three factors of drug information that we model. The components of each
factor are shown in smallcaps. The forum tags shown in parentheses are manually grouped
together to form aspects.
officials, NGOs, lawyers, doctors, journalists and addiction specialists. With current in-
formation on a variety of drugs and an extensive archive, Drugs-Forum provides an ideal
information source for public health researchers (Corazza et al., 2012). We limit our study
to the English portion of the website.
Discussion threads are organized into numerous subforums, including drugs, the law,
addiction, and current events. Since we are modeling drug use, we focus on the drug
forums. Each thread is assigned to a drug-specific subforum and each thread has a user-
specified tag, which can indicate categories like “Effects” as well as routes of adminis-
tration like “Oral.” We organized the tags and subforum categorizations into factors and
components, as shown in Table 4.1. We make use of these tags in Section 4.1.3.
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4.1.2 Factorial LDA for Drug Information
For this application, we will use a three-dimensional (K = 3) factorial LDA model
where the three factors correspond to (1) the drug type, (2) the route of administration,
and (3) other aspects of drug use (e.g., dosage, side effects). This allows us to model
information jointly related to all three factors, because the effects and other aspects of
drugs can vary by route of administration. For example, oral consumption of drugs often
produces longer lasting but milder effects than injection or smoking. Many mephedrone
users report nose bleeds and nasal pain as a health effect of snorting the drug: this could be
modeled as the triple (MEPHEDRONE,SNORTING,HEALTH), a particular combination of all
three factors.
Concretely, the prior for the ~tth word distribution (step 2a of the generative story in












where ω(B) is a corpus-wide bias scalar, ω(0)v is a corpus-specific bias for word v, and ω
(k)
tkv
is a bias parameter for word v for component tk of the kth factor. That is, each drug, route,
and aspect has a weight vector over the vocabulary, and the prior for a particular triple is
influenced by the weight vectors of each of the three factors.
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Figure 4.1: The graphical model for FLDA augmented with priors η learned from labeled
data (see Section 4.1.3).























where α(B) is a global bias parameter, while the α0 vectors are corpus-wide weight vectors
and αm are document-specific weight vectors over the components of each factor.
The way we are describing this assumes that factors and their components will respond
to very specific concepts (drugs, routes, and aspects), yet FLDA is unsupervised. In the
next subsection, we will describe a method of semi-supervision that aligns the various
components with the intended concepts.
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4.1.3 Incorporating Prior Knowledge
In an unsupervised setting, there is no reason FLDA would actually infer parameters
corresponding to the three factors we have been describing. However, the forums include
metadata that can help guide the model: the messages are organized into forums corre-
sponding to drug type (factor 1), and some threads are tagged with labels corresponding
to routes of administration and other aspects (factors 2 and 3). We manually grouped tags
into components for the aspect factor. For example, the forum tags “Dose”, “Storing”, or
“Weight” are categorized as the USAGE aspect. We also manually selected tags for routes
of administration, but only one tag was needed for each route, unlike aspects whose tags
were finer-grained. Table 4.1 shows the factors and components in our model.
One could use these tags as labels in a simple supervised model—this will be our ex-
perimental baseline (Section 4.1.4.3). However, this approach has limitations in that most
documents are missing labels (less than a third of our corpus contains one of the labels in
Table 4.1) and many messages discuss several components, not just the one implied by the
tag. For example, a message tagged as “Side effects” may talk about both side effects and
dosage. While a standard supervised classifier would attribute all words to a single tag,
FLDA learns per-token assignments.
We will instead use the tags to inform the priors over the FLDA word distribution
parameters. We do this with a two-stage approach. First, we use the tags to train parameters
of a supervised model. We then use the learned parameters as priors over the corresponding
FLDA parameters.
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In particular, we will place priors on theω vectors, the Dirichlet hyperparameters which
influence the word distributions. Suppose that we are given a vector η(0) which is believed
to contain desirable values for ω(0), the weight vector over words in the corpus, and simi-
larly we are given vectors η(f)i over the vocabulary for the ith component of factor f , which
are believed to be good values for ω(f)i . One option is to fix ω to η, forcing the component
weights to match the provided weights. However, in our case η will only be an approx-
imation of the optimal component parameters since it is estimated from incomplete data
(only some messages have tags) and the η vectors are learned using an approximate model
(see below). Instead, these weight vectors will merely guide learning as prior knowledge
over model parameters ω. While FLDA assumes each ω is drawn from a 0-mean normal
distribution, we alter the means of the appropriate ω parameters to use η:
ω(0)v ∼ N (η(0)v , σ2) ω
(k)




Recall that ω(0)v are corpus-wide bias parameters for each vth word and ω
(k)
iv are component-
specific parameters for each word. This yields a hierarchical prior in which η parameterizes
the prior over ω, while ω parameterizes the prior over φ (the word distributions). The
resulting ω parameters can vary from the provided priors to adapt to the data. An example
of learned parameters is shown in Figure 4.2, illustrating the hierarchical process behind
this model.
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COCAINE SNORTING HEALTH




cola nose symptoms COCAINE
blow nasal guidelines SNORTING
lines drip diet HEALTH
ω (Prior over φ) φ (Posterior)
coke snort symptoms nose
cocaine snorting long-term cocaine
crack snorted depression coke
cola passages disorder blood
rocks nostril schizophrenia water
coca insufflating severe pain
Figure 4.2: Example of parameters learned by FLDA on the drug forum data. The high-
est weight words in the ω and η vectors for three components are shown on the left.
These are combined to form the prior for the word distribution φ. The tripling of (CO-
CAINE,SNORTING,HEALTH) results in high probability words about nose bleeds and nasal
damage.
4.1.3.1 Learning priors with a supervised model
In various applications, priors can come from many different sources, such as labeled
data (Jagarlamudi et al., 2012). We learn the prior means η from tagged messages. How-
ever, these parameters imply a latent division of responsibility for observed words: some
are present because of the tag while others are general words in the corpus. As a result, the
parameters must be estimated with an appropriate model.
We learn these parameters from the tagged messages using a model based on SAGE
(Eisenstein et al., 2011), which we described in Section 2.3.3.2. SAGE models word distri-
butions as log-linear combinations of background and topic word distributions. While we
described SAGE as an alternative to topic models, Eisenstein et al. (2011) also showed how
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it can be used as a supervised Naive Bayes-like model. We take advantage of this flexibility
to model the property that a document has multiple factors which are given as labels across
the entire document—the drug type and the tag, which could correspond to a component
of either the route or aspect factors. We posit the following model of text generation per
document:
















This log-linear model has a similar form as Eq. 4.1, but with two factors instead of three,
and it is a distribution rather than a Dirichlet vector. As in SAGE, we fix η(0) to be the
observed vector of corpus log-frequencies over the vocabulary, which acts as an “overall”
weight vector, while parameter estimation yields η(f)i , the parameters for the ith component
of factor f . SAGE also models sparsity on the weights via a Laplace prior, but such sparsity
is not used in the ω vectors of FLDA, so we instead use a 0-mean normal prior over η to
more closely match FLDA.
These η parameters, learned from a supervised model that is simpler than FLDA, are
then used as the mean of the normal priors over ω.
As with the hyperparameter optimization of FLDA, gradient ascent can be used to es-
timate the parameters of our supervised model. The partial derivative of the log-likelihood
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c(i, j, v)− π(i, j, v)c(i, j, ∗) (4.5)
where c(i, j, v) is the number of times vth word appears in documents labeled with i (drug)
and j (tag), and π(i, j, w) denotes the probability given by Eq. 4.4. The partial derivative
of each η(f)j is similar; the summation is over different components.
4.1.3.2 Alternative approaches to prior knowledge
The approach described above, in which one model’s parameters are used to create
priors for another, is not necessarily the most natural or efficient, as it requires the use of
two different models in a pipeline, nor is it necessarily the most effective approach, since
the model used to learn the prior (SAGE) is different from the target model (FLDA). We
will briefly discuss some alternative approaches that could be considered.
One alternative is to keep the two-step approach described above, but using FLDA
rather SAGE to learn the η parameters used for priors, so that the model is the same and
there is less of a mismatch between η and good ω values. This could be done by learning
FLDA on the labeled data using a Gibbs sampler that is constrained to only tuples that are
consistent with the labels (that is, the drug and the route or aspect match the label). Adding
constraints to the possible Gibbs sampling assignments is a form of posterior regularization
(Ganchev et al., 2010). The ω values learned from the labeled data could then be used to
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create priors for ω in the second FLDA model.
Rather than learning two separate FLDA models, one could train a single FLDA model
on both the labeled and unlabeled data, which is perhaps a more natural model. As de-
scribed in the previous paragraph, the Gibbs sampling assignments could be constrained
for the labeled data, to help learn the correct tuples. This is perhaps the most obvious ap-
proach, but is not likely to work well by itself, because the amount of unlabeled data is
much larger than the labeled data, so the sampler counts from the labeled data may not
by large enough to influence the full sampler. The two-step approach was originally used
to avoid this problem, because the priors learned from the labeled data can influence the
model for the unlabeled data independent of their difference in size. However, other tech-
niques could also be used to help learning with more unlabeled data than labeled. For
example, the Gibbs sampler could initially be run on only labeled data, and larger amounts
of unlabeled data could gradually be added during sampling, biasing the sampler toward
the labeled data. This is similar to Nigam et al.’s (2000) approach to combining labeled
and unlabeled data.
4.1.4 Experiments
Our corpus consists of messages from drugs-forum.com, as described in Section
4.1.1.1. The site categorizes threads into many drug-specific subforums which are cat-
egorized hierarchically. We treat higher-level categories with pharmacologically similar
drugs as a single drug type (e.g., OPIOIDS, AMPHETAMINES); for others we took the finest-
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granularity subforum as the drug type. We selected 22 popular drugs and from these fo-
rums, from which we crawled 410K messages. We selected a subset of tags to form compo-
nents for the route and aspect factors, as shown in Table 4.1. (Some tags were too general
or infrequent to be useful.) We also included a GENERAL component in the latter two fac-
tors to model word usage which does not pertain to a particular route or aspect; the prior
parameters η for these components were simply set to 0.
4.1.4.1 Experimental details
Because FLDA does not rely on tagged data (the tags are only used to create priors), we
can run inference on larger sets of data. The drawback is that despite these priors, it is still
mostly unsupervised and we want to be careful to ensure the model will learn the patterns
we care about. We thus add some reasonable constraints to the parameter space to guide
the model further.
First, we treat the drug type as an observed variable based on the subforum the message
comes from. For example, only tuples of the form (SALVIA,∗,∗) can be assigned to tokens
in the salvia subforum. Second, we restrict the set of possible routes of administration that
can be assigned to tokens in particular drug forums, since most drugs can be taken through
only a subset of routes. For example, marijuana is typically smoked or eaten orally, but not
injected. We therefore restrict each drug’s allowable set of administration routes to those
which are tagged (e.g., with “Oral” or “Snorting”) in at least 1% of that drug’s data. Even
though FLDA can learn sparsity, we find that we can improve this by manually specifying
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these known sparsity constraints. Similar ideas are used in Labeled LDA (Ramage et al.,
2009), in which tags are used to restrict the space of allowed topics in a document.
Each message in a thread was considered a separate document, and we only used docu-
ments with at least five word tokens after stop-words, punctuation and low-frequency words
were removed.
All FLDA instances were run with 5000 iterations alternating between a sweep of Gibbs
sampling followed by a step of gradient ascent on the hyperparameters. While we do not
use the tags as strict labels during sampling, we initialized the Gibbs sampler so that each
token in a document is assigned to its label given by the tag, when available. In the absence
of tags, we initialized tokens to the GENERAL components. We initialized ω to its prior
mean (Eq. 4.3), while the regularization variance and the initialization of bias ω(B) are
chosen to optimize likelihood on the held-out development set.
We optimized the hyperparameters and sparsity array using gradient descent after each
Gibbs sweep. We use a decreasing step size of a/(i+1000), where i is the current iteration
and a = 10 for α and a = 1 for ω and the sparsity values. To learn the priors η, we ran our
version of SAGE for 100 iterations of gradient ascent with a fixed step size of 0.1.
4.1.4.2 Topic model validation
4.1.4.2.1 QUANTITATIVE EVALUATION
We experimented with two predictive tasks to measure the degree to which the semi-
supervised FLDA variant improves over the standard unsupervised model. Note that we
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Model Perplexity Accuracy MRR
Unsupervised 1765 14% 0.37
Semi-supervised 1730 41% 0.62
Table 4.2: Quantitative comparison of the unsupervised FLDA model with the semi-
supervised variant proposed in this chapter (Section 4.1.3) on the drug data.
say “unsupervised” to refer to the standard FLDA model that does not include the prior
knowledge described in Section 4.1.3 (nor are the tuple assignments initialized based on
the prior), but we still applied the constraints to the parameter space (on the selection of
drug and route of administration) described above.
For these experiments, we randomly selected a total of 100K messages to train the topic
model and evaluated on 25K held-out messages.
First, we computed perplexity of held-out text. Second, we measured how well the
model can predict the observed tags of threads, both in accuracy (how often the true tag was
the model’s most likely component) as well as the mean reciprocal rank (MRR) of the true
tags. For the unsupervised model, we used a post-hoc greedy matching to determine which
model components corresponded to which tag, based on the Jensen-Shannon divergence
between each component’s marginal distribution and the distribution defined by the prior.
Table 4.2 shows that the semi-supervised model provides better predictive abilities.
While we would expect the model to have higher accuracy at predicting tags, it is also
notable that it has lower perplexity of text, as this means these concepts better generalize
to new text.
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4.1.4.2.2 QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS
In addition to these quantitative experiments, Table 4.3 shows examples of word distri-
butions learned. We present examples of the resulting tuples by selecting the top 6 words
for each tuple. We focus on common drugs so that they can be interpreted by the reader,
but the next subsection will focus on the novel drugs that motivated this application, as
described in Section 4.1.1.
The structured output itself appears more informative than a flat list of topics to a re-
searcher. This output breaks down words for each drug into route of administration and as-
pect. For example, the cocaine component distinguishes words by routes: smoking (“pipe”,
“rock”) vs. snorting (“nose”, “powder”), and aspects: chemistry (“acetone”, “water”) vs.
health (“addiction”, “brain”). Additionally, the labels for drug, route, and aspect are not
assigned manually, but taken from the prior; this saves time and clarifies the output. The
tuples clearly correspond to the labeled components.
An examination of output reveals several patterns of drug use, such as:
• Cocaine: The delivery methods reveal different types of cocaine. The SMOKING
component has the words “crack” and “rock”, while the SNORTING component has
the words “coke”, “powder” and “lines”.
• Cannabis: The oral method includes words about marijuana brownies; the tuple
(CANNABIS, ORAL, CHEMISTRY) contains words related to baking, such as “butter”
and “milk”, which are particular to this delivery method.
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• The culture components reflect differences in the culture surrounding drugs. EC-
STASY contains words related to raves and nightclubs, and OPIOIDS, which includes
heroin, has words about addiction and street life (“money”, “dealer”, “junkie”).
• The health components highlight health issues surrounding different types of drugs.
COCAINE and OPIOIDS both include words about addiction, while CANNABIS in-
cludes words about mental health (“mental”, “anxiety”, “psychosis”). We also find
health words that are specific to certain delivery methods: the tuple (COCAINE,
SNORTING, HEALTH) includes words about nose and sinus damage, and (CANNABIS,
SMOKING, HEALTH) includes the words “cancer”, “lung”, and “lungs”.
4.1.4.3 Information summarization
We wish to demonstrate that our modified FLDA model can be used to discover useful
information in the text. One way to demonstrate this is by using the model to extract
relevant snippets of text from the forums. This is the basis of our evaluation experiments
in this subsection. Our goal is not to build a complete summarization system, but rather to
use the model to direct researchers to interesting messages.
While we model all 22 drugs, our summarization experiments will focus on five drugs
which have been studied only relatively recently: mephedrone and MDPV (β-ketones),
Bromo-Dragonfly (synthetic phenethylamines), Spice/K2 (synthetic cannabinoids), and
salvia divinorum. We consider these drugs in particular because these are the five drugs
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GENERAL CHEMISTRY CULTURE EFFECTS HEALTH USAGE
CANNABIS
ORAL weed butter friend trip sleep time
high oil went experience cannabis pot
eat heat night lsd dreams hours
eating water friends hallucinations memory gram
brownies milk home psychedelic effects half
work mix room intense experience grams
SMOKING tobacco pipe said time smoking smoke
joint glass marijuana smoked marijuana bong
weed bowl drug weed smoke hit
joints water police felt cannabis bowl
smoke bottle law first cancer hits
roll hole store high cause smoking
COCAINE
SMOKING crack water went friend body
smoke soda thought time eat
smoking baking house weed weight
pipe freebase car smoking eating
hit spoon shit high food
rock rock home says help
SNORTING nose dry smell feel nose coke
window filter card coke pain line
water plate bathroom heart damage lines
nasal paper coke felt blood nose
spray powder white feeling cocaine small
mouth fine bag time problem cut
MDMA (ECSTASY)
GENERAL time serotonin music mdma drug pills
really mdma rolling experience drugs mdma
first effects rave time mdma pill
feel dopamine people people people test
friend brain great experiences effects ecstasy
doesnt receptors mp3 feeling depression pure
LSD (ACID)
GENERAL time lsd music trip experience lsd
acid effects tripping experience people blotter
friends mescaline movie tripping mind blotters
trip psychedelic love time think dose
friend receptors listening first lsd taste
felt visual watch trips way dox
OPIOIDS
GENERAL dont pods heroin feeling depression dose
know tea life feel drug tolerance
people opium years time drugs opiates
think poppy time felt treatment opiate
really seeds day really patients high
youre pod money high effects doses
INJECTION needle water dope minutes codeine
vein filter time later pills
veins solution shit added apap
injecting liquid bag seconds liver
blood powder know hours cwe
hit heat going 10 acetaminophen
Table 4.3: Example output from a sample of pertinent routes of administration from five
drug types. Darkened boxes indicate sparse tuples in which b < 0.2.
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for which technical reports were created by the EU Psychonaut Project (Schifano et al.,
2006), an online database of novel and emerging drugs, whose information is collected by
reading drug websites, including Drugs-Forum. Extensive technical reports were written
about these five popular drugs, and we can use these reports to produce reference sum-
maries for our experiments.
Of these five drugs, only salvia has its own subforum; the others belong to subforums
representing the broader categories shown in parentheses. We simply model the drug type
as a proxy for the specific drug, as most of the drugs in each category have similar effects
and properties. The first two drugs are both in the same subforum, so for the purpose of
our model we treat mephedrone and MDPV as the single drug type, β-ketones. These
two drugs are grouped together during summarization, but the corresponding reference
summaries incorporate excepts from the technical reports on both drugs.
Of the four drug types being considered for summarization, our data set contains 12K
messages with one of the tags in Table 4.1 and 30K without. Of those without tags, we
set aside 5K as development data. There are also over 300K messages (140K tagged) from
the remaining 18 drug types: some of these messages are utilized when training FLDA.
Even though we only consider four drug types in our experiments, our intuition is that it
can be beneficial to model other drugs as well, because this will help to learn parameters
for the various aspects and routes of administration. For instance, our model of the effects
of mephedrone can be informed by also modeling the effects of other stimulants such as
cocaine.
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4.1.4.3.1 MODEL DESCRIPTIONS
Our baseline model is a unigram language model trained on the subset of messages
which are tagged. We treat the drug subforum as a label for the drug factor, and each
message’s tag is used as a label for either the route or aspect factor. For example, the
word distribution for the pair (SALVIA,EFFECTS) is estimated as the empirical distribution
from messages posted in the salvia forum and tagged with “Effects.” We use pseudocount
smoothing where the pseudocount size is chosen to optimize likelihood on the held-out
development set.
This is a two-dimensional model, since we explicitly model pairs such as (MEPHEDRONE,
SNORTING) or (SALVIA,EFFECTS). However, we also created word distributions for triples
such as (SALVIA,ORAL,EFFECTS) by estimating the unigram model from the union of doc-
uments with these tags, e.g., documents tagged with either (SALVIA,ORAL) or (SALVIA,
EFFECTS).
We use FLDA as a three-dimensional model which explicitly models triples, but we
also obtain distributions for pairs such as (SALVIA,EFFECTS) by marginalizing across all
distributions of the form (SALVIA,∗,EFFECTS). We trained FLDA on two different data
sets, yielding the following models:
• FLDA-1: We use the 12K messages with tags and fill the set out with 13K messages
with tags uniformly sampled from the 18 other drugs, for a total of 25K messages.
• FLDA-2: We use all 37K messages (many without tags) and fill the set out with 63K
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Algorithm 1 Our extractive summarization algorithm. The SUMMARIZE function takes
as input a set of text snippets D, where each snippet d ∈ D is a vector (length V ) of word
counts in the snippet, as well as a tuple-specific word distribution φ~t. The function returns
a set S ⊂ D of 5 snippets that have low KL-divergence with the target word distribution.
1 function SUMMARIZE(D, φ~t)
2 S ← ∅
3 for i← 1 to 5 do
4 s← argmind∈D SCORE(d,S, φ~t )
5 S ← S ∪ {s}
6 return S
7 function SCORE(d,S, φ~t ) . KL-divergence between candidate summary and φ~t
8 n← 0
9 for s ∈ S ∪ {d} do
10 for v ← 1 to V do
11 nv ← nv + sv . n is the count vector of the candidate summary S ∪ {d}
12 for v ← 1 to V do
13 πv ← nv∑
v′ nv′
. π is the empirical word distribution of the candidate summary
14 return KL(π||φ~t)
messages with tags uniformly sampled from the 18 other drugs, for a total of 100K
messages.
4.1.4.3.2 SUMMARY GENERATION
We created twelve reference summaries by editing together excerpts from the five Psy-
chonaut Project reports (Psychonaut, 2009). Each reference is matched to drug-specific
pairs and triples. For example, a paragraph describing the differences in effects of salvia
between smoking and oral routes was matched to distributions for (SALVIA,EFFECTS),
(SALVIA,SMOKING,EFFECTS), (SALVIA,ORAL,EFFECTS). Descriptions of creating tinc-
tures and blotters for oral consumption were matched to (SALVIA,ORAL,CHEMISTRY). We
consider pairs in addition to triples because not all summaries correspond to particular
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routes or aspects.
For each tuple-specific word distribution (a pair or a triple), we create a “summary”
by extracting a set of five text snippets which minimize KL-divergence to the target word
distribution. We consider all overlapping text windows of widths {10,15,20} in the cor-
pus as candidate snippets. Following Haghighi and Vanderwende (2009), we greedily add
snippets one by one with the lowest KL-divergence at each step until we have added five.
The pseudocode is shown in Algorithm 1.
We only considered candidate snippets within the subforum for the particular drug,
and snippets are based on the preprocessed topic model input with no stop words. Before
presenting snippets to users, we then map the snippets back to the raw text by taking all
sentences which are at least partly spanned by the window of tokens. Because each refer-
ence may be matched to more than one tuple, there may be more than five snippets which
correspond to a reference.
Recall that the reports used as reference summaries were themselves created by reading
Web forums. Our hypothesis is that FLDA could be used as an exploratory tool to expedite
the creation of these reports. Thus in our evaluation we want to measure how useful the
extracted snippets would be in informing the writing of such reports. We performed both
human and automatic evaluation on the summaries generated by FLDA (variants 1 and 2)
as well as our baseline. We also included randomly selected snippets as a control (five per
reference).
Example output is shown in Table 4.4.
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Reference Text System Snippet
Mephedrone (β-ketones/Bath salts)
It is recommended by users that
Mephedrone be taken on an empty
stomach. Doses usually vary between
100mg–1g.
• If it is SWIY’s first time using Mephedrone SWIM
recommends a 100mg oral dose on an empty stom-
ach.
Reported negative side effects include:
• Loss of appetite.
• Dehydration and dry mouth
• Tense jaw, mild muscle clenching,
stiff neck, and bruxia (teeth grinding)
• Anxiety and paranoia
• Increase in mean body temperature
(sweating/Mephedrone sweat and hot
flushes)
• Elevated heart rate (tachycardia) and
blood pressure, and chest pains
• Dermatitis like symptoms (Itch and
rash)
• Neutral side effects: Lack of appetite, occasional
loss of visual focus, [...] weight loss, possible di-
uretic. Negative side effects: Grinding teeth, “Cotton
mouth”, unable to acheive orgasm
• Aside from his last session he has never experienced
any negative symptoms at all, no raised heart beat,
vasoconstriction , sweating, headaches, paranoia e.t.c
nothing at all except sometimes cold hands the next
day.
• lot of people report that anxiety and paranoia are
some of the side effects of taking mephedrone [...]
is it also possible that alot of the chest pains people
are experiencing is due to anxiety?
• moisturize the affected areas of skin twice daily with
E45 or a similar unperfumed dermatalogical lotion.
Salvia divinorum
Sublingual ingestion of the leaf (quid):
reduces intensity of effects and can taste
disgusting. When Salvia is consumed
as a smokeable formulation the dura-
tion of the trip lasts 30 minutes or less,
whereas if Salvia is consumed sublin-
gually the effects lasts for 1 hour or
more.
• The taste of sublingual salvia is foul and it is easy to
have a dud trip unless large amounts of it are used.
• SWIM has heard from many other users that chewing
the fresh leaves of the Salvia plant allow for a much
longer and mellower trip. [...] SWIM has read that a
trip this way can last anywhere from a half on hour
or longer.
Dried leaves and/or salvia extract are
smoked (using a butane lighter) either
by pipe (considered to be the most ef-
fective but is considered to be quite
painful) or water bong.
• 2. Use a water pipe. Its harsh and needs to be smoked
hot so this should be self explanatory. 3. Use a torch
style lighter [...] Salvinorin A has a VERY high boil-
ing point (around 700 degrees F I believe) so a regu-
lar bic just wont do it
Table 4.4: Example drug snippets generated by FLDA along with the corresponding ref-
erence text. For space, the references and snippets shown have been shortened in some
cases. “SWIM” and “SWIY” stand for “someone who isn’t me/you” and are used to avoid
self-incrimination on the Web forum.
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Figure 4.3: The distribution of annotator scores for the summarization task (Section
4.1.4.3.3). The “Random” counts have been scaled to fit the same range as the other sys-
tems, since fewer random snippets were shown to annotators.
4.1.4.3.3 HUMAN JUDGMENTS OF QUALITY
Three annotators were presented snippets from all four systems alongside the corre-
sponding reference text. Within each set corresponding to a reference summary, the snip-
pets were shown in a random order. Annotators were asked to judge each snippet inde-
pendently on a 5-point Likert scale as to how useful each snippet would be in writing the
reference text.
The distribution of scores is shown in Figure 4.3 and summarized in Table 4.5. Anno-
tators generally agreed on the relative quality of snippets: the average correlation of scores
between each pair of annotators was 0.49. Snippets produced by FLDA were given more
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high scores and fewer low scores than the baseline, while the two FLDA variants were
rated comparably. The breakdown is more interesting when we compare scores for snip-
pets that were matched to word distributions for pairs versus word distributions for triples.
The gap in scores between FLDA and the baseline increases when we look at the scores for
only triples: FLDA beats the baseline by a margin of 0.45 for snippets matched to triples
and 0.21 for pairs. This suggests that we produce better triples by modeling them jointly.
For triples, FLDA-2 (which uses more data) beats FLDA-1 (which uses only tagged data),
while the reverse is true for pairs, suggesting that more data is helpful for modeling triples.
While some of the randomly selected control snippets happened to be useful, the scores
for these snippets were much lower than those extracted through model-based systems.
This suggests that exploring the forums in a targeted way (e.g., through our topic model
approach) would be more efficient than exploring the data in a non-targeted way (akin to
the random approach).
Finally, we asked two expert annotators (faculty members in psychiatry and behavioral
pharmacology, who have used drug forums in the past to study emerging drugs) to rate
the snippets corresponding to mephedrone/MDPV. The best FLDA system had an average
score of 2.57 compared to a baseline score of 2.45 and random score of 1.63.
4.1.4.3.4 AUTOMATIC EVALUATION OF RECALL
The human judgments effectively measured a form of precision, as the quality of snip-
pets were judged by their correspondence to the reference text, without regard to how much
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Random Baseline FLDA-1 FLDA-2
Annotator Scores
Mean 1.67 2.55 2.79 2.81
Pairs only n/a 2.58 2.79 2.72
Triples only n/a 2.50 2.80 2.95
ROUGE
1-gram .112 .326 .355 .327
2-gram .023 .072 .085 .084
Table 4.5: Summary quality evaluation across four systems.
of the reference text was covered by all snippets. We also used the automatic evaluation
metric ROUGE (Lin, 2004) as a rough estimate of summary recall: this metric computes
the percentage of n-grams in the reference text that appeared in the generated summaries.
We computed ROUGE for both 1-grams and 2-grams. When computing n-gram counts,
we applied Porter’s stemmer to all tokens. We excluded stop words from 1-gram counts
but included them in 2-gram counts where we care about longer phrases.
Results are shown in Table 4.5. We find that FLDA-1 has the highest score for both 1-
and 2-grams, suggesting that it is extracting a more diverse set of relevant snippets. When
performing a paired t-test across the 12 reference summaries, we find that FLDA is better
than the baseline with p-values 0.14 and 0.10 for 1-gram and 2-gram recall, respectively.
FLDA’s recall advantage may come from the fact that it learns from a larger amount of data
and it may learn more diverse word distributions by directly modeling triples. FLDA-1 had
slightly better recall (under ROUGE), while FLDA-2 was slightly better according to the
human annotators.
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4.2 Measuring Healthcare Quality from Online
Reviews
Our second application analyzes patient reviews of doctors using a two-dimensional
factorial LDA model that jointly captures topic and sentiment. This section is based on
material from Paul et al. (2013) and Wallace et al. (2014).
Our aim is to elucidate the issues that most affect consumer sentiment regarding inter-
actions with their doctor using a dataset of over 50,000 online doctor reviews. Reviews
include ratings along various aspects: staffing, helpfulness and knowledgeability. We use
FLDA to infer the text associated with strong sentiment along these aspects to illustrate the
factors that most influence patient satisfaction.
Following the semi-supervised approach of the previous application, we use a small
set of manual annotations created for a previously conducted qualitative study of online
provider reviews (López et al., 2012) to bias the model parameter estimates. Additionally,
we show that user ratings from reviews can be incorporated into priors to additionally guide
the parameters. Our experiments in Section 4.2.4 show that FLDA learns intuitive concepts
that are correlated with real-world measures of healthcare quality.
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4.2.1 Task and Motivation
Individuals are increasingly turning to the Web for healthcare information. A recent
survey (Fox and Duggan, 2013) found that 72% of internet users have looked online for
health information in the past year, and one in five for reviews of particular treatments or
doctors. In a random sample of 500 urologists, online reviews were found to have been
written about 80% of them (Ellimoottil et al., 2012). These numbers will likely increase in
coming years.
The shift toward online health information consumption and sharing has produced a
proliferation of health-related, user-generated content, including online doctor reviews.
Such reviews have clear value to patients, but they are also valuable in that taken en masse
they may reveal insights into factors that affect patient satisfaction. For example, in an anal-
ysis of online healthcare provider reviews, López et al. (2012) noted that comments regard-
ing interpersonal manner and technical competence tended to be more positive, whereas
comments about systems issues (e.g., regarding office staff) tended to be more mixed.
There has been a flurry of recent research concerning online physician-rating websites
(Segal et al., 2012; Emmert et al., 2013; López et al., 2012; Galizzi et al., 2012; Ellimoottil
et al., 2012). We have already discussed the work by López et al. (2012): perhaps their
most interesting finding was that reviews often concern aspects beyond the patient-doctor
relationship (e.g., office staff). They also found that well-perceived bedside manner was a
key to successful patient-doctor interactions. Segal et al. (2012) analyzed the relationship
between high-volume surgeons (who perform many operations) and online reviews. Not-
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ing that surgeons who perform more procedures tend to have better clinical outcomes and
safety records, they found that they could both identify high-volume surgeons using online
reviews, and that high-volume surgeons tended to receive more praise.
A drawback to existing explorations of online provider reviews is that they have been
primarily qualitative in nature. This approach limits the potential scope of analysis, and
has precluded conduct of the sort of larger-scale analyses necessary to comprehensively
elucidate the content of online doctor reviews.
In this section, we apply factorial LDA to the application of understanding online doctor
reviews. We will use a two-dimensional version of FLDA to model the dimensions of
topic and sentiment, and as with the model for the drug forum data in the previous section
(4.1.3), we will create informed priors using labeled data to ground the model parameters
in concepts of interest.
Topic models have previously been used to identify themes in doctor reviews (Brody
and Elhadad, 2010), but this previous work did not also model sentiment and did not take
advantage of labeled data as we do here. Models that can tease out sentiment across differ-
ent aspects from free-form text would also facilitate automatic monitoring of performance.
In addition to experimenting with topic models for identifying themes and sentiment,
in Section 4.2.4.3 we will compare the information learned by FLDA to ground truth data
regarding healthcare quality across the 50 U.S. states.
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ratings review text
5 5 5 Dr. X has a gentle and reassuring manner with the kids, her office staff
is prompt, pleasant, responsive, and she seems very knowledgeable.
1 2 1 We were told outright that my wife, without question, did not have a
uterine infection. She was discharged. 4 hours later she was very sick.
We went back to triage and lo and behold, a uterine infection.
Table 4.6: A positive and negative review from the doctor reviews corpus. Ratings cor-
respond to helpfulness, staff and knowledgeability, respectively; higher numbers convey
positive sentiment.
4.2.1.1 Dataset
Our dataset is composed of 52,226 reviews (with 55.8 word tokens on average) down-
loaded from RateMDs.com, a website of doctor reviews written by patients. Our dataset
covers 17,681 unique doctors. Reviews contain free text and numerical scores across differ-
ent aspects of care (Table 4.6). To achieve wide geographical coverage (since we analyze
content across geography in Sections 4.2.4.3–4.2.4.4), we crawled reviews from states with
equal probability, i.e., uniformly sampled a US state and then crawled reviews from that
state.
4.2.2 Factorial LDA for Reviews
For modeling the doctor reviews, we use a two-dimensional instantiation of factorial
LDA, with the two factors corresponding to topic and sentiment. The sentiment factor
has two components: POSITIVE and NEGATIVE. This model yields word distributions for
different topics paired with positive or negative sentiment values.
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Other work has used topic models to jointly model topic (sometimes called aspect) and
sentiment. Extending LDA to account for aspect-specific sentiment, Titov and McDonald
(2008) considered the general task of jointly modeling text and aspect ratings for senti-
ment summarization, exploiting supervision by leveraging existing aspect labels. Mei et al.
(2007) proposed a mixture model that combines topic and sentiment components through
a switch variable; Lu et al. (2009) used a similar approach to summarize sentiment of eBay
feedback. However, none of these models use word distributions for the conjunction of
topic and sentiment, the way FLDA models (topic, sentiment) pairs.
4.2.3 Incorporating Prior Knowledge
As with the previous task of modeling drug forums, we must incorporate prior knowl-
edge into the model in order to learn factors that correspond to topic and sentiment. We
will use the same approach as the previous section, using labeled data to learn priors over
the word distributions. Additionally, we will show how user ratings in the review metadata
can be used to influence priors over the tuple distributions in documents.
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Interpersonal manner Technical competence Systems issues




































racist knowledgeable not punctual convenient
location
expensive
Table 4.7: Illustrative tags underneath the three main aspects identified by López et al. (2012).
These aspects are used to create informative priors for our model of doctor reviews, as described in
Section 4.2.3.
4.2.3.1 Priors from labeled documents
We make use of an annotated corpus of 842 online reviews previously created by López
et al. (2012). The reviews were annotated along three dimensions, illustrated in Table 4.7,
using a code set developed by a physician-led team.
López et al. identified three main aspects: interpersonal manner, technical competence
and systems issues. Examples of the first include personal demeanor and bedside dispo-
sition; the second refers to (perceived) medical quality, and the third refers to logistical
issues such as the location of the physician’s facility. Our model will use these aspects as
the three components of our model’s topic factor. (We will also experiment with more than
three components, but only the first three will have informed priors.) The dataset also in-
cludes annotations of positive or negative sentiment, which will form the two components
of the sentiment factor.
We followed the same procedure described in Section 4.1.3 to create priors from these
labels. We used a SAGE-style model to estimate parameters from the small set of labeled
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reviews of López et al. (2012):
















The η parameters are then used as the means of normal priors over the ω parameters in
FLDA.
We use the three high-level topic labels described above from the López et al. dataset
as components: interpersonal manner (INTERPERSONAL), technical competence (TECH-
NICAL), and systems issues (SYSTEMS). Each review in the labeled data is labeled with
(topic, sentiment) pairs such as (TECHNICAL,NEGATIVE). Some documents have multiple
labels; rather than complicating the model to handle label attribution, in these cases we
simply duplicate the document for each label, so that each training instance has only one
label.
When using FLDA with more than three topics (T1 > 3), we set the corresponding η
values to 0, so they are not influenced by labeled data, since we have no labeled data for
such topics.
4.2.3.2 Priors from review scores
The reviews in the RateMDs corpus contain user ratings (integers ranging from 1 to
5) for three categories: knowledgeability, staff, helpfulness. (There was also a rating for
punctuality, but this did not directly map to one of the three López et al. aspects, so we
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did not incorporate this into our model.) As a novel extension to FLDA for the purpose of
this topic-sentiment task, we attempt to leverage these ratings to further guide the model
in inferring the different topic and sentiment pairs. The ratings are not quite what we
want to model, but provide valuable side information. In this subsection, we show how to
incorporate these user ratings into the document priors.
These rating categories naturally correspond to similar labels as in the López et al.
dataset, albeit only roughly. We created the following category-to-topic mapping:
• ‘Knowledgeability’ : TECHNICAL
• ‘Staff’ : SYSTEMS
• ‘Helpfulness’ : INTERPERSONAL
For each pair ~t in the mth document, we use the user ratings to create rating variables
rm~t centered around the middle value of 3: for each topic, we set the value of rm~t for
the positive sentiment to be the original user rating minus 3, while the rm~t value for the
negative sentiment is the negation of the positive. For example, if the user rating for ‘Staff’
was 2, then rm,SYSTEMS,POS = −1 and rm,SYSTEMS,NEG = 1, while if the user rating for ‘Helpful’
was 3, then the rm variables for both the positive and negative INTERPERSONAL pairs
would be 0. These r variables can thus be used to bias the document’s pair distribution
toward or away from pairs that have a high or low user rating. The r values are simply set
to 0 for topics beyond the first three, for which we do not have ratings.
We incorporate rm~t into the document’s prior over pair distributions, so that topics with
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high ratings are a priori more likely to contain that topic paired with positive sentiment and
less likely to contain that topic paired with negative sentiment. Specifically, we modify the
















where ρ > 0 is a scalar parameter that controls how strongly the rating variable should
influence the prior.
We optimize ρ to maximize likelihood. For mathematical convenience, we first re-
parameterize ρ as exp(ρ̂), allowing us to optimize ρ̂ ∈ R rather than ρ ∈ R>0. We also
place a 0-mean normal prior on ρ̂. The partial derivative of the corpus likelihood L with










rm~t exp(ρ̂) θ̃m~t × (4.10)
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where nm~t is the number of times the pair ~t appeared in document m, given the current
state of the Gibbs sampler. We optimize this with gradient ascent along with the other
hyperparameters of the model.
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4.2.4 Experiments
4.2.4.1 Experimental details
All of our Gibbs samplers are run for 5000 iterations with a gradient ascent step size
of 10−3. The variance of the normal prior over the parameters was σ2 = 1 for α and
ρ, σ2 = 0.5 for ω. For experiments that compared to LDA, the model was run for the
same number of iterations and the Dirichlet hyperparameters of LDA were optimized for
likelihood.
We initialized α(B) = −2 and ω(B) = −6, the other ω parameters were initialized to
their corresponding η values when applicable, and all other hyperparameters were initial-
ized to 0. (The selection of hyperparameters is discussed more in Section 6.4.) Finally,
to tilt the model parameters slightly toward the correct sentiment values, we initialized
α
(sentiment)
m,POS = 0.1 if the average user rating across the three categories was ≥ 3 and −0.1
otherwise, with α(sentiment)m,NEG = −α(sentiment)m,POS .
When training the SAGE-like supervised model on the labeled data, our gradient ascent
algorithm was run for 1000 iterations with a step size of 10−2. The normal prior variance
over η was σ2 = 0.1.
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4.2.4.2 Topic model validation
4.2.4.2.1 QUANTITATIVE EVALUATION
We validated the FLDA model using two predictive tasks: perplexity of held-out text
and predicting the user ratings of held-out reviews.
Our model utilizes two extensions to FLDA. In our experiments, we compare this full
model to ablated versions:
• ‘B’: baseline model without extensions (unsupervised FLDA);
• ‘W’: model with word priors from labeled data (η);
• ‘R’: model with document priors from user ratings (r);
• ‘WR’: full model with both extensions.
We also compared against LDA with comparable numbers of word distributions. For
example, when comparing against FLDA with 3 topics, we use 6 topics in LDA, because
FLDA in this case has 6 word distributions for the 3 topics paired with 2 sentiment values.
Results are from 5 fold cross-validation where within each fold, we perform 10 infer-
ence trials through randomly initialized sampling chains on the training set (80% of the
data) and selecting inferred parameters with the lowest perplexity on the held-out set (20%
of the data). For inference on the held-out set, we fix all except for document-specific pa-
rameters. We run the sampler for 1000 iterations, and then average the parameters sampled
from 100 iterations. No information about the user ratings is used during inference on the
test set; the ‘R’ extensions used by the models only apply during training.
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T1 = 3 T1 = 6 T1 = 9
B 1048.3 (± 6.0) 912.1 (± 5.2) 842.1 (± 5.1)
W 1076.2 (± 6.5) 907.5 (± 7.2) 827.6 (± 6.4)
R 1055.0 (± 10.3) 917.5 (± 5.8) 841.6 (± 5.1)
WR 1076.4 (± 5.4) 921.0 (± 5.3) 835.8 (± 5.8)
LDA 1062.2 (± 6.2) 936.4 (± 5.5) 861.2 (± 5.3)
Table 4.8: Average perplexity of held-out data during cross-validation using various mod-
els, ± standard deviation.
Perplexity results are mixed and inconsistent (Table 4.8). The baseline model is the
best model when T1 = 3 topics, but the worst when T1 = 9. The ‘W’ model is the best
for 6 and 9 topics, but nearly the worst for 3. We cannot conclude that any of these models
consistently do the best at predicting unseen documents.
We also evaluated whether the distributions learned by FLDA are predictive of the user
ratings associated with the reviews. To do so, we encoded each review by its distribution
over the inferred (topic, sentiment) pairs. Specifically, we represent each review as a feature
vector of length 2×|T1|, representing every (topic, sentiment) pair. The tth feature of a
review is set to θmt. Because we have an ordinal outcome (ratings are integers from 1 to 5),
we used ordinal logistic regression to predict ratings.
We also experimented with using a standard bag-of-words (BoW) feature encoding,
where features were the 1000 most frequently occurring words, and conjunctions of BoW
features and the FLDA distribution representation.
Figure 4.4 shows the prediction error of the various models for the three rating cat-
egories. The proposed full model almost always outperforms the other models, and the
models with extensions almost always outperform the baseline FLDA model in terms of
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Figure 4.4: Mean absolute errors (markers) and ranges (vertical lines) over five folds with re-
spect to predicting the sentiment scores of held out reviews for three aspects (staff, helpfulness and
knowledgeability). B: FLDA without priors; W: priors over words; R: priors using ratings; WR:
priors over words and ratings. Results include 3, 6, and 9 topics (x-axis). Top row: predictions
made using only features representing the inferred distribution over (topic, sentiment) pairs; base-
line corresponds to simply predicting the observed mean score for each aspect. Bottom row: adding
bag-of-words (BoW) features; we also show results using standard BoW representation (with no
topic information). Results for each model show the performance achieved when the inferred topic
distributions are added to the BoW representations.
prediction. All FLDA models can predict the user ratings substantially better than LDA,
though one difference is that the LDA results improve with more topics, while the opposite
happens with FLDA, perhaps because the FLDA priors are enriched with information that
only helps the first 3 topics. Additionally, the two ‘W’ models typically had lower vari-
ance than others, perhaps because the word priors lead to more consistency in the inferred
parameters. Exact numbers for prediction from the topic output are shown in Table 4.9.
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staff helpfulness knowledgeability
Baseline 1.27 1.52 1.36
LDA 1.50 1.60 1.43
B 0.95 0.67 0.72
W 0.91 0.60 0.65
R 0.99 0.69 0.71
WR 0.91 0.59 0.64
Table 4.9: Mean absolute error of rating prediction using FLDA distributions as features
with T1 = 3 on the doctor reviews dataset.
4.2.4.2.2 QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS
Our model uncovers several interesting salient patterns, shown in Figure 4.5. Consider
the general sentiment terms: rude and asked are the top two most negative words according
to η, highlighting the importance of communicative/interpersonal skills. Indeed, it would
seem that poor communicative skills is generally the most complained about aspect of
patient care. Generally positive terms are (unsurprisingly) dominated by superlatives (e.g.,
wonderful). Additionally, we find that the words associated with topics generally match
what one would expect: the interpersonal topic includes words like manner and caring; the
technical topic contains words about surgeries and other operations; and the systems topic
contains words about the hospital and office, such as appointment, staff, and nurse.
Increasing beyond 3 topics yield more specific words in each topic. The interpersonal
topic with T1=9 included the words unprofessional, arrogant, attitude, cold, and conde-
scending (negative), along with compassionate and understanding (positive). When exam-
ining the topics beyond the first 3, we find that the model learns clusters of more specific
topics such as dentistry and family matters, but some of these topics are noisier and the
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positive and negative distributions for the same topic index sometimes do not even corre-
spond to the same theme. The fact that the topics beyond the first 3 are less salient may
explain why the rating prediction with FLDA was generally worse for T1 > 3.
It is also interesting to consider how words appear across different topic or sentiment
categories. For example, rude is obviously associated with negative sentiment, and it shows
up in both the system and interpersonal topics. We find that it has higher probability in
the system topics, thus it appears patients more often describe staff as rude than doctors.
Different forms of listen appear in the different sentiment categories of the interpersonal
topic; listen (as in “s/he doesn’t listen”) appears in negative, while listens (as in “s/he
listens”) appears in positive.
Certain issues appear to be associated with specific polar sentiment. For example, med-
ication and prescription is mentioned more in negative contexts—patients remark when
they get a wrong prescription, but a correct prescription is unremarkable. Bedside manners
are primarily mentioned in positive contexts. Systems issues related to appointments and
wait times are primarily mentioned in negative contexts; this agrees with López et al.’s
remark that many patients were concerned with wait times (2012).
We also observed sentiment-specific differences in the language used by patients to
reference their doctor: the word dr has a high prior for the positive sentiment, and upon
inspection we noticed that users writing positive reviews were more likely to mention the
doctor by name and title (“Dr. X”), while addressing the doctor by name only (“X”) or
no name (“s/he,” “the doctor”) was more common with negative reviews. More gener-
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NEGATIVE POSITIVE INTERPERSONAL TECHNICAL SYSTEMS
η (prior over ω)
rude thorough insurance thorough office
asked great visit gave receptionist
pain best felt prescription staff
told dr years specialist appointment
room ive listen pain friendly
dont caring caring knowledgeable waiting
didnt friendly doctor primary make
receptionist hes condition question minutes
ω (prior over φ)
told recommend patients surgery staff
said wonderful care pain time
pain highly manner went office
didnt knowledgeable family hospital questions
wrong professional help told wait
dont kind caring months helpful
tell great treatment old nice
test dr patient husband feel
left best bedside said great
φ (word distribution for pair)
INTERPERSONAL TECHNICAL SYSTEMS
NEGATIVE POSITIVE NEGATIVE POSITIVE NEGATIVE POSITIVE
doctor dr pain dr office dr
care doctor told surgery time time
medical best went first doctor staff
patients years said son appointment great
doesnt caring dr life rude helpful
help care surgery surgeon staff feel
know patients later daughter room questions
patient patient didnt recommend didnt office
dont recommend months baby visit really
treatment family years thank wait friendly
problem excellent hospital pregnancy insurance doctor
tests knowledgeable left husband minutes nice
doctors highly weeks old dr love
listen doctors needed child waiting going
medication manner days delivered called recommend
condition kind work results dont wonderful
people bedside blood job first comfortable
Figure 4.5: The highest-weight words for the hyperparameters η and ω (left), and the
highest probability words for each (topic, sentiment) pair (right) for the full model with
T1 = 3 topics on the doctor reviews dataset.
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Supervision type Initialization Perplexity
Unsupervised (η = 0) Random 1397.00 (± 10.15)
Seed words (η = 1) Sampled 1386.90 (± 6.90)
Seed words (η = 1) Max 1379.51 (± 7.82)
Seed words (η = 10) Sampled 1452.94 (± 10.26)
Seed words (η = 10) Max 1452.78 (± 8.72)
All words (η learned) Sampled 1394.66 (± 11.53)
All words (η learned) Max 1379.19 (± 6.4)
Table 4.10: The FLDA document completion perplexity (± standard deviation) when
using different levels of word-level supervision on the doctor reviews data.
ally, we noticed that specific mentions of people appear in positive contexts. For example,
the technical/operations topic includes many words describing family members (husband,
daughter). In the systems issues topic, staff has a higher probability in the positive distribu-
tion than office (a more abstract institution), whereas this pattern is reversed in the negative
distribution.
4.2.4.2.3 HOW MUCH SUPERVISION IS NEEDED?
While we have shown that adding various forms of available supervision can improve
performance, there is a cost in added model complexity and development time. We now
briefly investigate what can be learned without the incorporation of the extensive prior
knowledge considered above.
We first experimented with using the standard FLDA model with no supervision and
analyzed what it learns, using ~T = (2, 3) to correspond to the structure used above with two
sentiment components and three topics. We then experimented with a lighter-weight form
of supervision using a small set of seed words, in which we used η priors overω component
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NEGATIVE POSITIVE INTERPERSONAL TECHNICAL SYSTEMS
Top component words with no supervision
told helpful excellent hospital time
went knowledgeable highly life wait
said caring recommend old patients
weeks family wonderful husband questions
months treatment caring second office
second best great high appointment
didnt excellent best first staff
left wonderful professional saw doesnt
first recommend knowledgeable home dont
saw help helpful heart patient
hours great pain helped phone
later knowledge job knew waiting
hospital kind family weeks calls
old years kind man ask
wanted patient recommended months times
NEGATIVE POSITIVE INTERPERSONAL TECHNICAL SYSTEMS
Seed words used for supervision
horrible best manner(s) knowledge(able) office
worst great bedside medication(s) staff
wrong wonderful listen(s/ed) diagnos(e/ed/is) appointment(s)
rude excellent explain(s/ed) treatment(s) phone
unprofessional amazing caring test(s) insurance
Top component words with seed word supervision (excluding seed words)
told recommend questions life rude
didnt professional patients surgery experience
said highly doctor care work
wait family helpful problems results
tell dr feel condition pay
times extremely time problem left
know helpful really treated service
dont experience kind able called
problem years patient physician went
help friendly hes years new
time recommended cares husband money
asked kind concerns hospital said
day care makes medicine told
spent area recommend referred asked
called surgery talk told times
Figure 4.6: The highest weight component ω values for sentiment and topic values learned
by FLDA on the doctor reviews corpus, learned with no supervision and with seed word
supervision, with η set to 10 and −10 for seed word priors.
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weights, as above, except rather than learning η from labeled data, we hand-defined ηiv
values for a small number of words, leaving the values at 0 for all other words. This form
of supervision would be much easier for a practitioner to invoke, as it just requires the
selection of a handful of words that reflect a practitioner’s prior belief about what concepts
should be learned.
We selected seeds to correspond to the two sentiment values and three aspect values
used above, to guide the model toward the same concepts. We selected five seed words
(plus additional forms of the words) for each component by examining the top 50 ω and
φ values from the unsupervised model and choosing words thought to be representative of
each concept. The chosen seed words are shown in Figure 4.6 along with example output.
We set the ηiv prior mean for each seed word to λ in the target component and to −λ
for the other components in the same factor, comparing values of λ = 1 and λ = 10.
We compared two different methods of initializing the Gibbs sampler assignments. In
one version, the sampler assignments are initialized proportionally to the φ̃ prior (referred
to as “Sampled” initialization). In the other version, the assignments are initialized to the
tuple with the highest score under the prior (referred to as “Max” initialization). Both
initialization methods have the effect that seed words are more likely to be initialized to
tuples with the desired components.
Figure 4.6 shows the top words (according to the highest ω weights) for each compo-
nent for both the unsupervised model and the seed word model with λ = 10, which we
qualitatively observed to be a closer match to the target concepts than λ = 1. With the
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seed word model, we found that the “Max” initialization approach resulted in much better
components, so this version is shown in the figure.
We observe that the unsupervised model actually learns concepts that are quite close to
the full model in Figure 4.5. The top component words for POSITIVE, NEGATIVE, TECH-
NICAL, and SYSTEMS are all quite close to the full model. The unsupervised model does
not appear to learn a meaningful interpersonal manners concept, and the INTERPERSONAL
component is not very distinguishable from the POSITIVE component in the other factor,
so there is not a clear factorization in this model.
Generally, the top words in the seed word model are the seed words themselves, as
might be expected, so we excluded these from the figure. In all cases, the concepts line
up well with the seed words, and the components are similar to the full model in Figure
4.5. It thus appears that the simple seed word method is sufficient for learning the desired
concepts. However, we found that initialization was very important for incorporating seed
words. When using the “Sampled” initialization instead of “Max”, the components look
similar to the unsupervised model, and it is not clear that this helps qualitatively.
We also measured the document completion perplexity of these different models, aver-
aging perplexity from 10 randomly initialized Gibbs sampling trials, shown in Table 4.10.
The seed word model with λ = 1 does significantly better than the unsupervised model,
with p = .018 and p = .0004 under a two-sided t-test for the “Sampled” and “Max” vari-
ants, respectively. The seed word model with λ = 10 actually has substantially worse
perplexity, despite much better interpretability than the λ = 1 version qualitatively. This
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may be because a prior weight of 10 is much higher than would be naturally learned, which
worsens perplexity. For comparison, we also measured perplexity of the model using the
full η supervision for all words (the ‘W’ model above), which has comparable perplexity
to the λ = 0 seed word model (they are not significantly different).
The “Max” initialization results in better perplexity than the “Sampled” initialization
for both the seed word model with λ = 1 (p = .038) and the full model (p = .002). This
agrees with our qualitative finding that the “Max” initialization works better.
To conclude, we have found qualitatively that interpretable components can be learned
with very simple supervision based on seed words, and even reasonable, but imperfect,
components can be learned with no supervision. We also found that it is crucial to initial-
ize the Gibbs sampler assignments for seed words to the correct tuples, rather than using
random sampling.
Another application of seed word priors is discussed later in Section 6.1.3.1.
4.2.4.3 Healthcare quality prediction
As an experiment to show what can be learned using FLDA, we evaluated whether the
distributions inferred by FLDA from online reviews are predictive of real-world informa-
tion. We explore associations between external U.S. state-level healthcare statistics and
the distributions over (topic, sentiment) pairs learned by FLDA. We considered three mea-
surements of healthcare quality taken from the Dartmouth Atlas of Healthcare (Goodman
et al., 2011): the percentage of patients who saw their primary care physician (PCP) within
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fourteen days of discharge, mortality rates, and mean monetary expenditure.
Similar to the rating prediction task in Section 4.2.4.2, here we used regression models
to predict the state-level attributes. To create features from FLDA, we used the average
tuple distribution θm across all reviews within each U.S. state.
We experimented with two linear regression models. The first uses the average review
rating for each state as the only feature. The second model uses the FLDA features (6 total,
for each topic-sentiment pair) in addition to the rating feature.
Our goals were (1) to determine if information in the reviews was significantly predic-
tive of the external measurements, and (2) to determine if information from the text (as
inferred by FLDA) is more predictive than the user ratings alone. For goal (1), we use a
t-test to determine if the regression model significantly predicts the state-level outcomes
(that is, the regression coefficients are significantly non-zero). For goal (2), we use like-
lihood ratio (LR) tests to compare the two models with and without FLDA features. If
adding FLDA model output results in statistically significantly better models, it indicates
that this model output contains information not readily available from the raw metadata.
First, we considered the percentage of patients who visited a PCP within fourteen days
of hospital discharge following an acute event in 2010 (the most recent available data). This
is considered a positive measure of adequate healthcare access and coordination of care. We
found that the regression model with the full feature set was significantly predictive of this
measure (p = 0.03). Furthermore, the model with FLDA features explains more of the
variance in this outcome than the RateMDs ratings alone (LR test p = .10; R-squared of
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.13 when using RateMD ratings only and .21 when including model output).
We also considered the overall Medicare state mortality rates from 2007 (the most re-
cent available data). However, neither model was significantly predictive of this measure.
This is not surprising: across multiple measures of patient satisfaction, even with rigorous
population sampling, there is no consistent association with mortality (Fenton et al., 2012;
Schneider et al., 2001; Sequist et al., 2008).
Finally, we considered the cost of care across states, in terms of health care expenditure
per capita. We again found that including the topic modeling output explains more variance
in the outcome across states than the RateMDs ratings alone (LR test p = .02). Including
topic modeling output results in an R-squared of .25 with respect to cost while using only
the RateMDs ratings results in an R-squared of only .03.
Online doctor review data across states is thus associated with patient likelihood of
receiving and attending a post-hospitalization appointment with his or her PCP and with
higher cost of care. Moreover, the text of the reviews, modeled as latent topic and sentiment
categories, contains information beyond the user ratings that have been considered in pre-
vious studies (Segal et al., 2012). These results demonstrate that meaningful information
is contained in online reviews, and that text modeling (via factorial LDA) is beneficial over
simply using structured data (ratings).
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4.2.4.4 Understanding patient perceptions
While the previous experiment showed that online user reviews can be used to measure
knowledge captured through other systems (healthcare quality metrics), we now use the
output of FLDA to conduct analyses that are not captured by existing databases. In par-
ticular, we examine at a high level the perceptions of patients, as indicated by the content
of their reviews, and visualizing how the review content varies across the United States.
Understanding patient perceptions of quality, and understand which aspects of care are im-
portant to patients, will play an important role in improving healthcare quality (Sofaer and
Firminger, 2005; Greaves et al., 2013).
Figure 4.7 shows the average proportion of review text tokens assigned to each of the
three topics according to FLDA, and Figure 4.8 shows the same, but for sentiment instead
of aspect. While the previous subsection showed that these proportions are correlated with
existing metrics, the proportions are interesting to examine.
A few patterns emerge upon examination of these figures. The proportions tend to
exhibit geographic clustering (that is, nearby states often have similar values), which is
evidence that these patterns are not random.
Positive sentiment ranges from approximately 54% to 64%, meaning the majority of
text is positive in all states. This suggests that the average healthcare experience is sat-
isfying, though not by wide margins. These sentiment values are more balanced than in
product reviews, which are known to have a strong positive bias (Hu et al., 2009). States in
the Midwest typically have the highest proportion of positive sentiment, while states in the
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West and Southwest have high negative sentiment.
The SYSTEMS topic proportions range from approximately 35% to 43%, INTERPER-
SONAL ranges from 34% to 46%, and TECHNICAL ranges from 17% to 24%. This shows
that issues unrelated to the technical competence of the doctor’s care—systems issues re-
lated to the office and the doctor’s manner—are roughly twice as impactful on a patient’s
perspective on care than technical skill, at least as defined by the amount of review text
devoted to these issues. It is likely that these two issues are easier for a patient to perceive
and judge than a doctor’s competence. There is also geographic variation in the discus-
sion of different topics, with system issues being discussed much more commonly in the
South, Southwest, and Mid-Atlantic regions, interpersonal manners discussed more in the
Northeast and Pacific Northwest, and technical competence discussed more in the West and
Midwest.
These findings suggest that patient perceptions (which our results show are primarily
based on issues unrelated to technical quality) and care outcomes (which are defined by
concrete metrics, as considered in the previous subsection) are quite different, and thus
information found in online reviews, which contains perceptions of quality more than ob-
jective quality measures, can complement traditional care metrics.
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4.3 Summary
This chapter presented two semi-supervised instantiations of factorial LDA designed
for specific health science applications: learning information about drug use from online
forums and measuring healthcare quality from online reviews of doctors. We enriched the
basic FLDA model with additional priors to guide the model toward specific concepts for
the target applications. This included priors over the word distributions (for both applica-
tions) and priors over the tuple distributions (for the doctor reviews application), leveraging
labeled data and metadata. Experiments with the drug forum data showed that FLDA can
extract information that is comparable to information summarized by humans, and experi-
ments with the doctor review data showed that FLDA learns information that significantly
predictive of real-world measurements.
Through these two applications, this chapter demonstrated the utility of factorial LDA,
while also introducing general methods for incorporating domain knowledge and metadata
into the model, which could be applied to new applications in the future.
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Figure 4.7: The proportion of doctor review text related to three aspects of healthcare
across U.S. states, as inferred by Factorial LDA.
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Figure 4.8: The proportion of doctor review text related to positive and negative sentiment
across U.S. states, as inferred by Factorial LDA.
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SPRITE: A Family of Topic Models with
Structured Priors
The previous two chapters introduced and showcased factorial LDA (FLDA), a proba-
bilistic model that organizes word distributions into multiple dimensions, using structured
priors to create a factored structure. As described in Section 2.4, topics can be organized in
many different ways, and a factorization is just one type of structure that has been consid-
ered for topic models.
This chapter will introduce SPRITE, a family of topic models that provides a flexible
framework for encoding priors for how topics should be structured. In addition to factor-
izations, SPRITE can incorporate many other types of structure that have been considered
in previous work, including hierarchies (Blei et al., 2003a; Mimno et al., 2007), correla-
tions between topics (Blei and Lafferty, 2007; Li and McCallum, 2006), preferences over
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word choices (Andrzejewski et al., 2009; Paul and Dredze, 2013), and associations between
topics and document attributes (Ramage et al., 2009; Mimno and McCallum, 2008). This
chapter builds on material from Paul and Dredze (2015).
SPRITE extends the idea of structured priors used by factorial LDA. In FLDA, weight
vectors called components were combined to form priors for tuple-specific word distribu-
tions and document-specific tuple distributions. In SPRITE, this idea is generalized to allow
component weight vectors to be combined in arbitrary ways to create different structures.
We call this family of models SPRITE: Structured-PRIor Topic modEls. We will show
that SPRITE is general enough to capture the behavior of a diverse variety of topic models,
including FLDA.
In Section 5.1, we define the form of the model, and Subsections 5.1.1–5.1.4 will de-
scribe the constraints and priors that can be placed on the component hyperparameters to
induce different structures. Section 5.2 will show how various existing topic models are
special cases of SPRITE, focusing in particular on factorial LDA in Subsection 5.2.1, for
which the SPRITE representation has advantages over the original formulation. Section 5.3
describes posterior inference and parameter optimization. Section 5.4 presents experiments
that compare various structures that can be created with SPRITE. The next chapter (Chapter
6) will provide further evaluation of SPRITE through application-specific models.
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θmt = exp( αmcc=1
C (θ )∑ δ ct )
 θm ~ Dirichlet(
θm )
δ1 δ2 δ3 δ4 δ5 
θ7 θ2 θ4 θ5 θ3 θ9 θ8 θ1 θ10 θ6 
 
φtv = exp( βtcc=1
C (φ )∑ ω cv )
 φt ~ Dirichlet( φt )
ω1 ω2 ω3 ω4 ω5 
ϕ7 ϕ2 ϕ4 ϕ5 ϕ3 ϕ9 ϕ8 ϕ1 ϕ10 ϕ6 
Figure 5.1: An illustration of the relationship between document components and doc-
ument parameters (left) and between topic components and topic parameters (right) in
SPRITE. Edge weights are used to illustrate the coefficients α and β.
5.1 Model Definition
Like FLDA, SPRITE is based on LDA. SPRITE adds structure to the generation of the
Dirichlet parameters. The priors for these parameters are modeled as log-linear combina-
tions of underlying components. Components are real-valued vectors of length equal to
the vocabulary size V (for priors over word distributions) or length equal to the number of
topics T (for priors over topic distributions).
For example, we might assume that topics about sports like baseball and football share
a common prior with general words about sports, defined by a sports-themed component.
A fine-grained topic about steroid use in sports might be created by combining compo-
nents about broader topics like sports, medicine, and crime. By modeling the priors as
combinations of components that are shared across all topics, we can learn interesting con-
nections between topics, where components provide an additional latent layer of structure
for understanding corpus content.
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As we’ll show in the next section, by imposing certain requirements on which compo-
nents feed into which topics (or documents), we can induce a variety of model structures.
For example, if we want to model a topic hierarchy, we require that each topic depend on
exactly one parent component. If we want to jointly model topic and ideology in a corpus
of political documents (as we do in Chapter 6), we make topic priors a combination of one
component from each of two groups: a topical component and an ideological component,
resulting in ideology-specific topics like “conservative economics”.
Components are used to construct priors as follows. For the topic-specific word dis-
tributions φ, there are C(φ) topic components. The tth topic’s prior over φt is a weighted
combination (with coefficient vector βt) of the C(φ) components, where the cth topic com-
ponent is denoted ωc. For the document-specific topic distributions θ, there are C(θ) doc-
ument components. The mth document’s prior over θm is a weighted combination (with
coefficient vector αm) of the C(θ) components, where the cth document component is de-
noted δc. These variables are illustrated in Figure 5.1.
Once conditioned on these priors, the model is otherwise identical to LDA. The graph-
ical model is shown in Figure 5.2. The generative story is:
1. Generate hyperparameters: α, β, δ, ω (see Section 5.1.1)
2. For each document m, generate parameters:
(a) θ̃mt = exp(
∑C(θ)
c=1 αmc δct), 1 ≤ t ≤ T
(b) θm ∼ Dirichlet(θ̃m)
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Figure 5.2: The graphical model plate diagram for SPRITE.
3. For each topic t, generate parameters:
(a) φ̃tv = exp(
∑C(φ)
c=1 βtc ωcv), 1 ≤ v ≤ V
(b) φt ∼ Dirichlet(φ̃t)
4. For each token n in each document m, generate data:
(a) Topic (unobserved): zmn ∼ θm
(b) Word (observed): wmn ∼ φzmn
Steps 2a and 3a are closely related to steps 2a and 3a of the FLDA generative story in
Section 3.1.
To illustrate the role that components can play, consider an example in which we are
modeling research topics in a corpus of NLP abstracts (as we do in Section 5.4). Consider
three speech-related topics: signal processing, automatic speech recognition, and dialog
systems. If conceptualized as a hierarchy, these topics might belong to a higher level cat-
egory of spoken language processing. SPRITE allows the relationship between these three
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Figure 5.3: Examples of topic components and topics in SPRITE, visualized as the ten
highest-weight words in the components and the ten most probable words in the topics.
These components were learned on a dataset of computational linguistics abstracts, using
the experimental setup described in Section 5.4.1 (using the DAG structure) with T = 50
topics and C = 10 components. For each example topic, an edge is present for every com-
ponent such that the coefficient βtc is at least one standard deviation above the mean value
for that topic. The edge weights in the figure increase with the value of βtc. This figure
illustrates how high-level concepts encoded by components can influence topics. For ex-
ample, all of the topics shown here draw from the component describing machine learning
and probabilistic modeling (middle component), and the left two topics additionally draw
from the component describing machine translation (left component).
topics to be defined in two ways. First, we can model that these topics will all have words in
common. This is handled by the topic components—these three topics could all draw from
a common “spoken language” topic component, with high-weight words such as speech
and spoken, which informs the prior of all three topics. Second, we can model that these
topics are likely to occur together in documents. For example, articles about dialog sys-
tems are likely to discuss automatic speech recognition as a subroutine. This is handled by
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Linking Syntactic and Semantic Arguments in a 
Dependency-based Formalism!
A Probabilistic Earley Parser as a Psycholinguistic Model!
!
Parsing Non-Recursive Context-Free Grammars!
!
A Coherence-Based Approach to the Interpretation of Non-
Sentential Utterances in Dialogue!
Improvement of a Whole Sentence Maximum Entropy 
Language Model Using Grammatical Features!
A Study on Richer Syntactic Dependencies for Structured 
Language Modeling!
Data-driven Classification of Linguistic Styles in Spoken 
Dialogues!
Figure 5.4: Examples of SPRITE document components and documents, visualized as the
five highest-weight topics in the components and the titles of a sample of computational
linguistics papers in the dataset, using the same experimental setup as in Figure 5.3. The
smallcaps names of topics in the components are manually assigned upon inspection of the
most probable words in the topics. For each example document, an edge is present for every
component such that the coefficient αmc is at least one standard deviation above the mean
value for that topic. The edge weights in the figure increase with the value of αmc. This
figure illustrates how related topics are grouped into components, and how the components
influence the choice of topics in documents. For example, the prior for the document “A
Study on Richer Syntactic Dependencies for Structured Language Modeling” draws from
a component with high weight for the LANGUAGE MODELING topic and a component with
high weight for the PARSING and GRAMMAR topics.
the document components—there could be a “spoken language” document component that
gives high weight to all three topics, so that if a document draw its prior from this com-
ponent, then it is more likely to give probability to these topics together. More examples
of these behaviors can be seen in Figures 5.3–5.4, with examples of topic components and
document components learned from real data.
The next subsections will describe how particular priors over the coefficients can induce
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ω1 ω2 ω3 ω4 ω5
φ1 φ2 φ3 φ4 φ5 φ6
σ2
(a) Dense DAG
ω1 ω2 ω3 ω4 ω5
φ1 φ2 φ3 φ4 φ5 φ6
σ2
(b) Sparse DAG
ω1 ω2 ω3 ω4 ω5
φ1 φ2 φ3 φ4 φ5 φ6
σ2
(c) Tree
ω1 ω2 ω3 ω4 ω5
φ1 φ2 φ3 φ4 φ5 φ6
σ2
(d) Factored Forest
Figure 5.5: Example graph structures describing possible relations between topic com-
ponents (middle layer) and topics (bottom layer), as described in Section 5.1.1. Edges
correspond to non-zero values for β (the component coefficients), as defined in step 2a of
the generative story in Section 5.1. The root node is a shared prior over the component val-
ues, with other possibilities discussed in Section 5.1.4. The model structure for document
components is similar, with δ instead of ω, α instead of β, and θ instead of φ.
various structures such as hierarchies and factorizations, and components and coefficients
can also be provided as input to incorporate supervision and prior knowledge. The gen-
eral prior structure used in SPRITE can be used to represent many types of topic models,
outlined in Section 5.2.
5.1.1 Structuring the Components
By changing the the hyperparameters—the component coefficients (α and β) and the
component values (δ andω)—we can obtain a diverse range of model structures and behav-
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iors. This subsection discusses various graph structures that can describe the relationships
between topic components and topics, and between document components and documents,
illustrated in Figure 5.5.
5.1.1.1 Directed acyclic graph (DAG)
The general SPRITE model can be thought of as a dense directed acyclic graph (DAG),
where every document or topic is connected to every component with some weight α or
β. When many of the α or β coefficients are zero, the DAG becomes sparse. A sparse
DAG has an intuitive interpretation: each document or topic depends on some subset of
components.
By default, we will assume the prior over coefficients is a 0-mean normal distribution,
which encourages the weights to be small, but not necessarily zero (weakly sparse). We
note that to induce a sparse graph, one could use a 0-mean Laplace distribution as the
prior over the coefficients, which prefers parameters such that some components are zero
(strongly sparse), as used for the weights in SAGE (Eisenstein et al., 2011) (described in
Section 2.3.3.2).
An alternative approach to sparsity is to let α, β ∈ {0, 1}, which yields unweighted
(binary) component selection. This is the structure used in the shared components topic
model (Gormley et al., 2010) (described in Section 2.4.1.2). As in the sparse variant of
FLDA in Section 3.1.2, we can relax the binary constraints to be real-valued in (0, 1),
using a “U-shaped” Beta(ρ<1) distribution as the prior to encourage sparsity.
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5.1.1.2 Tree
When each document or topic has exactly one parent component—that is, one nonzero
coefficient—we obtain a two-level tree structure, shown in Figure 5.5(c). This structure
naturally arises in topic hierarchies, for example, where fine-grained topics are children of
coarse-grained topics.
To create an unweighted tree, we require αmc ∈ {0, 1} and
∑
c αmc = 1 for each
document m. Similarly, βtc ∈ {0, 1} and
∑
c βtc = 1 for each topic t. In this setting, αm
and βt are indicator vectors which select a single component.
In this thesis, rather than strictly requiring αm and βt to be binary-valued indicator
vectors, we create a relaxation that allows for easier parameter estimation. We let αm and
βt be real-valued vectors in a simplex—that is, αmc ∈ (0, 1),
∑
c αmc = 1 and βtc ∈ (0, 1),∑
c βtc = 1—but we place a prior over their values to encourage sparsity, favoring vectors
with a single component near 1 and others near 0. This is achieved using a Dirichlet(ρ<1)
distribution as the prior over each αm and βt, which has higher density near the boundaries
of the simplex, as explained in Section 2.1.2. This generalizes the constraint relaxation
technique used for sparse FLDA in Chapter 3, which approximated binary variables with
real-valued variables with a sparse Beta prior. The Dirichlet distribution is the multivariate
extension of the Beta distribution.
To create a weighted tree, the coefficients could be defined as a product of two vari-
ables: an “integer-like” indicator vector with sparse Dirichlet prior as suggested above,
combined with a real-valued weight (e.g., with a normal prior). We take this approach in
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our experiments (Section 5.4).
5.1.1.3 Factored forest
By using structured sparsity over the DAG, we can obtain a structure where components
are grouped into K groups (or “factors”, as in FLDA), and each document or topic has one
parent from each group. Figure 5.5(d) illustrates this: the left three components belong to
one group, the right two belong to another, and each bottom node has exactly one parent
from each. This is a DAG that we call a “factored forest” because the subgraphs associated
with each group in isolation are trees. This structure arises in “multi-dimensional” models
(Section 2.4.2) like SAGE (Eisenstein et al., 2011) and factorial LDA, which allow tokens
to be associated with multiple variables. We will make the connection to factorial LDA
explicit in Section 5.2.1.
The “exactly one parent” indicator constraint is the same as in the tree structure but
enforces a tree only within each group. This can therefore be (softly) modeled using a
sparse Dirichlet prior as described above in the previous subsection. In this case, the subsets
of components belonging to each factor have separate sparse Dirichlet priors. Using the
example from Figure 5.5(d), the first three component indicators would come from one
Dirichlet, while the latter two component indicators would come from a second.
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5.1.2 Tying Topic and Document Components
A desirable property for many situations is for the topic and document components
to correspond to each other, with the number of topic components equal to the number
of document components (C(φ) = C(θ)). For example, if we think of the components as
coarse-grained topics in a hierarchy, then the coefficients β enforce that topic-word dis-
tributions share a prior defined by their parent ω components, while the coefficients α
represent a document’s proportions of coarse-grained topics, which affects the document’s
prior over child topics through the δ vectors. Consider the example with spoken language
topics in Section 5.1: the three topics, signal processing, speech recognition, and dialog
systems, are a priori likely both to share the same words and to occur together in docu-
ments. By tying these together, we ensure that the patterns are consistent across the two
types of components, and the patterns from both can reinforce each other during inference.
A concrete example of this will be seen in Section 6.1.
To do this, we could assume δct = βtc. For example, we will show in Section 5.2.1 how
factorial LDA is a case of SPRITE where the document components are the transpose of the
topic components, δct = βtc. A less restrictive assumption is that δct and βtc are correlated
but not identical.1 The approach we propose is to define each δc and βt as a product of two
variables (suggested in Section 5.1.1.2): a “binary” mask variable (with sparse Dirichlet
prior), which we let be identical for both δc and βt, and a real-valued positive weight which
1Perhaps an obvious option is to use a multivariate normal prior with positive covariance between these
variables. However, a normal prior precludes the use of a sparse Dirichlet (which cannot model covariance)
over δ and β, which is desired for most of the structures we have described.
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is uncorrelated.
5.1.3 Positivity Constraints
It will often be desirable to constrain the coefficients (α and β) or components (δ and
ω) to positive values. One reason is that without constraints on the signs of the coefficients
of components, the parameters of the priors are not identifiable,2 since flipping the signs
results in the same likelihood, i.e., αm · δc = −αm · −δc. Another reason is simply that
positive values can be easier to interpret. For example, if we wish to interpret a topic’s βt
coefficients as “selecting” a subset of components to draw from, as in the sparse DAG and
tree structures described in the previous subsection, then the coefficients must all have the
same sign. Similar reasons are used to motivate non-negativity constraints in non-negative
matrix factorization (NMF) (Lee and Seung, 1997, 2001), a type of non-probabilistic topic
model (Stevens et al., 2012).
If such a constraint is applied to a parameter x, we recommend re-parameterizing x
as f(x̂) in which f(x̂) is a function whose domain is unconstrained and whose codomain
is positive, such as x̂2 or |x̂|. This leads to easier parameter estimation, allowing us to
optimize x̂ ∈ R rather than x ∈ R>0. In this thesis, we let x = exp(x̂). This technique was
also used in Section 4.2.3.2.
There are also cases where positivity constraints are not desired, however. For example,
2As mentioned in Footnote 6 of Chapter 2, topic models are already unidentifiable, so certainly models
without identifiability can still be used. However, when parts of a model are not identifiable, then it is harder
to compare different learned parameterizations (e.g., parameters from different Gibbs sampling runs).
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in Chapter 6 we will see examples of SPRITE models that use components to create asso-
ciations between topics and different author perspectives (e.g., political ideology or review
sentiment), where “perspective” exists on a spectrum from positive to negative. In this
case, we achieve better interpretability by allowing the parameters associated with positive
perspective (e.g., positive sentiment in a review) to have the opposite sign of negative per-
spective. Note that these particular models do not lose identifiability (as suggested above)
because αm is fixed as input (as described in Section 5.2.2.4, on incorporating document
attributes), so the sign is not arbitrary.
5.1.4 Deep Components
As for priors over the component values δ and ω, we assume by default that they are
generated from 0-mean normal distributions. While not experimented with in this thesis, it
is also possible to allow the components themselves to have rich priors which are functions
of higher-level components. Rather than assuming a mean of zero, the mean could be a
weighted combination of higher-level weight vectors.
A simple instance of this idea was used in Chapter 4, in which the means of the normal
priors over ω in factorial LDA were set to values other than zero based on labeled data,
used to guide the parameters to desired concepts (Section 4.1.3).
In general, SPRITE could be extended to have several levels of DAG-structured or tree-
structured priors, similar to how the two-level form of Pachinko allocation (Li and Mc-
Callum, 2006) (Section 2.4.1.1) can be extended to deeper structures. At higher levels,
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components would be used to generate means of normal priors (over the lower compo-
nents) rather than generating Dirichlet parameters. Using components to generate normal
means is also discussed in Section 5.1.7, when discussing the use of structured priors for
logistic normal-based topic models rather than Dirichlet-based topic models.
5.1.5 Prior Variance
It is also useful to consider the effect of the variance of the Dirichlet priors. With lower
variance (higher precision), the posterior will have higher density around the mean of the
prior. As the posterior tends toward the mean of the prior, it is as if we had directly defined
the parameters θ and φ as log-linear functions of the components, rather than taking a
hierarchical approach of generating these parameters from priors defined by the log-linear
functions. SPRITE’s hierarchical Bayesian framework allows us to learn parameters that
deviate from the prior, while the Dirichlet precision can be increased to create behavior
that is closer to log-linear modeling. This tradeoff is discussed in comparison to product-
of-experts models in Section 3.1.3.1.
5.1.6 Bias Components
Lastly, we note that it is useful to include a document component that is shared across
all documents and a topic component that is shared across all topics. We refer to such
components as bias or background vectors. This can be achieved by simply fixing the
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coefficients α and β to 1 across all documents and topics for the bias components. Bias
components have the effect that certain words are a priori more likely in all topics, and
certain topics are a priori more likely in all documents.
Bias components thus act as “overall” values that influence the priors over topic and
word distributions, which are then adjusted by the document-specific and topic-specific
weights. This can improve the interpretability of the specific component values, which can
be interpreted as deviations from the bias values. All experiments in this thesis include bias
components.
5.1.7 Alternative Base Models
SPRITE assumes LDA as the model upon which the structured priors are built. How-
ever, the idea of structured priors—priors over parameters that are themselves functions of
higher-level parameters—could be applied to other topic models as well. For instance, the
correlated topic model (Blei and Lafferty, 2007) uses logistic normal priors (Section 2.3.2)
rather than Dirichlet priors, in which the log of the topic proportions in each document have
a normal prior. One could combine SPRITE-style functions with logistic normal priors, in
which the means of the normal priors are linear functions of components, similar to how
Dirichlet parameters can be functions of components. This approach is used in structural
topic models (Roberts et al., 2013) (Section 2.3.3.3), in which the means of logistic normal
priors are linear functions of additional parameters.
One could similarly use logistic normal priors for the word distributions in addition to
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Model Sec. Document priors Topic priors
LDA 5.2.2.1 Single component Single component
SCTM 5.2.2.2 Single component Sparse binary β
SAGE 5.2.2.2 Single component Sparse ω
FLDA 5.2.1 Binary δ is transpose of β Factored binary β
PAM 5.2.2.3 α are supertopic weights Single component
DMR 5.2.2.4 α are feature values Single component
Table 5.1: Topic models with Dirichlet priors that are generalized by SPRITE. The descrip-
tion of each model can be found in the noted section number. In some cases, the model is
not equivalent to SPRITE, but captures similar behavior. PAM is not equivalent, but cap-
tures very similar behavior. The described component formulations of SCTM and SAGE
are equivalent to SPRITE, but these differ from SPRITE in that the components directly
define the parameters, rather than priors over the parameters.
the topic distributions, although this is not often done in topic modeling.
5.2 Special Cases and Related Models
We now describe several existing Dirichlet prior topic models and show how they are
special cases of or similar to SPRITE. Table 5.1 summarizes these models and their rela-
tionship to SPRITE. In almost every case, we also describe how the SPRITE representation
of the model offers improvements over the original model or can lead to novel extensions.
We will first focus on factorial LDA, describing how it is generalized by SPRITE and
how the SPRITE formulation can address sparsity in a stronger way than the sparse variant
proposed in Section 3.1.2 of Chapter 3. We will then describe how various other topic
models are related to SPRITE, focusing on the structured topic models described early in
this thesis, in Sections 2.3.3 and 2.4 of Chapter 2.
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5.2.1 Factorial LDA as SPRITE
SPRITE is a generalization of factorial LDA (FLDA), introduced in Chapter 3. Recall
that under FLDA, “topics” are actually tuples of K variables, such as aspect and sentiment
in online reviews. Each document distribution θm is a distribution over tuples, and each
tuple ~t has a word distribution φ~t. FLDA uses a similar log-linear parameterization of the
Dirichlet priors as SPRITE, parameterized by φ̃~t for each tuple and θ̃m for each document.
We now show how to encode FLDA using SPRITE. A “topic” under SPRITE corre-
sponds to a tuple under FLDA, and we will use the tuple notation in the equations below.
The number of “topics” in SPRITE is then the number of possible tuples, T =
∏
k Tk,
while the number of components is the total number of components from the K factors,
C = C(φ) = C(θ) =
∑
k Tk. For now, we are ignoring the bias and background parameters
under FLDA and focusing on the factor-dependent parameters.



















1 if c = tk
0 otherwise
We can see that the sum over one component from each of the K factors, as defined by
FLDA, can be rewritten as a sum over all components in the model, multiplied by β coef-
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ficients, as defined by SPRITE. With FLDA, the values of the β components are implicitly
binary indicators, defined by the multi-dimensional structure. Within each kth factor, the
tkth component of β
(k)
~tc
will be 1 and all others will be 0. This corresponds to an unweighted
factored forest structure, as described in Section 5.1.1.3, where the β values have only one
nonzero value for the components within each factor.
In the notation above, we treat each β~t as a multi-dimensional array, using the super-
scripts (k) show which portion of the β~t coefficients correspond to which factor. This is
just a notational difference between FLDA and SPRITE, but it is also possible to “flatten”
the multi-dimensional array into a single vector to create notation that matches SPRITE.
The Dirichlet parameters for each document’s tuple distribution can similarly be defined
























1 if c = tk
0 otherwise
It is clear from the definitions in Eqs. 5.1–5.2 that β(k)~tc = δ
(k)
c~t
. This is an instance where
the topic and document components are tied together, as described in Section 5.1.2.
Note that the definition of FLDA (Section 3.1) includes bias and background terms for
both φ̃ and θ̃. Each bias scalar and background vector could be reparameterized as one
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vector (e.g., ω0v = ω(B) + ω
(0)
v ), which could then be incorporated as a bias component
with SPRITE (Section 5.1.6).
5.2.1.1 Relaxing the factored structure
The SPRITE representation creates possibilities for improving the original FLDA model.
FLDA assumes a one-to-one mapping between word distributions and tuples and assumes
that the entire Cartesian product of the different factors is represented in the model (e.g.,
φ~t parameters for every possible tuple). With SPRITE, rather than fixing the β indicators
to encode the Cartesian product exactly, it is possible to learn values for β that are more
flexible, while still respecting the factored forest constraints. If we do this, we allow for the
possibility of having multiple word distributions correspond to the same tuple, as well as
the possibility of leaving some tuples without corresponding word distributions. We will
see an example of this approach in Section 5.4.
The ability to learn word distributions for only a subset of possible tuples is important.
With SPRITE, it is possible to set the number of topics T to a value less than
∏
k Tk, avoid-
ing the overparameterization that occurs when the Cartesian product is very large. Chapter
4 dealt with this issue by introducing a sparse FLDA variant that incorporated a sparsity
pattern into the prior, assigning low prior probability to tuples, but the word distributions
for those tuples still existed in the model. The FLDA Gibbs sampler still must compute
probabilities for the full Cartesian product (since all tuples were still part of the model), so
FLDA’s sampling complexity does not scale to higher numbers of factors. SPRITE’s ap-
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proach creates sparsity in a stronger way. The number of word distributions can be smaller
than the full Cartesian product, so the sampling complexity can be dramatically reduced.
5.2.2 Other Models
5.2.2.1 Latent Dirichlet allocation
In LDA (Blei et al., 2003b), all θ vectors are drawn from the same prior, as are all φ
vectors. This is a basic instance of our model with only one component at the topic and
document levels, C(θ) = C(φ) = 1, with coefficients α = β = 1. In this setting, the
hyperparameters θ̃ and φ̃ are formulated as exp(α) and exp(ω). Note that if the α and ω
hyperparameters have normal priors (which is the default assumption in SPRITE), then this
changes the LDA likelihood function to add an additional layer of priors.
5.2.2.2 Shared components and sparse additive models
SPRITE is closely related to shared components topic models (SCTM) (Gormley et al.,





cv (Eq. 2.13), where the ωc vectors are word distributions (rather than
vectors in RV , as the SPRITE components are), and the βtc ∈ {0, 1} variables are indicators
denoting whether component c is in topic t. This corresponds to the sparse DAG structure
described in Section 5.1.1.1.
If the component structure of SPRITE was used to generate multinomial parameters
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rather than Dirichlet parameters, then SPRITE would be equivalent to SCTM if β is con-
strained to binary values and SPRITE’s ω values are interpreted as the log of SCTM’s
component values. As discussed in Section 5.1.5, if the Dirichlet precision is very large,
then the posterior over the parameters will be similar to the prior, in which case SPRITE is
similar to SCTM. SPRITE’s word distributions are also more general than SCTM in that we
allow the β coefficients to be weighted. Moreover, the log-linear parameterization leads to
much easier parameter estimation than in SCTM.
We also noted in Section 2.4.1.2 a connection between SCTM and sparse additive gen-
erative models (SAGE) (Eisenstein et al., 2011), which we described in Section 2.3.3.2.
SAGE uses a log-linear parameterization to define word distributions, similar to our pa-
rameterization of the Dirichlet priors in SPRITE. As with SCTM, the major difference
between SAGE and SPRITE is that SAGE directly defines distributions through log-linear
functions rather than Dirichlet vectors. SAGE uses background weights, equivalent to in-
cluding bias components in SPRITE (Section 5.1.6). SAGE also uses Laplace priors over
ω to induce sparsity, which we noted is a possibility for SPRITE in Section 5.1.1.1.
5.2.2.3 Topic hierarchies and correlations
While the two models in the previous subsection focused on word distributions, SPRITE’s
priors over topic distributions also have useful characteristics. The component-specific
δc vectors can be interpreted as common patterns in the topic distributions, where each
component is likely to give high weight to groups of topics that tend to occur together.
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Each document’s αm coefficients encode the degree to which the different topic groups are
present in that document.
Similar properties are captured by the Pachinko allocation model (PAM) (Li and Mc-
Callum, 2006). As explained in Section 2.4.1.1, under PAM, each document has a distri-
bution over supertopics. Each supertopic is associated with a Dirichlet prior over subtopic
distributions, where subtopics are the low-level topics that are associated with word pa-
rameters φ. Documents also have supertopic-specific distributions over subtopics (drawn
from each supertopic-specific Dirichlet prior). Each word in a document is generated by
first drawing a supertopic from the document’s distribution over supertopics, then drawing
a subtopic from that supertopic’s document distribution over subtopics, and finally drawing
a word from that subtopic’s word distribution.
While not equivalent, this is quite similar to SPRITE where document components cor-
respond to supertopics. Each document’s αm coefficients can be interpreted to be similar
to a distribution over supertopics, and each δc vector is that supertopic’s contribution to
the prior over subtopics. The prior over the document’s topic distribution is thus affected
by the document’s supertopic weights αm. A difference is that SPRITE supertopic compo-
nents are combined multiplicatively, due to the log-linear formulation, whereas in PAM,
the combination is a linear mixture.
The SPRITE formulation naturally allows for interesting extensions to PAM. One pos-
sibility is to include topic components for the word distributions, in addition to document
components, and to tie together δct and βtc as suggested in Section 5.1.2. This models
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the intuitive characteristic that subtopics belonging to similar supertopics (encoded by δ)
should come from similar priors over their word distributions (since they will have similar
β values). That is, children of a supertopic are topically related—they are likely to share
words. This is a richer alternative to the hierarchical variant of PAM proposed by Mimno
et al. (2007), which modeled separate word distributions for supertopics and subtopics, but
the subtopics were not dependent on the supertopic word distributions.
Another possible extension is to form a tree structure by applying indicator vector priors
over δ to form a tree structure—that is, each δc vector is encouraged to have only one
nonzero value (Section 5.1.1.2). This would make each subtopic belong to exactly one
supertopic, so the model could be interpreted as a true hierarchy. If components are used
at both the topic and document levels, then all subtopics sharing a supertopic would come
from exactly the same word distribution prior, and each δc vector would have non-zero
entries only for its unique subtopics.
As discussed in Section 5.1.4, components themselves could depend on higher level
components, which would allow this idea to be extended to deeper hierarchies as well.
5.2.2.4 Conditioning on document attributes
SPRITE also naturally provides the ability to condition document topic distributions on
features of the document, such as a user rating in a review. To do this, let the number of
document components be the number of features, and the value of αmc is the mth docu-
ment’s value of the cth feature. The δ vectors then influence the document’s topic prior
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based on the feature values. For example, increasing αmc will increase the prior for the tth
topic if δct is positive and decrease the prior if δct is negative. This is similar to the structure
described in the previous subsection, but here the α coefficients are fixed and provided as
input, rather than learned and interpreted as supertopic weights.
This is identical to the Dirichlet-multinomial regression (DMR) topic model (Mimno
and McCallum, 2008), described in Section 2.3.3.1. The DMR topic model defines each
document’s Dirichlet prior over topics as a log-linear function of the document’s feature
values and regression coefficients for each topic. The cth feature’s regression coefficients
correspond to the δc vector in SPRITE.
As with PAM, we can extend this model by including topic components in addition
to document components. By tying the topic and document components together, we get
the effect that topics with similar regression coefficients will have similar priors over their
word distributions. In many settings this will be a desirable effect. For example, when
modeling the ratings of reviews, one might assume that topics that are more likely to occur
in documents with higher ratings should a priori prefer words such as “great” and “excel-
lent”, while words like “bad” are more likely in topics that are more likely in documents
with low ratings.
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5.3 Inference and Optimization
We now discuss how to infer the posterior over the latent variables z and parameters
θ and φ, and to find MAP estimates of the hyperparameters α, β, δ, and ω, given their
hyperpriors. As with FLDA (Section 3.2), we take a Monte Carlo EM approach, using a
collapsed Gibbs sampler to sample from the posterior of the topic assignments z condi-
tioned on the hyperparameters, then optimizing the hyperparameters using gradient-based
optimization conditioned on the samples. Our inference algorithm alternates between one
Gibbs iteration and one iteration of gradient ascent, so that the parameters change gradually.
5.3.1 Latent Variable Sampling
As explained in Section 5.1, SPRITE is equivalent to LDA once conditioned on the
structured priors. As with FLDA, this allows us to use the same collapsed Gibbs sampler
as LDA (Section 2.5.1.1), where each token’s topic value zmn is sampled according to:









where nmt is the number of tokens in the mth document currently assigned to the tth topic,
and ntv is the number of tokens assigned to the tth topic and the vth vocabulary value,
excluding the current assignment of zmn.
This is identical to the LDA sampling distribution (Eq. 2.15), except that the global
hyperparameters θ̃ and φ̃ have been replaced with document-specific priors θ̃m and topic-
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specific priors φ̃t, where θ̃mt = exp(
∑C(θ)
c=1 αmc δct) and φ̃tv = exp(
∑C(φ)
c=1 βtc ωcv).
5.3.2 Optimizing the Structured Priors
The parameters of the structured priors are optimized using gradient ascent. The gradi-
ent of the log-likelihood has a similar form to that in Sections 2.5.2 and 3.2.
The partial derivative of the collapsed log-likelihood L of the corpus with respect to




















where ntv is the number of times word v is assigned to topic t (in the samples from the
E-step), and Ψ is the digamma function, the derivative of the log of the gamma function.





Under a Dirichlet(ρ) prior, when we want each βc to represent an indicator vector (as in





For unconstrained parameters, we use the standard gradient ascent update rule: βti+1=βti+
ηi∇L(βti), with step size ηi at iteration i. For parameters constrained to the simplex (such
as when βt is a soft indicator vector), we use exponentiated gradient ascent (Kivinen and
Warmuth, 1997) with the update rule: βi+1tc ∝ βitc exp(ηi∇L(βti)).
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where nmt is the number of tokens assigned to topic t in document m.
5.3.2.1 Tightening the sparsity preferences
For variables that we prefer to be binary but have softened to continuous variables
using sparse Beta or Dirichlet priors, we can straightforwardly strengthen the preference to
be binary by modifying the objective function to favor the prior more heavily. Specifically,
under a Dirichlet(ρ<1) prior, we will introduce a scaling parameter τi ≥ 1 to the prior
log-likelihood: τi logP (βt) with partial derivative τi ρ−1βtc , which adds extra weight to the
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sparse Dirichlet prior in the objective at iteration i. The algorithm used in our experiments
begins with τ1 = 1 and optionally increases τi over time. This is a deterministic annealing
approach, where τi corresponds to an inverse temperature (Ueda and Nakano, 1998; Smith
and Eisner, 2004).
As τ approaches infinity, the prior-annealed MAP objective maxβ P (φ|β)P (β)τ ap-
proaches maxβ P (φ|β) maxβ P (β). Annealing only the prior P (β) results in maximiza-
tion of this term only, while the outer max chooses a good β under P (φ|β) as a tie-breaker
among all β values that maximize the inner max (binary-valued β).3
We note that an alternative possibility is to optimize the inverse temperature τ rather
than to deterministically increase it. By optimizing τ rather than annealing it, we can learn
the optimal amount of sparsity in the model. One could also use different τ variables
for different parameters, so that different parameter vectors can have different degrees of
sparsity. This is a more flexible approach that would allow one to learn that some portions
of the model are tree-structured while others are DAG-structured, for example.
5.3.2.2 Posterior inference of the priors
While we use maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimation of the Dirichlet parameters
in this thesis, it is important to note that posterior inference of these parameters is also
a possibility. Approximate posterior inference of the α, β, δ, and ω parameters could
be done using the methods described in Section 2.5, including sampling and variational
3Other modifications could be made to the objective function to induce sparsity, such as entropy regular-
ization (Balasubramanyan and Cohen, 2013).
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inference.
Posterior inference may be particularly beneficial for the document-specific αm param-
eters, whose MAP estimates may be unreliable since they are learned from a relatively
small amount of data (the tokens within potentially short documents), in the same way
that posterior inference is important for the document θm parameters (Blei et al., 2003b;
Wallach et al., 2009a).
5.4 Experiments
In this section, we present a small set of experiments to show how SPRITE behaves
under different structures. Specifically, we experiment with the basic SPRITE model for the
three structures described in Section 5.1.1: a DAG, a tree, and a factored forest. For each
structure, we also experiment with each type of component: document, topic, and both.
The purpose of these experiments is to understand a few variations of SPRITE in its most
general form. We reserve a more exhaustive set of experiments, in which we compare to
several baselines, for Chapter 6, where we consider more specific instantiations of SPRITE.
5.4.1 Experimental Details
We applied SPRITE to three corpora:
• Debates: A set of floor debates from the 109th–112th U.S. Congress, collected by
Nguyen et al. (2013), who applied a hierarchical topic model (called supervised hi-
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erarchical LDA) to this data. We took a sample of 5,000 documents from the House
debates (850,374 tokens; 7,426 types), balanced across party affiliation.
• Reviews: A subset of the doctor reviews corpus described in Section 4.2. This corpus
contains 20,000 documents (476,991 tokens; 10,158 types), balanced across posi-
tive/negative scores.
• Abstracts: A set of 957 abstracts from the ACL anthology (97,168 tokens; 8,246
types). This is a subset of the dataset analyzed with FLDA in Section 3.3.
We set T=50 topics and C=10 components for Debates and Abstracts, and K=20 and
C=5 for Reviews. For the factored structures, we use two factors, with one factor having
more components than the other: 3 and 7 components for Debates, and 2 and 3 components
for Reviews (the total number of components across the two factors is therefore the same as
for the DAG and tree experiments). These values were chosen as a qualitative preference,
not optimized for predictive performance, but we experiment with different values in the
next chapter.
We set C = C(φ) = C(θ), tying together the components (for experiments that use both
types) using the method described in Section 5.1.2. We also include “bias” components as
described in Section 5.1.6, which are not counted toward the value of C.
We create weighted structures using the approach suggested in Section 5.1.1.2, where
the coefficients are replaced with a product of two variables: a soft indicator and a real-
valued weight, constrained to be positive (as suggested in Section 5.1.3). That is, we let
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βt = s  β̂t (where  is the entry-wise product), such that s is an indicator vector with a
sparse Dirichlet(ρ=0.01) prior. We apply weak regularization to all other hyperparameters
via a N (0, 102) prior.
For the tree and factored structures, we use an annealing schedule (described in Section
5.3.2.1) of τi = 1.003i to induce binary values. Section 6.2.2.4 shows experiments with
different schedules, and we selected 1.003i because it results in binary values. For the
DAG structure, we simply set τ = 0 which removes the sparsity-inducing prior from the
objective altogether.
We set the gradient ascent step size ηi according to AdaGrad (Duchi et al., 2011), where
the step size is the inverse of the sum of squared historical gradients. AdaGrad decayed too
quickly for the s variables, such that their values would barely change from their initial
value (uniform in the simplex) after thousands of iterations. For these, we used a variant
suggested by Zeiler (2012) which uses an average of historical gradients rather than a sum.
We ran the inference algorithm for 5000 iterations, estimating the parameters θ and φ
by averaging the final 100 iterations. The results are averaged across 10 randomly initial-
ized samplers.
5.4.2 Quantitative Evaluation
We evaluated the different SPRITE structures using two measures of quality. The first is
perplexity of held-out text using the “document completion” method described in Section
2.6.1. The second is the coherence metric of Mimno et al. (2011) described in Section
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Perplexity Coherence
DAG Tree Factored DAG Tree Factored
Debates
Document 1572.0 ± 0.9 1568.7 ± 2.0 1566.8 ± 2.0 -342.9 ± 1.2 -346.0 ± 0.9 -343.2 ± 1.0
Topic 1575.0 ± 1.5 1573.4 ± 1.8 1559.3 ± 1.5 -342.4 ± 0.6 -339.2 ± 1.7 -333.9 ± 0.9
Combined 1566.7 ± 1.7 1559.9 ± 1.9 1552.5 ± 1.9 -342.9 ± 1.3 -342.6 ± 1.2 -340.3 ± 1.0
Reviews
Document 1456.9 ± 3.8 1446.4 ± 4.0 1450.4 ± 5.5 -512.2 ± 4.6 -527.9 ± 6.5 -535.4 ± 7.4
Topic 1508.5 ± 1.7 1517.9 ± 2.0 1502.0 ± 1.9 -500.1 ± 1.2 -499.0 ± 0.9 -486.1 ± 1.5
Combined 1464.1 ± 3.3 1455.1 ± 5.6 1448.5 ± 8.5 -504.9 ± 1.4 -527.8 ± 6.1 -535.5 ± 8.2
Abstracts
Document 3107.7 ± 7.7 3089.5 ± 9.1 3098.7 ± 10.2 -393.2 ± 0.8 -390.8 ± 0.9 -392.8 ± 1.5
Topic 3241.7 ± 2.1 3455.9 ± 10.2 3507.4 ± 9.7 -389.0 ± 0.8 -388.8 ± 0.7 -332.2 ± 1.1
Combined 3200.8 ± 3.5 3307.2 ± 7.8 3364.9 ± 19.1 -373.1 ± 0.8 -360.6 ± 0.9 -342.3 ± 0.9
Table 5.2: Quantitative results for different structures (columns) and different components
(rows) for two metrics (± std. error) across three datasets. The best (structure, component)











DF (vtl, vtj) + 1
DF (vtj)
where DF (v, w) is the document frequency of words v and w (the number of documents
in which they both occur), DF (v) is the document frequency of word v, and vti is the ith
most probable word in topic t.
Note that the coherence metric only measures the quality of word clusters, ignoring the
potential improvement in interpretability of organizing the topics into certain structures.
However, it is still useful as an alternative measure of performance and utility, independent
of the models’ predictive abilities.
Table 5.2 shows the results of these two metrics for different structures and different
component types.
Some trends are clear and consistent. Topic components always hurt perplexity (by very
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significant margins on Reviews and Abstracts), while these components typically improve
coherence. It has previously been observed that perplexity and topic quality are not corre-
lated (Chang et al., 2009), and our finding is consistent with this. These results show that
the choice of components depends on the task at hand. Combining the two components
tends to produce results somewhere in between, suggesting that using both component
types is a reasonable “default” setting.
Document components usually improve perplexity, likely due to the nature of the doc-
ument completion setup, in which half of each document is held out. The document com-
ponents capture correlations between topics, so by inferring the components that generated
the first half of the document, the prior is adjusted to give more probability to topics that
are likely to occur in the unseen second half. Another interesting trend is that the factored
structure tends to perform well under both metrics, with the lowest perplexity and highest
coherence in a majority of the nine comparisons (i.e., each row). Perhaps the models are
capturing a natural factorization present in the data.
5.4.3 Qualitative Analysis
We investigate SPRITE qualitatively, focusing on the factored structure to compare to
what was learned by FLDA. Figure 5.6 shows examples of components from each factor
along with example topics that draw from all pairs of these components, learned on the
Abstracts corpus. We find that the factor with the smaller number of components (left of the
figure) seems to decompose into components representing the major themes or disciplines
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Figure 5.6: Examples of topics (gray boxes) and components (colored boxes) learned on
the Abstracts corpus with 50 topics using a factored structure. The components have been
grouped into two factors, one factor with 3 components (left) and one with 7 (right), with
two examples shown from each. Each topic prior draws from exactly one component from
each factor.
found in ACL abstracts, with one component expressing computational approaches (top)
and the other expressing linguistic theory (bottom). The third component (not shown) has
words associated with speech, including {spoken, speech, recognition}.
The factor shown on the right seems to decompose into different research topics: one
component represents semantics (top) and another component represents syntax (bottom).
Other components include morphology (top words including {segmentation, chinese, mor-
phology}) and information retrieval (top words including {documents, retrieval, ir}).
Many of the topics intuitively follow from the components of these two factors. For
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example, the two topics expressing vector space models and distributional semantics (top
left and right) both draw from the COMPUTATIONAL and SEMANTICS components, while
the topics expressing ontologies and question answering (middle left and right) draw from
LINGUISTICS and SEMANTICS.
The factorization is similar to what was induced by FLDA. Figure 3.6 of Chapter 3
shows components that look similar to the computational methods and linguistic theory
components here, and the factor with the largest number of components also decomposes
by research topic. These results show that SPRITE is capable of recovering similar struc-
tures as FLDA, a more specialized model. SPRITE is also much more flexible than FLDA,
as discussed in Section 5.2.1. While FLDA strictly models a one-to-one mapping of topics
to each pair of components, SPRITE allows multiple topics to belong to the same pair (as in
the semantics examples above), and conversely SPRITE does not require that all pairs have
an associated topic.
5.5 Summary
This chapter presented SPRITE, a family of topic models that utilize structured priors
to induce preferred topic structures. These structures were incorporated into the priors of
both the word and topic distributions, unlike most previous work which considered one or
the other.
Specific instantiations of SPRITE are similar or equivalent to several topic models. Our
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framework has made clear advancements with respect to existing structured topic mod-
els. For example, SPRITE is more general and offers simpler inference than the shared
components topic model (Gormley et al., 2010), and SPRITE allows for more flexible and
scalable factored structures than FLDA, as described in Sections 5.2.2.2 and 5.2.1, respec-
tively. Both of these models were motivated by their ability to learn interesting structures,
rather than their performance at any predictive task. Similarly, our goal in this chapter was
not to provide state-of-the-art results for a particular task, but to demonstrate a framework
for learning structures that are richer than previous structured models. Therefore, our ex-
periments focused on understanding how the different possible priors for SPRITE affect
performance. Our results point to general rules of thumb: document components are use-
ful for improving prediction, topic components improve coherence, and factored structures
tend to perform well in general.
Ultimately, the model design choice depends on the application and the user needs. By
unifying such a wide variety of topic models, SPRITE can serve as a common framework





In the previous chapter, we introduced SPRITE in its most general form. This chapter
presents specific SPRITE-based models designed for the application of inferring perspec-
tive (i.e., opinion, ideology, or sentiment) from text. Not only do we provide additional
evaluation of SPRITE through these applications, but the application-specific models are
pedagogically useful, illustrating the purpose of the different structures and features de-
scribed abstractly in Chapter 5.
This chapter mirrors Chapter 4 (applications of factorial LDA) with two main content
sections, followed by related work and a concluding section. Both content sections focus on
modeling perspective, with the second section introducing a more complex model. The first
section (6.1) focuses specifically on health-related opinion in social media, and introduces
methods for incorporating domain knowledge into the priors. The second section (6.2)
is more general and its purpose is to provide additional evaluation and showcase a more
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complex model structure. This chapter focuses on standard topic model evaluation, as
described in Section 2.6, rather than application-specific evaluation, as in Chapter 4.
6.1 Predicting Public Opinion in Social Media
This section will present a SPRITE-based model that is used to infer perspective in
text, where perspective exists on a real-valued spectrum that can be positive or negative (or
neutral, with a value of 0). We focus on Twitter messages related to three public health and
political issues: gun control, vaccination, and smoking. Our model aims to characterize
the content of messages discussing polarizing issues such as gun control in the U.S., while
learning topical associations between different perspective values on these issues. This
section includes work from Benton et al. (2015).
This SPRITE model uses only a single component, C(θ) = C(φ) = 1 (in addition to
a bias component), as will be explained in more detail in Section 6.1.2, which makes the
model relatively simple and easy to understand. (A more complex SPRITE variant will
be used in Section 6.2.) This single-component model is still more complex than LDA
because the component is multiplied by coefficients that vary across topics and documents,
reflecting the different perspective values of topics and documents, in contrast to LDA
where the coefficients of components have an implicit value of 1. The model presented
in this section also ties together the topic and document components (described in Section
5.1.2 of the previous chapter), thus demonstrating important structural properties of SPRITE
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in the context of the task of perspective modeling.
As in Chapter 4, a challenge with using topic models for a specific application is the
need to ground topics in meaningful concepts. We will show that prior knowledge can be
incorporated into the priors similarly to incorporating knowledge into FLDA in Chapter 4.
We will focus on methods of creating prior knowledge that are relatively inexpensive and
do not require data annotation, based on Twitter hashtags and external survey data.
6.1.1 Task and Motivation
Social media has proved invaluable for research in a variety of social and health sci-
ences, and in particular is a valuable resource for measuring public opinion. A large body
of research has shown that public opinion can be inferred from Twitter data (O’Connor
et al., 2010), including consumer sentiment (Bollen et al., 2011; Chamlertwat et al., 2012),
political orientation (Tumasjan et al., 2010; Conover et al., 2011), and attitudes toward
health issues (Salathe and Khandelwal, 2011; Myslin et al., 2013).
Much of this work on opinion inference relies on domain-specific models, sometimes
requiring human-labeled data. As an alternative, we propose a topic modeling framework
that is minimally supervised. In this section, we present a SPRITE-based model that can
not only infer topics from social media messages, but learn to associate the topics with
different perspective values (Section 6.1.2). Such a model can be used to summarize high-
level opinions on different topics within a social media collection.
Since a fully unsupervised topic model is unlikely to learn coherent perspective associ-
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Dataset Size Example Hashtags U.S. State Data
Guns 100K #gunsense, #guncontrolnow, #demandaplan #gunrights, #noguncontrol, #gunfriendly Firearm in household
Vaccines 20K #protectusall, #vaccineswork, #sciencedenial #vaccinedangers, #cdcfraud, #savekids Flu shot in past year
Smoking 40K #nowsmoking, #smokelover, #cigarfest #quitsmoking, #notobacco, #lunghealth Current smoker
Table 6.1: A summary of the three Twitter datasets, including example perspective hash-
tags and survey questions. “Size” refers to the number of tweets.
ations, we propose a method for incorporating domain knowledge into SPRITE’s structured
priors. A primary contribution of this study is to show how to guide the model toward
learning the desired patterns while requiring only minimal human input (Section 6.1.3).
We introduce a method of lightweight supervision via two types of information that can
be obtained with relatively little effort: (i) hashtags associated with different stances on
an issue (e.g., #GunControlNow vs #NoGunControl), and (ii) external survey data that is
correlated with perspective (e.g., the percentage of gun owners in each U.S. state). This
side information is incorporated into our model as a prior over the inferred perspective.
Our experiments show that our model with lightweight supervision produces interpretable
topics and perspectives and improves performance at predictive tasks (Section 6.1.4).
6.1.1.1 Datasets
We describe our three Twitter datasets to illustrate the type of social media data for
which the SPRITE-based perspective model is designed. Each dataset is based on col-
lecting keyword-filtered tweets discussing public health issues for which public opinion is
divided across contrasting perspectives: gun control, vaccinations, and smoking. Tweets
were collected from Dec. 2012 through Jan. 2015 using the Twitter search API with various
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topic-specific keywords for the three respective datasets.
We augmented these datasets (summarized in Table 6.1) with additional information
that we will use as supervision:
6.1.1.1.1 HASHTAGS
We identified a set of hashtags associated with two polar perspectives or stances associ-
ated with each of the three issues. For each dataset, we first looked through the 1000 most
frequent hashtags and identified those clearly indicating a stance on the issue (i.e., for or
against). To find less frequent but relevant hashtags, we computed the pointwise mutual
information (PMI) between the initially identified hashtags and all others, and then looked
through the top 1000 hashtags with highest PMI. In the end, we obtained 11 hashtags un-
ambiguously for gun control and 11 against, 15 and 30 hashtags supporting and opposing
smoking, and 18 and 20 hashtags supporting and opposing vaccination.
6.1.1.1.2 SURVEYS
We collected relevant survey data for each issue from the Behavioral Risk Factor Surveil-
lance System,1 an annual phone survey of hundreds of thousands of American adults (exact
numbers vary by year), which was chosen for its very large and geographically widespread
sample. We selected the following questions: the percentage of respondents in each U.S.
state who have a firearm in their house (data from 2001, when the question was last asked),
who have had a flu shot in the past year (2013), and who are current smokers (2013). While
1http://apps.nccd.cdc.gov/gisbrfss/
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Figure 6.1: The graphical model for the parameters of the SPRITE-based perspective
model in Section 6.1.2, using T = 3 topics and M = 5 documents as an example. The ω
component at the top is a vector of length V , while the rt and αm variables are scalars. It
can be seen that the perspective r values influence both the word distributions in topics and
the topic distributions in documents.
these survey questions are not directly about one’s perspective on these issues—for exam-
ple, someone might support the right to own firearms even if they do not own one, and
someone might support vaccination even if they did not get a flu shot—our hypothesis is
that these attributes will be correlated with different stances. For instance, tweeters from
states with high gun ownership may be more likely to be against gun control. We resolved
the U.S. state for approximately one third of tweets using Carmen, a tweet geolocation
system (Dredze et al., 2013).
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6.1.2 A Joint Model of Perspective and Topic
Recall that under SPRITE, each document’s distribution over topics θm has its own prior,
Dirichlet(θ̃m), and each topic’s distribution over words φt has its own prior, Dirichlet(φ̃t),
such that each prior is defined in terms of components that are shared across the different
documents or topics. We now describe a variant of SPRITE that defines the priors in terms
of variables about perspective.
In our model, each topic t is associated with a real-valued perspective variable rt. We
assume that “perspective”, as modeled in this section, exists on a continuum from positive
to negative. Similarly, each document m is associated with a perspective value, αm1, and
each word v in the vocabulary is associated with a perspective value, ω1v.
These variables are used to influence the topic model priors in two ways. First, the prior
over each document’s topic distribution θm is a function of αm1rt, which means that a topic
t will have an increased prior probability in a document if the topic’s perspective value rt
has the same sign as the document’s perspective value αm1, and have a decreased prior if
the signs are opposite. This has the effect that, conditioned on the document’s perspective
value, certain topics will become more or less likely in a document. The perspective value
rt corresponds to the component value δct using the SPRITE notation from Section 5.1,
where c = 1.
Second, the prior over each topic’s word distribution φt is a function of ω1vrt, which
means that a word v will have an increased prior probability in a topic if the topic’s per-
spective value rt has the same sign as the word’s perspective value ω1v. This has the effect
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that topics with similar perspective values are a priori more likely to share words in com-
mon than those of opposite perspective values. Here, the perspective value rt corresponds
to the component coefficient βtc using the SPRITE notation, where c = 1. This means that,
implicitly, βtc = δct.
The generative story is:
1. For each document m:
(a) θ̃mt = exp(αm0δ0t + αm1δ1t), where αm0 = 1 and δ1t = rt, for each topic t
(b) θm ∼ Dirichlet(θ̃m)
2. For each topic t:
(a) φ̃tv = exp(βt0ω0v + βt1ωtv), where βt0 = 1 and βt1 = rt, for each word v
(b) φt ∼ Dirichlet(φ̃t)
3. For each token n in each document m:
(a) Sample topic index zmn ∼ θm
(b) Sample word token wmn ∼ φzmn
The δ0 and ω0 vectors are bias components (Section 5.1.6) whose coefficients are always
1. The bias components act as overall weights for each topic t or word v, which are then
adjusted by the second term. By showing that the scalar rt appears in both the topic and
document priors, it can be seen that we have tied the two together (Section 5.1.2), i.e.,
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rt = βt1 = δ1t, using the terminology of the model definition in Section 5.1. This model
will be extended to more than one component in Section 6.2.
To summarize, the model includes a number of parameters that can be analyzed to
provide additional insights into the relationship between topics and perspective:
• rt indicates the tth topic’s association with perspective, both in magnitude and direc-
tion. A positive value means that (i) the topic is more likely to occur in documents
with a positive perspective, and (ii) the topic is more likely to have words in common
with other topics with positive r. Topics that are not strongly associated with a per-
spective can have r values close to zero. These values are useful for interpretability
because they indicate the degree to which each topic represents a perspective, and in
what direction.
• ω1v indicates the vth word’s association with perspective. A positive value means
that this word is more likely to have high probability in a topic with positive r. The
words with highest and lowest ω values can therefore be viewed as having strong
associations with positive or negative perspective, and provide an extra set of words
that can be interpreted by humans, in addition to the topics themselves (the words
with highest weight in each φt). These values are useful for interpretability because
they can be used to understand which words are most associated with positive or
negative perspective.
• αm1 indicates the mth document’s association with perspective. A positive value
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means that topics with positive r have higher prior probability in the document.
These values can be interpreted as the perspective (both magnitude and direction)
of each document, which can be useful for grouping tweets by perspective. These
values are influenced by the prior in Eq. 6.1, but can adapt based on the topic content
of the documents.
This model thus learns associations between perspective values and topics (through r),
documents (through α), and words (through ω), providing a richer view of text than an
unstructured topic model.
6.1.3 Incorporating Lightweight Supervision
If the r, α, and ω parameters are all estimated without supervision, the model is un-
likely to learn patterns that actually correspond to perspective. We address this by using
document-level labels to inform the values of α.
The mth document is associated with two variables used as supervision, sm0 and sm1,
indicating a value of perspective based on hashtag presence (sm0) or state-level survey data
(sm1), as outlined in Section 6.1.1.1.
We set sm0 = 1 if a tweet m has a hashtag associated with a positive perspective, −1
for a negative perspective, and 0 if the tweet contains no perspective hashtags. We set sm1
to the survey percentage for the state that tweet m is resolved to, and we set sm1 = 0 for
tweets that cannot be resolved to a U.S. state. We applied z-score normalization to the
survey values so that the sign of the value corresponds to whether it is above or below the
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average. Specifically, the mean of all survey values is subtracted from each survey value,
and the result is divided by the standard deviation: the new value is called the z-score or
standard score.
We choose the sign of the hashtag values to correspond to the survey values. For ex-
ample, our assumption is that states with higher vaccination rates are more likely to be
pro-vaccination, so we set pro-vaccination hashtags have positive sm0 values.
We incorporate these two variables into the model as a prior distribution over each
document’s perspective parameter αm1. This prior encourages model parameters to be
close to the supervised values, while allowing the parameters to deviate from the input,
as the sm values are not always accurate or available. Specifically, the prior is a normal
distribution whose mean is a weighted combination of the variables:
αm1 ∼ N (λ0sm0 + λ1sm1, σ2) (6.1)
The λ parameters are estimated to find an optimal balance between the two types of in-
formation. The state survey data is less accurate but more commonly available, since only
a small fraction of relevant tweets will contain a distinctive hashtag. If no supervision is
available for a tweet, then the mean becomes 0 and the prior simply serves as a regularizer,
rather than influencing the parameter in either direction. The variance σ2 can be tuned to
control the strength of this prior.
The inference algorithm for SPRITE involves alternating between one iteration of Gibbs
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sampling and one iteration of gradient ascent for the hyperparameters α, ω, r, and λ.
The first three hyperparameters are optimized as described in Section 5.3 (recall that r
is equivalent to β and δ in the notation of Chapter 5). The partial derivative of the log-







αm1 − (λ0sm0 + λ1sm1)
σ2
(6.2)
The partial for λ1 is nearly identical, but the leftmost sm0 term is replaced with sm1.
6.1.3.1 Alternative methods of supervision
We will briefly discuss some alternative ideas for incorporating hashtag and survey
supervision than the approach described above.
Instead of the linear interpolation of the two supervision variables in Eq. 6.1, one might
consider using only one variable or the other. For example, the hashtag variable (which is
the more accurate of the two supervision variables) could be used when known, and the
survey variable could be used only when a hashtag is not present. Another improvement
to the supervision variables would be to infer their values when they are unknown, rather
than keeping the values fixed to 0.
Rather than using hashtag values to create supervision over the value of the document
perspective αm1, the hashtags could instead be used to create supervision for the word
weights, ω, similar to the approaches used in Chapter 4, particularly the “seed word” ap-
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proach in Section 4.2.4. Specifically, we can use a normal prior over the ω1v values for
hashtags such that the mean of the prior is positive or negative for hashtags representing
positive or negative perspective. This would bias the model toward learning perspective
values that agree with the sign of the hashtag perspectives.
6.1.4 Experiments
We now investigate the performance of this perspective model on the three Twitter
datasets described in Section 6.1.1.1, investigating predictive performance and analyzing
examples of learned topics.
6.1.4.1 Experimental details
Less than 1% of tweets in the collections contained the perspective hashtags used for
supervision. In practice, one would typically up-sample the tweets with labels (hashtags)
in order to learn a more accurate model, but this could also bias the topical content of the
dataset. We therefore experiment with differing degrees of up-sampling, to measure the
topic model performance when different amounts of supervision are included. We created
two variants of the datasets, varying the way in which tweets are sampled to better balance
the proportion that contain supervision:
• Tweets were sampled so that 50% contain perspective hashtags and 50% are resolved
to U.S. states. (Approximately 25% of tweets in this version contain both types of
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information, and another 25% contain neither.)
• Tweets were sampled so that 5% contain perspective hashtags and 33% have U.S.
states. This is more (but not completely) realistic, with only a small percentage
containing hashtags, and with an accurate proportion of tweets with states.
We note that there may be other approaches to handling hashtag sparsity than simply
up-sampling data. For example, one might initially run a sampler on an hashtag-heavy
dataset to learn good initial parameters, but then gradually include more tweets without
hashtags, so that the full dataset can be represented. This idea is similar to the approach for
combining labeled and unlabeled data suggested in Section 4.1.3.2.
Any token occurring less than ten times in a dataset was removed from tweets, as were
stopwords, URLs, usernames, and common Twitter-specific tokens (e.g., rt). We ran 5000
Gibbs iterations, averaging the values sampled from the final 100. We used a low variance
σ2 = 0.25 for the prior over αm1 to encourage the parameters to stay near the supervised
values. The various optimization parameters, such as the regularization variance and ini-
tial values, were minimally tuned during development to obtain interpretable output (see
Section 6.4 for more discussion of tuning these parameters).
To improve inference time on these social media datasets, we used a multi-threaded
SPRITE implementation following the “approximate distributed” sampling technique de-
scribed in Section 2.5.3 of Chapter 2, in which samplers are independently run and com-
bined across multiple partitions of the dataset.
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5% hashtag sample 50% hashtag sample
Model Guns Vaccines Smoking Guns Vaccines Smoking
bag-of-words 12.67 n/a 6.72 n/a 3.87 n/a 12.58 n/a 7.06 n/a 6.41 n/a
LDA 16.44 2119 6.40 2006 5.44 1802 12.34 2190 6.14 3055 6.06 2650
SPRITE 12.86 2501 8.21 2031 6.69 1790 12.36 2064 6.16 2990 5.42 2495
+Hashtags 8.40 2568 6.67 1995 5.45 1765 12.34 2068 6.95 2730 3.77 2304
+Survey 8.40 2530 6.72 2012 3.74 1742 12.33 2140 6.14 3137 3.64 2507
Full model 9.38 2597 7.74 1968 7.72 1769 12.36 1959 6.14 2786 4.49 2252
Table 6.2: Average test RMSE for the survey regression task (left number), along with
lowest held-out perplexity (right number), for each dataset/model. The lowest (best) score
for each dataset is in bold.
6.1.4.2 Quantitative evaluation
We evaluated our full SPRITE-based model against four topic model baselines: LDA
with hyperparameter optimization, our model with no supervision (i.e., αm1 has a zero-
mean normal prior rather than the informed mean in Eq. 6.1), and variants with only one
of the two types of supervision (hashtags or survey data).
We performed two experiments to assess model quality. First, we computed held-out
perplexity of each model using the “document completion” approach (Section 2.6.1), where
every other token was used for training, with perplexity measured on the remaining tokens.
We varied the number of topics T ∈ {10, 25, 50, 100} topics and report the best result in
Table 6.2.
Second, we evaluated the utility of topics as features for predicting the survey value for
each U.S. state, reflecting how well topics capture themes relevant to the survey question.
We inferred θm for each tweet and then averaged these topic vectors over all tweets origi-
nating from each state, to construct 50 feature vectors per model. We used these features
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in a regularized linear regression model where each row corresponded to the average θ per
state. That is, there are fifty instances (one per state), where each instance has T features
(one per topic), where each feature is the mean value of θmt across all tweets for the state.
Average root mean-squared error (RMSE) was computed using five fold cross-validation:
80% of the 50 US states were used to train, 10% were used to tune the `2 regularization
coefficient, and 10% were used for evaluation. For each cross-validation fold, the topic
models only used supervision for tweets from the 40 states used for training data; for the
held-out states, the supervision sm variables had values of 0, so that the held-out survey
values (which are being predicted) are not available to the topic model.
We also compare to a standard bag-of-words baseline, where features were normalized
counts collapsed across state. Bag-of-words features were only used for this baseline, and
were not combined with the topic features.
Results are shown in Table 6.2. We find that the full SPRITE model has the lowest
perplexity in five of six datasets, demonstrating that it is learning a better representation
of the data than LDA. SPRITE-based models also give the lowest survey prediction error
in four of the datasets (and tying in another), demonstrating that including the survey data
as supervision indeed yields representations of the data that are more predictive of the
held-out values. The model that uses only survey data does better than the models that
include hashtags, which is perhaps intuitive because this is the same type of data that is
being regressed (though we note that the held-out survey values are not used by the topic
model). More surprising is that the model using only hashtags typically outperforms the full
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model combining both (under both metrics), which suggests there is room for improvement
in our formulation for combining the two disparate types of side information into a joint
model, as discussed in Section 6.1.3.1. Nevertheless, our results clearly show that including
supervision improves the topics that are learned on these datasets.
6.1.4.3 Qualitative analysis
Tables 6.3–6.4 show examples of topics and perspectives learned by our model. These
topics have associations with different perspective values on these issues (for or against gun
control or vaccination). For instance, different topics about the flu vaccine have different
perspective values: the “for” topic appears to encourage people to get a flu shot, while the
two “against” topics discuss the recall of a flu vaccine after fears of death in Italy, and the
effectiveness of the flu shot in the most recent season (which was lower than usual due to
an unexpected influenza strain).
6.2 Jointly Learning Perspective and Topic Hi-
erarchies
We now extend the joint topic and perspective model from Section 6.1 so that in addi-
tion to associating topics with perspective, topics are also organized into a hierarchy. This
single SPRITE model encompasses nearly all of the structures and extensions described in
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For gun control Against gun control
Highest component values Lowest component values
violence ω1v = .95 hard ω1v = −.84
#newtown ω1v = .94 like ω1v = −.83
deaths ω1v = .91 oh ω1v = −.83
via ω1v = .91 instead ω1v = −.82
campaign ω1v = .89 lot ω1v = −.82
#demandaplan ω1v = .88 better ω1v = −.81
annual ω1v = .86 government ω1v = −.81
related ω1v = .86 even ω1v = −.81
congress ω1v = .86 think ω1v = −.80
free ω1v = .85 cannot ω1v = −.80
Topic 27 Topic 24 Topic 4 Topic 25 Topic 22 Topic 47
rt = 0.34 rt = 0.16 rt = 0.11 rt = −0.11 rt = −0.29 rt = −0.29
control violence children nra teachers never
bloomberg culture kids war school someone
one less likely even armed trigger
obama sense times keep schools shoot
violence problem murdered murder carry one
number makes giving members god person
time world nothing liberals kids pull
president country stand fear teacher kids
lead common sorry government protect point
agenda america’s insane call security anyone
Table 6.3: Examples of topics learned on the gun dataset (with 5% hashtags, 50 topics).
The top row shows the words with highest positive/negative value of ω, indicating common
word associations with each perspective. We show examples of three topics associated with
each perspective, as defined by the topics’ inferred r values. For increased lexical diversity,
we excluded words common across many topics in the two datasets (“gun*”) from this
output.
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For vaccination Against vaccination
Highest component values Lowest component values
#vaccinate ω1v = 1.63 #cdcwhistleblower ω1v = −1.82
kids ω1v = 1.62 injury ω1v = −1.70
#vaccineswork ω1v = 1.60 #hearthiswell ω1v = −1.60
anti-vaxxers ω1v = 1.46 cdc ω1v = −1.56
preventable ω1v = 1.46 truth ω1v = −1.54
children ω1v = 1.46 #vaccine ω1v = −1.53
home ω1v = 1.45 autism ω1v = −1.52
measles ω1v = 1.44 #cdcfraud ω1v = −1.52
important ω1v = 1.43 cause ω1v = −1.48
well ω1v = 1.38 #autism ω1v = −1.48
Topic 4 Topic 2 Topic 24 Topic 17 Topic 7 Topic 18
rt = 0.88 rt = 0.77 rt = 0.44 rt = −1.05 rt=−0.41 rt=−0.14
#vaccineswork measles flu #cdcwhistleblower flu flu
#vaccines kids get autism italy cdc
lives disneyland #flu cdc deaths effective
help #vaccinate shot #vaccines court may
#vaccination cases late #autism death year’s
work people #vaccine mmr child virus
save parents season #hearthiswell 13 less
great outbreak week link toll work
kids children influenza fraud form strain
need unvaccinated #flushot #vaccine rises says
Table 6.4: Examples of topics learned on the vaccine dataset (50% hashtags, 25 topics).
The top row shows the words with highest positive/negative value of ω, indicating common
word associations with each perspective. We show examples of three topics associated with
each perspective, as defined by the topics’ inferred r values. For increased lexical diversity,
we excluded words common across many topics in the two datasets (“vacc*”) from this
output.
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ϕ7 ϕ2 ϕ4 ϕ5 ϕ3 ϕ9 ϕ8 ϕ1 ϕ10 ϕ6 
ω0 ω1 ω3 ω2 ω4 
Perspective edge weights 
correspond to the positive 
or negative rt values 
Hierarchy edges are 
selected with the binary 
st indicator vectors 
Figure 6.2: An illustration of the relationship between topic components and topic param-
eters in the joint perspective and topic hierarchy model of Section 6.2. The prior for each
topic’s word distribution φt has two parent components: the perspective component ω0 and
one hierarchy component ωt>0. Perspective coefficients can be positive or negative, while
hierarchy coefficients are constrained to be positive.
Sections 5.1.1 and 5.2 in Chapter 5, allowing us to demonstrate and evaluate the different
structures. Because this joint model includes many of the topic models described in Section
5.2, we can compare to many different baselines by ablating parts of the model to create
simpler variants. Thus, the experiments in this section serve as a comprehensive compar-
ison of different baseline models. We experiment with this model on a corpus of political
debates (where perspective corresponds to ideology) and a corpus of online doctor reviews
(where perspective corresponds to the review sentiment). This section includes additional
material from Paul and Dredze (2015), which was also the basis for Chapter 5.
6.2.1 A Factored Hierarchical Model
Our primary extension to the model in Section 6.1.2 is to create a topic hierarchy,
as described in Section 5.2.2.3. The hierarchy will use components for both topics and
documents, where αm is document m’s supertopic proportions, δc is the cth supertopic’s
subtopic prior, ωc is the cth supertopic’s word prior, and βt is the weight vector that selects
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the tth topic’s parent supertopic. We constrain each βt to be a (soft) indicator vector to
encode a tree structure (Section 5.1.1.2).
We use a weighted tree: while each βt has only one nonzero element, the nonzero
element can be a value other than 1. We do this by replacing the single coefficient βtc
with a product of two variables: stcβ̂tc. Here, β̂t is a real-valued weight vector, while st
is a binary indicator vector which zeroes out all but one element of βt. We do the same
with the δ vectors, replacing δct with stcδ̂ct. The s variables are shared across both topic
and document components, which is how we tie these together (Section 5.1.2). This is the
same approach used in the experiments of Chapter 5 (Section 5.4). As before, we relax the
binary requirement for s and instead allow a positive real-valued vector whose elements
sum to 1, with a Dirichlet(ρ<1) prior to encourage sparsity. We will also experiment with
annealing this prior, as proposed in Section 5.3.2.1.
To be more clearly interpreted as a hierarchy, we constrain the coefficients α and β
(and by extension, δ, since the parameters are tied) to be positive, as suggested in Section
5.1.3. Positive coefficients (rather than negative) give the effect that topics should be similar
(not dissimilar) to their parent components, and topics should be more (not less) likely to
appear in documents that favor the parent component, which is why we disallow negative
coefficients.
Additionally, we factorize the hierarchy such that each topic depends not only on its
supertopic, but also on a value indicating perspective. The prior for a topic will be a log-
linear combination of both a supertopic (e.g., ENERGY) and a perspective (e.g., LIBERAL)
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weight vector. As in the perspective model of the previous section, the scalar perspective
value for the tth topic is denoted rt. The ω and α variables associated with the perspective
component are denoted with superscript (r) rather than subscript c.
To learn meaningful perspective parameters, we include supervision in the form of
document attributes, as described in Section 5.2.2.4. Each document includes a positive
or negative score denoting the perspective, which is the variable α(r)m for document m.
There is only a single perspective component, but it represents two ends of a spectrum with
positive and negative weights; these parameters have no positivity constraints, unlike the
supertopics.
Finally, we include “bias” component vectors denoted b(φ) and b(δ), which act as overall
weights over the vocabulary and topics, so that the component-specific ω and δ weights can
be interpreted as deviations from the global bias weights, as suggested in Section 5.1.6.
The model hyperparameters are summarized as follows:
• st ∼ Dirichlet(ρ < 1) (soft indicator)
• α(r)m is given as input (perspective value)
• φ̃tv = exp(b(φ)v + rtω(r)v +
∑C
c=1 stcβ̂tcωcv)





This includes most of the features described in Chapter 5 (trees, factored structures,
tying topic and document components, and document attributes), so we can ablate model
features to measure the effects of each.
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6.2.2 Experiments
6.2.2.1 Experimental details
Our experiments use the Debates and Reviews corpora used in the previous chapter,
described in Section 5.4. Both of these datasets include perspective values associated with
each document, which we use as αm. In contrast to the lightweight supervision approach
used in the previous section (Section 6.1.3), each αm is provided as input rather than in-
ferred, because the perspective value is known. Specifically:
• Debates: Each document is a transcript of one Congressional speaker’s turn in a debate,
and each document includes the first dimension of the DW-NOMINATE score (Lewis and
Poole, 2004), a real-valued score indicating how conservative (positive value) or liberal
(negative value) the speaker is.
• Reviews: Each document is a review that contains ratings on a 1–5 scale for multiple
aspects. We centered the ratings around the middle value 3, then took reviews that had
the same sign for all aspects. The αm value is set as the average score across the aspects.
The experimental setup is identical to that described in Section 5.4.1. Unless otherwise
specified, T=50 topics and C=10 components (excluding the perspective and bias compo-
nents) for Debates, and T=20 and C=5 for Reviews.
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Debates Reviews
Model Perplexity Prediction error Coherence Perplexity Prediction error Coherence
Full model †1555.5 ± 2.3 †0.615 ± 0.001 -342.8 ± 0.9 †1421.3 ± 8.4 †0.787 ± 0.006 -512.7 ± 1.6
Hierarchy only †1561.8 ± 1.4 0.620 ± 0.002 -342.6 ± 1.1 †1457.2 ± 6.9 †0.804 ± 0.007 -509.1 ± 1.9
Perspective only †1567.3 ± 2.3 †0.613 ± 0.002 -342.1 ± 1.2 †1413.7 ± 2.2 †0.800 ± 0.002 -512.0 ± 1.7
SCTM-style 1572.5 ± 1.6 0.620 ± 0.002 †-335.8 ± 1.1 1504.0 ± 1.9 †0.837 ± 0.002 †-490.8 ± 0.9
PAM-style †1567.4 ± 1.9 0.620 ± 0.002 -347.6 ± 1.4 †1440.4 ± 2.7 †0.835 ± 0.004 -542.9 ± 6.7
FLDA-style †1559.5 ± 2.0 0.617 ± 0.002 -340.8 ± 1.4 †1451.1 ± 5.4 †0.809 ± 0.006 -505.3 ± 2.3
DMR 1578.0 ± 1.1 0.618 ± 0.002 -343.1 ± 1.0 †1416.4 ± 3.0 †0.799 ± 0.003 -511.6 ± 2.0
PAM 1578.9 ± 0.3 0.622 ± 0.003 †-336.0 ± 1.1 1514.8 ± 0.9 †0.835 ± 0.003 †-493.3 ± 1.2
FLDA 1574.1 ± 2.2 0.618 ± 0.002 -344.4 ± 1.3 1541.9 ± 2.3 0.856 ± 0.003 -502.2 ± 3.1
LDA (learned) 1579.6 ± 1.5 0.620 ± 0.001 -342.6 ± 0.6 1507.9 ± 2.4 0.846 ± 0.002 -501.4 ± 1.2
LDA (fixed) 1659.3 ± 0.9 0.622 ± 0.002 -349.5 ± 0.8 1517.2 ± 0.4 0.920 ± 0.003 -585.2 ± 0.9
bag-of-words 2521.6 ± 0.0 0.617 ± 0.000 †-196.2 ± 0.0 1633.5 ± 0.0 0.813 ± 0.000 †-408.1 ± 0.0
Naive baseline 7426.0 ± 0.0 0.677 ± 0.000 -852.9 ± 7.4 10158.0 ± 0.0 1.595 ± 0.000 -795.2 ± 13.0
Table 6.5: Perplexity of held-out tokens and mean absolute error for attribute prediction
using various models (± std. error across 10 sampling trials). † indicates significant differ-
ence (p < 0.05) from optimized LDA under a two-sided t-test.
6.2.2.2 Quantitative evaluation
We measured perplexity and topic coherence as done in the previous chapter, described
in Section 5.4.2. Additionally, we also evaluated how well the model can predict the at-
tribute values (DW-NOMINATE score or user rating) of held-out documents. We trained a
linear regression model using the document topic distributions θm as features. We held
out half of the documents for testing and measured the mean absolute error. For the test
documents, the topic models do not use the attribute values as priors, and instead αm is set
to 0.
Using these three metrics, we compared to several variants (denoted in bold) of the full
model to understand how the different parts of the model affect performance:
• Variants that contain the hierarchy components but not the perspective component (Hi-
erarchy only), and vice versa (Perspective only).
• The “hierarchy only” model using only document components δ and no topic compo-
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nentsω. This is a PAM-style model because it exhibits similar behavior to PAM (Section
5.2.2.3), with no structured priors for the word distributions of topics. We also compared
to the original PAM model.
• The “hierarchy only” model using only topic components ω and no document compo-
nents δ. This is a SCTM-style model because it exhibits similar behavior to SCTM
(Section 5.2.2.2), with no structured priors for the topic distributions of documents.
• The full model where α(r) is learned (unsupervised) rather than given as input. This is a
FLDA-style model that has similar behavior to FLDA (Section 5.2.1), since the model
learns a factorization of topic and perspective. We also compared to the original FLDA
model with 2 perspective components.
• The “perspective only” model but without the ω(r) topic component, so the attribute value
affects only the topic distributions and not the word distributions. This is identical to the
DMR topic model (Section 5.2.2.4).
• A model with no components except for the bias vectors b(φ) and b(θ). This is equiva-
lent to LDA with optimized hyperparameters (learned). We also experimented with us-
ing fixed symmetric hyperparameters, using values suggested by Griffiths and Steyvers
(2004): 50/T and 0.01 for topic and word distributions, respectively.
To put the results in context, we also compare to two types of baselines: (1) “bag-of-words”
baselines, where we measure (a) the perplexity of add-one smoothed unigram language
models, (b) the prediction error using bag-of-words features,2 and (c) coherence of the un-
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each topic corresponds to a unique (unweighted) pairing of components from the two fac-
tors; the SPRITE approach allows multiple topics to share the same components, and to
combine them with different weights.
The results are quite different under the coherence metric. It seems that topic compo-
nents (which influence the word distributions) improve coherence over LDA, while doc-
ument components worsen coherence. This was also observed in Section 5.4.2. SCTM-
style (which uses only topic components) does the best in both datasets, while PAM-style
(which uses only documents) does the worst. PAM also significantly improves coherence
over LDA, despite worse perplexity.
The LDA (learned) baseline substantially outperforms LDA (fixed) in all cases, high-
lighting the importance of optimizing hyperparameters, consistent with prior research (Wal-
lach et al., 2009a).
Surprisingly, many SPRITE variants also outperform the bag-of-words regression base-
line, even though the latter was tuned to optimize performance using heavy `2 regulariza-
tion, which we applied only weakly (without tuning) to the topic model features. We also
point out that the “bag-of-words” version of the coherence metric (the coherence of the top
20 words) is higher than the average topic coherence, which seems to be an artifact of how
the metric is defined: the most probable words in the corpus also tend to co-occur together
in most documents, so these words are considered to be highly coherent together.
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Figure 6.3: Predictive performance of the full model with different numbers of topics T
across different numbers of components, represented on the x-axis (log scale).
6.2.2.3 Parameter sensitivity
We evaluated the full model at the two predictive tasks with varying numbers of top-
ics, T ∈ {12, 25, 50, 100} for Debates and T ∈ {5, 10, 20, 40} for Reviews, and varying
numbers of components, C ∈ {2, 5, 10, 20}. Figure 6.3 shows that performance is more
sensitive to the number of topics than components, with generally less variance among the
latter. More topics improve performance monotonically on Debates, while performance
declines at 40 topics on Reviews. The middle range of components (5–10) tends to perform
better than too few (2) or too many (20) components.
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Regardless of quantitative differences, the choice of parameters may depend on the end
application and the particular structures that the user has in mind, if interpretability is im-
portant. For example, if the topic model is used as a visualization tool, then 2 components
would not likely result in an interesting hierarchy to the user, even if this setting produces
low perplexity.
6.2.2.4 Structured sparsity
Recall that we used a relaxation of the binary s that induces a “soft” tree structure,
since the sparse Dirichlet prior encourages but does not constrain the values of s to be
binary indicator vectors. In Section 5.3.2.1, we suggested it is possible to induce “hard”
tree structures by annealing only the prior term in the objective function, which strengthens
the preference to be binary.
Table 6.6 shows the percentage of s values which are within ε = .001 of 0 or 1 under
various annealing schedules, increasing the inverse temperature τ by 0.1% after each iter-
ation (i.e., τt = 1.001i) as well as 0.3% (τt = 1.003i) and no annealing at all (τ = 1). At
τ = 0, we model a DAG because the model has no preference that s is sparse. Many of the
values are binary in the DAG case, but the sparse prior substantially increases the number
of binary values, obtaining fully binary structures with sufficient annealing.
We caution against an annealing schedule that binarizes the values too quickly, because
a value that becomes zero can never become nonzero when using the exponentiated gradient
updates (Section 5.3).
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τi Debates Reviews
0.000 (Sparse DAG) 58.1% 42.4%
1.000 (Soft Tree) 93.2% 74.6%
1.001i (Hard Tree) 99.8% 99.4%
1.003i (Hard Tree) 100% 100%
Table 6.6: The percentage of indicator values that are sparse (near 0 or 1) when using
different annealing schedules.
6.2.2.5 Qualitative analysis
Figure 6.4 shows examples of topics learned from the Reviews corpus. The figure in-
cludes the highest-probability words in various topics as well as the highest-weight words
in the supertopic components and perspective component, which feed into the priors over
the topic parameters. We see that one supertopic includes many words related to surgery,
such as procedure and performed, and has multiple children, including a topic about dental
work. Another supertopic includes words describing family members such as kids and hus-
band. One topic has both supertopics as parents, which appears to describe surgeries that
saved a family member’s life, with top words including {saved, life, husband, cancer}. The
figure also illustrates which topics are associated more with positive or negative reviews,
as indicated by the value of rt.
Interpretable parameters were also learned from the Debates corpus. Consider two top-
ics about energy which have polar values of rt. The conservative-leaning topic is about
oil and gas, with top words including {oil, gas, companies, prices, drilling}. The liberal-
leaning topic is about renewable energy, with top words including {energy, new, technol-
ogy, future, renewable}. Both of these topics share a common parent of an industry-related
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Figure 6.4: Examples of topics (gray boxes) and components (colored boxes) learned on
the Reviews corpus with 20 topics and 5 components. Words with the highest and lowest
values of ω(r), the perspective component, are shown on the left, reflecting positive and
negative sentiment words. The words with largest ω values in two supertopic components
are also shown, with manually given labels. Arrows from components to topics indicate
that the topic’s word distribution draws from that component in its prior (with non-zero β
value). There are also implicit arrows from the perspective component to all topics (omitted
for clarity). The vertical positions of topics reflect the topic’s perspective value rt. Topics
centered above the middle line are more likely to occur in reviews with positive scores,
while topics below the middle line are more likely in negative reviews. Note that this is
a “soft” hierarchy because the tree structure is not strictly enforced, so some topics have
multiple parent components. Table 6.6 shows how strict trees can be learned by tuning the
annealing parameter.
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supertopic whose top words are {industry, companies, market, price}. A nonpartisan topic
under this same supertopic has top words {credit, financial, loan, mortgage, loans}.
6.3 Related Work
Inverse regression topic models (Rabinovich and Blei, 2014) use document feature val-
ues (such as political ideology) to alter the parameters of the topic-specific word distribu-
tions, similar to what our perspective model does (Section 6.1). This is an alternative to
the more common approach to regression-based topic modeling, where the variables typ-
ically affect the topic distributions rather than the word distributions. Our SPRITE-based
model does both: the document features adjust the prior over topic distributions, but by
tying together the document and topic components (by using a shared r variable that in-
fluences both θ̃ and φ̃) the document features also affect the prior over word distributions.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first topic model to condition both topic and word
distributions on the same features.
Our hierarchical perspective model (Section 6.2) is related to supervised hierarchical
LDA (SHLDA) (Nguyen et al., 2013), which learns a topic hierarchy while also learning
regression parameters to associate topics with feature values such as political perspective.
This model does not explicitly incorporate perspective-specific word priors into the topics,
as in our factorized approach. The regression structure is also different. SHLDA is a
“downstream” model, where the perspective value is a response variable conditioned on
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the topics. In contrast, SPRITE is an “upstream” model, where the topics are conditioned
on the perspective value. We argue that the latter is more accurate as a generative story (the
emitted words depend on the author’s perspective, not the other way around). Moreover,
in our model the perspective influences both the word and topic distributions (through the
topic and document components, respectively).
Encoding perspective along a continuous spectrum, as done in this chapter, is used in
ideal point models (Lewis and Poole, 2004), which are commonly-used models in politi-
cal science for measuring ideology of legislatures. A number of topic models have been
proposed that combine topics with ideal points (Gerrish and Blei, 2012; Gu et al., 2014;
Nguyen et al., 2015b), and the SPRITE models presented in this chapter could also be con-
sidered ideal point topic models.
The structural topic model (STM) (Roberts et al., 2013) (described in Section 2.3.3.3)
is also related to SPRITE, but using logistic normal priors rather than Dirichlet priors (dis-
cussed in Section 5.1.7). STM has been used to summarize responses to surveys, which is
related to our goal of survey measurement in this chapter (Roberts et al., 2014).
6.4 Using SPRITE in Practice
We will end this chapter by discussing some practical issues with running SPRITE, in
particular by describing how the hyperparameters should be set in order to achieve good
performance and desired behavior.
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6.4.1 Role of the Hyperparameters
This subsection will describe some rules of thumb for inducing different types of be-
havior through different settings of the learning hyperparameters which control α, β, δ,
and ω. Most of this advice also applies to Factorial LDA, as a special case of SPRITE.
These guidelines are informal, based on the “wisdom” of this author, having spent many
months working with SPRITE and FLDA, while the next subsection will show the perfor-
mance effect of different hyperparameter settings experimentally. We focus on two kinds of
learning hyperparameters: the initialization of the parameter values and the regularization
of the parameters.
6.4.1.1 Parameter initialization
The initial values of the Dirichlet prior parameters are important for learning good
models. If the “pseudocounts” of the Dirichlet priors θ̃ and φ̃ are too large relative to the
observed counts, then it will be difficult for the Gibbs sampler to learn anything, and it will
remain in a state near its initial state. On the other hand, if they are too small, they may





t θ̃mt for the topics and documents, and compare the initial precision to the observed
counts, to be sure the initial precision is not so large as to hurt learning. A good rule of
thumb is that the sum of the pseudocounts within a topic or document should be on the
same order as the sum of the observed counts.
In the SPRITE implementation used for this thesis, components weights (δ, ω) are gen-
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erally initialized to random values near 0, while coefficients (α, β) are initialized to 1 unless
otherwise constrained.
For each topic’s distributions over words, a typical symmetric prior is φ̃tv = 0.01 (Grif-
fiths and Steyvers, 2004), and we have found this to be a good approximate value for
initialization for each t, v. This means that each βtc and ωcv should be initialized such that
exp(
∑
c βtcωcv) ≈ 0.01. This is typically done by setting a bias component (Section 5.1.6)
with values ωv ≈ log(0.01), while initializing all other component weights to be near 0
(with noise). When the β coefficients are constrained to the simplex, they are initialized to
be uniform, βc = 1C .
When informed asymmetric priors are used to incorporate prior knowledge, as in Chap-
ter 4 when the ω weights are initialized to values inferred from labeled data, then it may
be desirable to have a stronger prior, in which case ω values can be initialized such that
the expected value of φ̃tv is larger than 0.01. Another useful technique when using an in-
formed asymmetric prior is to initialize the Gibbs sampler assignments according to the
prior, either by setting each token’s topic assignment to the word’s most likely topic under
the prior, or sampling the initial topic assignment according to the prior.
As for each document’s distribution over topics, values are typically initialized such that
θ̃mt ≈ 0.1 or smaller in this thesis. While many researchers commonly use the heuristic
of θ̃t = 50T (Griffiths and Steyvers, 2004), this often produces pseudocounts that are too
large for short documents. For example, a tweet may only have 5 tokens, so if there are
50 topics with θ̃t = 1.0, then the pseudocounts from the prior will sum to 50, washing out
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σ2 = 0.01 σ2 = 1 σ2 = 100
Positive Negative Positive Negative Positive Negative
excellent records great doctor dr doctor
wonderful money caring rude great told
fantastic worse wonderful refused best said
impressed mistake best worst highly office
amazing worst helped told knowledgeable poor
explains horrible knowledgeable avoid caring refused
compassionate dismissed amazing stay excellent money
exceptional refused kind instead wonderful rude
expertise mistakes friendly cold friendly drug
supportive despite excellent worse listens prescribed
awesome terrible knowledgable beware love unprofessional
attentive tears thorough lost thorough later
fortunate caused dr records really records
talented failed listens allowed kind blood
knowledgable tried fantastic horrible compassionate pain
Table 6.7: Examples of priors learned with different degrees of regularization on the
doctor reviews corpus using the perspective and hierarchy model in Section 6.2.1. The
words shown are the top 15 words with the highest and lowest weights in the perspective
component vector ω(r), corresponding to positive and negative sentiment in reviews, learned
with three different values for the variance σ2 of the normal prior over the ω weights.
the observed counts, and thus making learning difficult. Therefore, care should be given to
initialize the document priors to sufficiently small values, particularly when working with
short documents.
The document priors can be initialized analogously to the topic priors, using a bias
component initialized with δt ≈ log(0.1) and other component weights randomly initial-
ized near 0. When components are constrained to be positive, rather than initializing to near
0, they are initialized to be near a small value, such as exp(−2) in this implementation.
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6.4.1.2 Parameter regularization
In addition to good initialization, it is important to have good regularization to control
how the parameters will stray from their initial values during learning. Regularization is
controlled by setting the variance of the normal priors over α, β, δ, and ω. Regulariza-
tion serves two primary functions: maintaining stable values during learning, and learning
values that are more generalizable and more interpretable.
Above, we explained that it is important to initialize the priors such that the Dirichlet
precision is not so high that the “pseudocounts” overwhelm the observed counts. One
should also be careful that the precision does not become too large during learning. There
is a risk that the precision can become too large during learning: as the precision increases,
the samples collected will have lower variance, which in turn may cause the gradient ascent
optimizer to further increase the precision. This issue can be combatted by biasing the
parameters to small values (that is, regularization).
While the default regularization priors are 0-mean normal distributions, it is not neces-
sarily desirable to bias every parameter toward 0, as exp(0) is much larger than the values
suggested above (0.01 and 0.1). An approach that we found to be successful was to use
only weak regularization (high variance) for the weights of bias components, so that they
are not heavily pushed toward 0 and can instead remain near their initial values, while
applying heavier (low variance) regularization toward 0 for the other document-specific
and topic-specific components. Another approach is to use the parameter’s initial value as
the mean of the normal prior rather than 0, to encourage the parameters to stay near their
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initial setting, particularly for the bias components. This is likely to be more effective at
keeping the Dirichlet precision at desired levels, though this approach was not used in the
experiments in this thesis.
Biasing the component weights toward zero can also be important for interpretability,
particularly for the ω values, which are an important part of SPRITE, as in Table 6.3 and
Figure 6.4. For example, Table 6.7 shows examples of ω component weights corresponding
to perspective in reviews learned with strong, moderate, and weak regularization, and the
top words in the component are fairly different across the three versions. The component
learned with strong regularization contains many more top words that are clearly associ-
ated with positive and negative sentiment, whereas the component with weak regularization
contains many generic words that do not have strong sentiment associations, such as “re-
ally” and “told”. However, the versions with moderate and weak regularization give high
weight to important sentiment words such as “best” and “great” that do not appear at all in
the top 15 words in the version with strong regularization.
In general, we have found that values of 1 or lower work well for the variance of the
topic-specific ω values, while a variance of 100 or higher works well for the bias ω compo-
nent. Unfortunately, it is difficult to tune this for interpretability without manual inspection
with trial and error. While the interpretability of topic word distributions can be approx-
imated with automated coherence metrics (Section 2.6.2), it is an open question whether
similar metrics are useful for measuring interpretability of the priors.
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Perplexity Coherence
Hyperparameter Stddev KS p Best Stddev KS p Best
Initial δ bias 176.9 <.001 -1.0 4.5 .119 -2.0
Initial ω bias 75.3 .026 -2.0 26.6 <.001 -1.0
δ variance 33.9 .692 0.01 4.6 .032 0.01
ω variance 26.6 .786 0.01 3.6 .376 0.25
Table 6.8: Measuring the effect of different hyperparameter settings. For each hyper-
parameter, the table shows the standard deviation of the mean perplexity and coherence
for sampling trials using five different settings of the hyperparameter and the p-value of
a Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test comparing the samples from the best hyperparameter
setting to the worst, as well as the hyperparameter setting with the best result.
6.4.2 Hyperparameter Effect on Performance
We now experimentally compare different settings of the hyperparameters discussed in
the previous subsection: the initialization and regularization of the component weights.
We evaluated the full SPRITE model from Section 6.1 on the various Twitter datasets.
We compared settings of the initial value of the bias components, for the possible val-
ues {−5.0,−3.0,−2.0,−1.0, 0.0}, as well as the variance of the normal prior for the δ and
ω weights, for the possible values {.0001, .01, .25, 1.0, 100.0}. We ran Gibbs samplers with
various combinations of these settings, with 294 sampling trials in total across the datasets.
For each sampling trial, we computed held-out perplexity and coherence using the same
approach as in Section 6.1.4. Thus, each hyperparameter setting has multiple perplexity and
coherence scores, from which we computed the mean score. Each hyperparameter thus
has five mean scores (one for each of the five hyperparameter values) for each of the two
metrics. To measure how sensitive the perplexity and coherence scores are to the setting
of each hyperparameter, we measured the standard deviation of the scores across the five
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mean scores, as well as a significance test to measure whether the highest mean score is
significantly different from the lowest mean score for that hyperparameter.
To measure significance, we used a Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test, which is a statis-
tical test for whether two sets of samples come from the same distribution. In this case,
the samples for a particular hyperparameter setting are the scores from the multiple Gibbs
sampling trials with that setting, and we compare the scores of the setting that achieved
the highest mean score with the scores from the setting with the lowest mean score. If the
p-value of the KS test is .05, then we say with 95% confidence that the samples come from
different distributions.
Table 6.8 shows the standard deviation across the five settings for each hyperparame-
ter and metric along with the p-value of the KS test between the best and worst setting.
Additionally, the table shows the hyperparameter setting that achieved the best mean score.
These results show that both perplexity and coherence are quite sensitive to the initial-
ization of the bias components, while performance is less sensitive to the regularization of
the components. The regularization of δ has a significant effect on coherence but not per-
plexity in these experiments. Interestingly, regularization of ω does not have much effect
on coherence, even though ω influences the word distributions, which is what coherence
measures. However, as shown in the previous section, the regularization of ω can in fact
have an important effect on the interpretability of ω itself, which is not captured by the
topic coherence metric.
We note that we also measured the effect of other important hyperparameters—the
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number of topics and the number of components—earlier in this chapter, with results shown
in Figure 6.3. We found that predictiveness of SPRITE seems to be more sensitive to the
number of topics than the number of components. From the results, a general rule of thumb
is that the number of components should be smaller than the number of topics.
There exist methods for automatically optimizing hyperparameters, finding hyperpa-
rameter values that give (locally) optimal results under some evaluation metric (e.g., per-
plexity or coherence as in Table 6.8) (Snoek et al., 2012; Maclaurin et al., 2015). While
such approaches require running the Gibbs sampler many times with different hyperparam-
eter settings, it can be considerably faster than a full grid search of hyperparameter values.
However, how well this approach would work depends on the shape of the function (e.g.,
perplexity as a function of the hyperparameters). If the function is not smooth, then an
optimizer may find a poor local optimum.
Another choice that a user must make is the selection of structure in SPRITE (e.g.,
DAG, tree, or factored). We compared the performance when using different structures in
Section 5.4.2. As with the hyperparameters, the choice of structure could potentially be
selected automatically during optimization. For example, Grosse et al. (2012) presented
a generalization of many different model structures (as we do with SPRITE) along with a
search algorithm for choosing among the possible structures.
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6.5 Summary
This chapter served two primary purposes. One was to provide a more comprehensive
evaluation of SPRITE than the small of experiments provided in Chapter 5. The other was
to illustrate how specific SPRITE instantiations can be created for specific purposes.
In Section 6.1, we introduced a joint model of topic and perspective based on the
SPRITE framework, incorporating both direct and distant supervision to learn meaningful
topics. Our predictive experiments demonstrate improvements in model quality when in-
corporating lightweight supervision, and we gave examples of intuitive topics. The model
includes many interpretable parameters that allow one to examine associations between
perspective and topics, perspective and words, and perspective and documents. This pro-
vides a richer representation of perspective than unstructured topic models, making the
model well-suited for exploratory health and social science analysis.
In Section 6.2, we demonstrated the utility and versatility of SPRITE by constructing
a single model with many different characteristics, including a topic hierarchy, a factor-
ization of topic and perspective, and supervision in the form of document attributes. Our
experiments explored how each of these various model features affect performance, and
our results showed that models with structured priors perform better than LDA.
We additionally presented some practical advice on using SPRITE in Section 6.4, in-
cluding experimental comparison of different hyperparameter settings. We found that both
initialization and regularization can have effects on performance and interpretability, with




We conclude by summarizing the contributions of each chapter and proposing future
research directions.
Chapter 2 provided a broad array of background material on probabilistic topic model-
ing, including frequentist and Bayesian topic modeling, structured topic modeling, learning
and inference including scalability, and evaluation. This chapter could serve as a standalone
guide to topic modeling, while also laying the foundation for the remainder of the thesis,
focusing on the algorithms and structures that are used later. An additional contribution of
this chapter was to make observations on similarities between Gibbs sampling, especially
as used in practice, and stochastic optimization. This connection would be interesting to ex-
amine more in future work. In particular, it is difficult to disentangle the different learning
goals—inferring posterior means versus searching for MAP estimates—and the algorithm
used for that goal, and this would be good to explore more experimentally.
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Chapter 3 introduced factorial LDA (FLDA), a novel topic model that organized word
distributions into a multi-dimensional structure. This chapter made multiple technical
contributions. One contribution was to introduce the concept of and the term “multi-
dimensional topic modeling”. While Section 2.4.2 surveyed other multi-dimensional topic
models that were introduced before FLDA, they were largely tailored to specific applica-
tions and limited to two dimensions. Factorial LDA generalized these concepts.
An important contribution was the use of structured priors to let the word distributions
reflect the multi-dimensional structure. Previous multi-dimensional topic models like the
topic aspect model (TAM) (Paul and Girju, 2010b) had no mechanism to ensure the word
distributions reflected the different components. By modeling this structure through pri-
ors, we obtain word distributions that are influenced by the different components, unlike
in TAM, but with additional parameters beyond the independent combination of the com-
ponents, unlike in shared components topic models (Gormley et al., 2010). The structured
Dirichlet prior is powerful because the Dirichlet precision can adjust the degree to which
the prior behaves like either of these two extremes.
A third contribution is the inclusion of a sparsity pattern that can learn which subset of
the Cartesian product of tuples is actually supported by data. We incorporated this sparsity
pattern into the structured priors using a formulation that allows for efficient inference. We
approximated binary constraints by using sparse Beta priors over real-valued variables.
A limitation of FLDA is that all word distributions are associated with all K factors.
It could be beneficial to have some word distributions that are associated with a smaller
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number of factors. That is, in addition to K-tuples, word distributions could be associated
with 1-, 2-, . . ., (K − 1)-tuples. This could be modeled with SPRITE (Chapter 5), by
multiplying the ω components with binary coefficients to select a subset of factors for each
word distribution.
Chapter 4 demonstrated the use of FLDA for two health science applications: sum-
marizing information about drugs from web forums and measuring healthcare quality from
patient reviews. The purpose of this chapter was to showcase real problems that FLDA
can be applied to and to provide further evaluation of the model. The primary technical
contribution of this chapter was to introduce a framework for incorporating domain knowl-
edge into FLDA as priors over the component parameters. This was done by training a
simplified supervised model on labeled data, then using those parameters as normal priors
for the FLDA parameters. A good future research direction is to consider alternatives to
this pipeline approach of using the parameters of one model as priors for another. A more
satisfying solution would jointly model the labeled domain data with the unlabeled corpus.
Chapter 5 introduced SPRITE, a family of structured-prior topic models. SPRITE ex-
tends the idea of structured priors used for FLDA, in which priors over topic and word
distributions are log-linear functions of underlying components. This results in a shared
structure across topics and documents that can be used to model interesting relations be-
tween topics and to provide more interpretable output to practitioners.
While FLDA combined components in a particular way for a particular purpose, this
chapter showed that components can be combined in other interesting ways. We showed
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how different types of structures—a factorization structure as in FLDA, or a tree structure
for organizing topics into a hierarchy—can be modeled by placing various constraints on
the ways in which components can be combined. We offered a number of suggestions for
possible approaches within the SPRITE framework.
We also showed that SPRITE is closely related to many of the structured topic mod-
els described in Chapter 2 (Sections and 2.3.3 and 2.4): shared components topic mod-
els (Gormley et al., 2010), sparse additive generative models (SAGE) (Eisenstein et al.,
2011), Pachinko allocation (Li and McCallum, 2006), and Dirichlet-multinomial regression
(Mimno and McCallum, 2008). Not only can SPRITE model similar characteristics as these
existing models within a single framework, we also showed that it can extend these models
in interesting ways. We focused especially on how FLDA is a special case of SPRITE and
how the SPRITE framework can be used to extend FLDA to less rigid structures.
A technical challenge is that adding constraints to the component parameters creates
difficulties for parameter optimization. We addressed this by generalizing the technique
of using sparsity-inducing Beta priors for the sparse FLDA variant in Chapter 3. To learn
binary indicator vectors, we constrained the vectors to the simplex (which is an easier con-
straint to learn under than requiring values to be binary) and applied sparse Dirichlet priors
to prefer values that are close to binary. We also showed that these soft preferences can
be turned into hard constraints in a computationally easy way using annealing techniques,
which is an improvement over the approach in Chapter 3.
A future research direction is to consider bringing SPRITE’s log-linear formulation of
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combining components to the generation of multinomial parameters directly rather than
Dirichlet parameters, which is how SAGE is formulated (Eisenstein et al., 2011). While
we explained in Section 5.1.5 that SPRITE’s approach using priors provides more flexibility,
these different approaches have not been compared empirically.
Chapter 6 showed how two SPRITE-based models can be used to model perspective
in text. The first model used a single component to reflect information about perspective.
The second model included additional components to include a topic hierarchy as well
as a factorization of topic and perspective, demonstrating multiple structures described
in Chapter 5. We applied the models to a diverse set of opinionated corpora, including
political debate transcripts, online reviews, and social media messages. Like with Chapter
4, the primary purpose of this chapter was to showcase specific ways that SPRITE can
be used and to provide additional evaluation. Another contribution of this chapter was
to demonstrate that even lightweight forms of supervision—Twitter hashtags and survey
statistics, rather than data annotation—can serve as useful prior knowledge in topic models.
We have shown throughout this thesis that topic models can be powerful aids for ana-
lyzing large collections of text. Yet people often have expectations about topics in a given
corpus and how they should be structured for a particular task. Research has shown that it is
crucial for the user experience that topics meet these expectations (Mimno et al., 2011; Tal-
ley et al., 2011). In this thesis, we worked toward addressing this problem by introducing
models that provide richer structures than standard topic models and allow for the incorpo-
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ration of prior knowledge. Our models provide more control over the types of topics that
are learned, and our structured-prior approach offers a unified and powerful framework for
a variety of structured topic modeling tasks.
Moving forward, a key challenge will be to make models like SPRITE easier to tune,
evaluate, and understand; and in particular, to make them more accessible to practition-
ers in various scientific domains. This could be addressed in part by using SPRITE as
the underlying model for a user interface that visualizes text corpora (Chaney and Blei,
2012; Snyder et al., 2013). A user interface could allow practitioners to explore topics,
documents, and the relationships between them (as defined by components) in more depth.
Such an interface could also be combined with interactive learning of the model (Hu et al.,
2011), in which users can repeatedly specify preferences and constraints during the learn-
ing process. In standard topic models, interactivity is useful for specifying which words
should be grouped together. SPRITE includes additional structure that would warrant more
interactivity. For example, users might interactively specify that certain topics should share
parent components. Incorporating prior knowledge, such as with survey statistics (Section
6.1.1.1.2) or seed words (Section 4.2.4.2.3), could also be done interactively through an
interface, and users could see how different types of supervision affect the topics that are
learned. Given that many of the modeling choices in this thesis were motivated by human
interpretability, creating a tool to allow users to fully visualize and explore these models is
an important next step in bringing this research into practice.
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